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Tom Bowlus, Editor-in-Chief

downsize, and you only really need to
have keys on a handful of songs. You
get to break the news to Jimmy, your
“utility guy,” who plays a little keys, a
little guitar, and sometimes
“percussion.” If you dump Jimmy
harshly, and tell him that he’s a “no-
talent hack who just can’t hang with the
rest of the musicians” in the band, you
may become acutely aware of the
impact of opportunity cost when your
band is busted, and Jimmy lands with a
hot new act that’s looking for a bass
player.

I would prefer to think of myself as a
free spirit, who follows my heart, and
in a musical context, a player who goes
where the music will take me. And
nothing says that I can’t be just that.
However, economic theories – such as
supply and demand and opportunity
cost – are constantly working on me in
the background, whether I acknowledge
this or not. If we worry about these
things too much, we can find ourselves
paralyzed by indecision. But not
acknowledging the opportunity costs
imposed by our decisions can also lead
to unhappy, unbalanced lives.

My suggestion is to step back every
now and then and just think about what
you are potentially passing by when
you reach those little crossroads in life.
That project seems pretty important
when you are sitting behind the desk
with the tie on, but standing on the side
of the soccer field, you realize that it
can wait until tomorrow…

That’s how I see it.

Take care, Tom.

this is certainly important, and while
many of the decisions we make
ultimately have a directly observable
monetary impact, I would encourage
you to also consider the concept of
opportunity cost in a broader range of
contexts.

Do I practice my bass, or mow the
lawn. If I practice my bass, am I
running scales and building muscle
memory at various positions on the
fingerboard, or am I learning a new
song? If I learn a new song, do I work
on Birdland or Freebird? Each of these
choices has an opportunity cost.
Depending upon the choices I do make,
I may end up paying someone else to
mow my lawn (or catching heck from
the neighbors). I may end up knowing a
bunch of tunes in the key in which they
were recorded, but I might not be able
to smoothly make the adjustment if I’m
sitting in with a band that “plays that
one in G.” I may end up as a frustrated
jazz guy trapped in a classic rock gig,
or vice versa. 

Moving beyond the musical setting,
consider the opportunity costs involved
in such decisions as: Which girl do I
ask to prom? What major do I pick in
college? Do I work late on that
important project, or go to my kid’s
soccer game? Spicy Garlic or Blazin’
sauce on my wings? There is an
opportunity cost to every decision you
make in a given day, and much of who
we are is defined by the choices we
make. [Okay, I’ll admit that I try to
cheat the theory of opportunity cost
when I order wings, as I get Spicy
Garlic with a side of Blazin’, but don’t
tell Freidrich!]

Even after we’ve made a choice, there’s
typically more than one way to play
that hand, and here, too, we find
opportunity costs at work. Let’s say
your 5-piece band is looking to

By Tom Bowlus

As much as I may sometimes wish it
weren’t so, the laws of economics
apply to many – if not most – aspects
of our lives, whether we realize it or
not. It is interesting to me the extent to
which some folks will go to deny or
refute this fact. Some people want to
believe that “economics” is some word
that doesn’t apply to them, and that’s
probably because there is a tendency to
associate the term only with its
financial connotation. But the laws of
supply and demand have a broader
reach, even if they do ultimately bring
us back to a discussion of “price.” For
example, in the context of what might
be important to a working musician,
what determines how many venues will
accommodate live music in a given
town/area/region? What ultimately
determines which bands will get gigs at
those venues, how much they will get
paid, and how often they will be
booked? What determines how many
bands will be offered recording
contracts, or how many songs a given
artist will be able to sell on iTunes?
You guessed it: “supply and demand” is
the answer to each of these questions.

Now that we see how one theory of
economics might apply to “our world,”
I’d like to discuss another concept:
opportunity cost. As simply as I can
state it, opportunity cost is the “cost” of
what you do, as measured by the value
of what you weren’t able to do. The
term is attributed to an Austrian
economist, Friedrich Freiherr von
Wieser, in his 1914 publication,
“Theorie der gesellschaftlichen
Wirtschaft” (Theory of Social
Economy). Of course, the concept has
been around far longer. Consider
Benjamin Franklin’s quote, “time is
money,” which admittedly presents the
concept primarily in the context of
maximizing the money earned. While

How I See it
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Fishman
Fission Bass
Powerchord
FX Pedal

Quick Look “4th below” (which adds a harmonic
one 4th below the octave up signal –
aka, the 5th above the root), and “5th
above” (which kicks in a harmonic 5th
above the octave up signal). Hitting
both of these last two switches at once
adds an additional octave above the
initial octave up and its 5th above. 

The four sturdy knobs control the noise
gate, overdrive, tone, and effect level. A
noise gate is essential with this type of
a pedal. There is a lot of, well, “noise,”
coming down that instrument cable in
addition to the note(s) you are playing,
and this all gets treated to the octave up
process. The noise gate clamps things
down after you are done playing the
desired note(s), but dialing it in lets
your “guitar” notes trail off somewhat
naturally. The overdrive knob allows
you choose between a fairly clean
octave up and progressively dirtier
tones. While a bit (or a lot!) of
overdrive or distortion certainly helps
make for a more convincing guitar
tone, some folks may prefer to use a
dedicated guitar pedal for this task.

The tone knob allows you to reduce the
treble on the effect output signal, with
tones ranging from more subdued to
more cutting. The effect level knob is
your volume control for the effect
output signal (or, if you are not using
the effect output, it controls the amount
of the effect mixed in with the
unaffected signal via the mix output).
To the right of the four knobs are LEDs
which show if a signal is present, show
if you battery power is low (@ one
hour left), and show if you are clipping
the input (and need to back off on the
trim control). The battery and clip
functions are shared by one LED. The
far left panel contains the effect output,
the mix output, and the 9V power
adapter input (battery power is also an
option).

Right off the bat, there is a lot to like
here. As I play in a one-guitar band
pretty regularly, I have tried all of the
options mentioned above, with varying
degrees of success. While it’s cool to
have that extra guitar fill when you
want it, sometimes the solution seems
more bother than it’s worth. But a
single-pedal solution (okay, and a
second guitar rig for best results) –

By Tom Bowlus

The Company Line

There are a lot of reasons why it’s
better to play in a one-guitar band. One
less amp rig to fight with. One fewer
slice out of the gig money pie. One less
personality to contend with. But
sometimes when the guitar player takes
a lead, it’d be cool to have a rhythm
guitar playing along to maintain a
certain amount of fill. Bass players
have addressed this situation by use of
various techniques: using an overdriven
bass tone, with a lot of harmonic
content; playing an 8 or 12-string bass
with one or two octave strings; or even

by means of MIDI
triggering. Another
option is to mix in
an octave-up signal
and add some
overdrive or
distortion. This
can be done using
a variety of
pedals, or – if you
play your cards
right – by using
just one pedal.

The Fishman
Fission Bass

Powerchord FX
Pedal is a “one box, one stomp”
solution for what to do when the guitar
player kicks into that thin lead tone,
and you want a rhythm guitar to follow
your bass lines. 

First

Impressions

The Fission Bass
is a large, but not
gigantic, pedal
that is nicely
laid out, with
well-placed and
spaced knobs
and switches.
Input comes
via the ¼” jack
on the right
side of the
box, where
you’ll also

find the variable trim control. The
switches, from left to right, are “effect
on” (which engages the octave up),

8 bass
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Manufacturer: Fishman

Model: Fission Bass Powerchord FX Pedal

Made in: China

Enclosure: Metal

Inputs: One ¼” (1.1 M Ohm)

Outputs: ¼” Mix Output, ¼” Effect Output

Controls: Input Trim, Effect Output Level,
Tone, Overdrive, Noise Gate

Other Features: 4th Below, 5th Above,
Upper Octave, Battery or Adapter Power,

24-bit A/D/A, 32-bit Processing

Dimensions: 7.4” W x 4.7” H x 2.1” D

Weight: 1.5 lbs

Warranty: 1 Year

Price: $430.69 List ($279.95 Street)

which allows me to play whatever bass
I want, without any attached gizmos or
skinny strings – sounds like a pretty
good deal.

A Closer Look

Fishman employs some sweet
technology beneath that svelte exterior.
The A/D/A converters function at 24-bit
resolution, and the signal processing is
handled at 32-bit resolution. That input
trim allows for a wide range of input
signals (from -6dB to +11dB), so any
bass – active or passive – is going to
work with this pedal. There is no true
bypass option available, but the signal
going to the mix output is parallel and
buffered. When you are plugged into
the effect output, only the unaffected
bass signal is passing through the mix
output. While it is certainly convenient
to mix the clean and affected signals at
one output, and to feed both signals to
one rig, I definitely got my best results
when using a dedicated guitar rig
(typically, a Reverend Hellhound
combo).

The immediate comparison to those in
the know would be the now
discontinued Akai Uni-Bass. I
discovered the Uni-Bass years ago, and
it became my go-to solution for the
“disappearing rhythm guitar player”
dilemma. Even though it worked fairly
well, I have always been jonesing for a
somewhat more natural, organic
sounding pedal. Might the Fission Bass
fit that bill? I was anxious to find out.

The control layouts on the two pedals
are almost identical, but there are a few
key differences. The Fission Bass can
do the 4th below and 5th above at the
same time (or a 5th and an additional
octave above), while the Uni-Bass
allows for either the 4th below or the
5th above, but not both. The Akai has
the option of a “solo” mode, which
mutes the unmodified bass signal, and
also has the ability to set the “modify”
switch (which controls the lower
4th/solo/upper 5th option) to latch or
unlatch mode. The Uni-Bass has its i/o
connections on the top of the pedal,
whereas the Fission Bass has them on
the sides.

Tonally, it is possible to dial in some
very similar tones on each of these

units. The guys at Fishman must have
spent some time studying the Uni-Bass,
and I think that was a good call.
However, the more time I spent with
the Fission Bass, the more I came to
understand and appreciate the fine-
tuning that went into this unit. The
ability to add more than one harmonic
to the octave up effect is a significant
benefit. I found myself gravitating
towards the upper octave and 5th above
option, though on some material, I
could see where the 4th below and 5th
above would be the ticket.

The tone control on the Fission Bass
provided a range of tones which were
slightly brighter, overall, than the Uni-
Bass. Each unit has a slightly different
voicing to the overdrive/distortion
option. The Akai comes across as
slightly more aggressive, with a bit
more “shred” at the higher settings. The
Fishman is a bit more natural and
doesn’t sound quite as “digitized.” 

I have been singing the praises of my
Uni-Bass for years, but after some
head-to-head comparison and after
getting the Fission Bass out on a couple
of gigs, I think I’ve found a new
“rhythm guitar player.”

Lasting Impressions

Considering their established range of
acoustic amplification products –
known for their pristine clarity and
uncolored tone – I have to admit that I
was a bit surprised when I first heard
that Fishman was going to put out a
“rhythm guitar power chord machine.”
After putting the Fission Bass through
its paces in a variety of venues, though,
any sense of surprise has been replaced
with unadulterated joy. If you play in a
band with one guitar player, or if you
just get off on jamming power chords,
the Fission Bass does what it does very
well and you just have to check one
out.

9bass
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Quick Look
MXR M87 Bass
Compressor
and M84 Bass
Fuzz Deluxe
Pedals

control. With a bass, we are capable of
producing a very large dynamic range
(as well as frequency range), which can
get us into trouble in terms of
maintaining consistent volume across
the board. This is where a compressor
can come into the picture. As your
input volume increases, a compressor
can be set to react and turn down your
output volume in correlation to the
increase. Some bassists use
compression purely as an effect and use
compressors that purposely color your
tone, or use a large amount of
compression to create a specific sound. 

One of the complaints about pedal
compressors has been a general lack of
control. As I am a sound engineer for a
living, I completely understand this
sentiment. Some compressors have only
two knobs and provide very limited
parameters to change. This is not so
with the MXR M87 Bass Compressor.
The M87 is a five-knob compressor
with controls for Input and Output gain,
Attack and Release times, and the
compression ratio. The M87 also
features a ten-LED bar that shows gain
reduction – which is great for someone
like me, who enjoys a visual
representation of what’s going on with
my signal. Most likely though, the first
thing anyone is going to notice about
the M87 is its size. The guys at MXR
managed to squeeze all of these
features into an enclosure the size of an
MXR Phase 90. You know, that little
tiny orange pedal your guitarist
probably has kicking around his pedal
bag with the one knob that makes him
sound like Van Halen! (Or at least,
that’s what he thinks!)

While the M87 was designed for bass
players specifically, it also works well
on a variety of other sources. As usual,
I tried it on several varied sources just
for fun. This time around, I’ve used it
on bass, both acoustic and electric
guitar, a Rhodes Mark II and an old
Whurlitzer 200A Piano. In each case, it
was easy to get a great sound from the
M87, with several tones just a few
sweeps of the knob away. I have owned
several compressors, including both the
most expensive boutique pedals to the
under $100 crowd, and I enjoy using
compression on a variety of sources. As
such, I really appreciate the studio

By Josh Bubniak

The Company Line

MXR Bass Innovations have been
cranking out bassist friendly pedals for
the past few years, and a lot of that is
due to having a great bassist – Darryl
Anders of Agape Soul fame – as the
bass product specialist. I got to pick
Darryl’s brain at Winter NAMM this
past year about these pedals. Having a
true bassist helping design and
implement features in a bass pedal may
seem like a no brainer, but MXR
certainly has done a great thing by
having Darryl in house to help out. The
guys over at Dunlop graciously sent us
both their M87 Bass Compressor and
the M84 Bass Fuzz Deluxe for review.
Both of these pedals feature true bypass

switching and are fit into
an enclosure that is the
size of a Hammond
1590B.

Compressed Discussion

In the music-engineering
realm, there are few
things more
misunderstood than
compression. It seems
everyone you run into
has an opinion on
compression that may or
may not be based on
fact. There are also
MANY different flavors
of compressors out there.
In fact, some guys have
attempted to review as
many of them as
possible for the benefit
of the bass playing
community. A great
example is a guy named
Cyrus over at
www.ovnilab.com who
currently has posted 189
or so reviews that
showcase about 192
compressors.

The most basic of
explanations of
compression, at least as I
have been taught and
have taught others, is
that a compressor acts as
an automatic volume

10 bass
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MXR M87 Bass Compressor Pedal

Manufacturer: Dunlop Manufacturing
Made In: China

Enclosure: Aluminum, Hammond 1590B
Style

Exterior: Powder Coated White
Voltage: 9V DC

Battery Operation: Yes
Inputs: ¼” (1 Ω)

Outputs: ¼” (600 Ω)
Controls: Attack, Release, Ratio, Input,

Output
Other Features: True bypass, gain-reduction

LEDs
Dimensions: 4-3/4” x 2-3/4” x 1-9/32”

Weight: 8.4 oz.
Warranty: 1 Year

Price: $318.24 Retail / $189.99 Street

MXR M84 Bass Fuzz Deluxe Pedal

Manufacturer: Dunlop Manufacturing
Made in: China

Enclosure: Aluminum, Hammond 1590B
Style

Exterior: Powder Coated Brown
Voltage: 9V DC

Battery Operation: Yes
Inputs: ¼” (1 MΩ)

Outputs: ¼” (100 Ω)
Controls: Wet, Dry, Fuzz, Tone
Other Features: True bypass

Dimensions: 4-3/4” x 2-3/4” x 1-9/32”
Weight: 8.4 oz.
Warranty: 1 Year

Price: $219.99 Retail, $129.99 Street

quality effect in such a small and easily
portable package, and most of the other
bassists I showed the pedal to loved it.
A few ended up picking up an M87 of
their own after trying it out a bit. All in
all, it’s a fantastic pedal with a
multitude of uses that belongs on
pedalboards everywhere!

Feeling All Warm and Fuzzy

The next pedal up is the MXR Bass
Innovations M84 Bass Fuzz Deluxe. As
a huge fan of fuzz, who routinely has 3-
4 different fuzz pedals on my board at
any given time, I was quite excited to
try a new fuzz. The M84 has four
knobs to control parameters, including
a Dry knob to allow as much of your
original dry signal come through the
effect as you desire (without the need to
use an external blender). Some players
do this to retain low end and
clarity with a fuzz unit. Along
with the Dry knob, you also have
a Wet knob to control the amount
of fuzz you’d like. There is also
a Fuzz knob, which adjusts the
gain of the fuzz and a Tone
knob, which allows you to dial
in a bit more bite. 

Since fuzzes always sound better
with a passive bass (to my ears),
I plugged my trusty Fender
Geddy Lee Jazz – equipped with
Fender Noiseless pickups – into
my Aguilar DB359 and two
DB112 cabinets, set the Fuzz
control wide open, the Tone
knob to noon-ish and let ‘er
rip… and was promptly
disappointed. To clarify that
statement, when it comes to fuzz
pedals, I’m the type of player
that does not use a blender at all,
and when I plug in a fuzz pedal,
as I like them dirty, nasty, and on
the edge of feedback (or over the
edge of feedback, if I’m feeling
frisky). I sometimes run two or
more at once, just because I want
a specific tone for that song.
Accordingly, my tones can be
quite a bit “over the top.” The
M84 is a great-sounding pedal –
especially for someone who
wants a classic-styled fuzz tone
that is a little more tuned than
say, the MXR El Grande Bass
Fuzz (which is a bit more my

style of a fuzz). In addition, the M84 is
a much more tweakable fuzz, and
having the ability to essentially split
your dry and wet tones without having
to run two separate amps can be an
absolute lifesaver for those of us who
don’t have roadies or a bass tech setting
up all of our gear for us. 

Lasting Impressions

All in all, MXR Bass Innovations is
creating pedals that are well worthwhile
for us working stiffs at prices just about
anyone can afford, and they are lucky
to have an amazing bass player on staff
who is watching out for us low end
guardians and striving to make tools
that will make our lives both easier, and
better sounding.
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Quick Look the polyurethane strings. What really
grabbed my attention, though, was the
thickness of that B string. I had played
the 5-string model briefly at the 2011
Summer NAMM Show – where this
very instrument was awarded a Bass

Gear Magazine Best of Show Award –
but even so, seeing that big, thick string
on such a diminutive instrument is a bit
attention-grabbing. The large custom
Hipshot tuners also catch the eye, and
of course they need to be made just so
to accommodate the thicker U-bass
strings which allow such a big, deep
tone to come from such a small bass.

The espresso finish blends in nicely
with the rosewood fingerboard and
bridge, and the lighter colored fret lines
team up with the bridge saddles and
maple headstock to lend some contrast.
All black hardware completes the look.
The 5-string shipped with a nicely
padded “deluxe” gig bag. It has two
smaller compartments in the front, a
side-mounted handle, and two shoulder
straps (which can be hidden away in a
zippered compartment). On a heavier
instrument, the shoulder straps might
not seem sturdy enough, wide enough,
or sufficiently padded, but for the U-
bass, they are just right. There is a lot
to like about this gig bag.

A Closer Look

One big fear that I think a lot of
electric bass players would have is
adjusting to such a drastically different
scale length and body dimensions. In
my case, any initial “adjustment
anxiety” was overshadowed by the
sheer “fun factor.” As the novelty
began to wear off, though, I realized
that I was actually pretty comfortable
on this bad boy. Granted, your right
and left hand placement are typically a
lot further apart when playing a
traditional electric bass, but the neck
dimensions and the locations of the
bridge, the cutouts, the end of the
fingerboard, etc relative to each other
feel about right. My typical preference
on fretless instruments is sans fretlines
(having begun my bass-playing career
on the double bass). Considering the
23.5” scale length, though, I’m happy
to have them on the U-Bass. Please
note, the 4-string versions of both the
Acoustic-Electric and Solid Body U-
Bass feature a 21” scale length.

Kala
Solid Body
5-String
U-Bass

By Tom Bowlus

The Company Line

A number of years back, I vaguely
recall seeing a ukulele or two at the
Winter NAMM Show. The following
year, I recall being surprised at how

many ukulele manufacturers
were present at the Show.

The year after that, a
buddy of mine tells me

to check out this cool bass
ukulele. To be honest, it

really didn’t sound like
something that I really needed

to see, but I figured I’d check it
out, anyway. This turned out to be the
original U-Bass from Kala, and I have
to admit, it blew my expectations out of
the water. Sure, it looked cute as heck,
but it turns out is was also very
playable. Then I plugged it in and
realized just how great this little thing
sounds! Kala had a hit on their hands,
and the U-Bass was able to ride along
on the rising tide of ukulele popularity.

A NAMM Show or two later, Kala
introduced the first Solid Body U-Bass,
and I was able to spend a little time

with the prototypes.
Once again, I was
impressed, and I
began to see how
some traditional

bass players might
get sucked into loving

this little marvel. More
recently, the U-Bass lineup

has really exploded, with
more body woods and finishes

available in the Acoustic-Electric U-
Bass line (including a Hutch
Hutchinson signature model), 4 and 5-
string fretted and fretless Solid Body
models, and the latest S-U-B Solid
Body line, which offers the most cost
conscious U-Bass models yet.

For this review, Kala sent us a 5-string
version of their made in California
Solid Body U-Bass model in fretless
form, and with the “espresso” finish.

First Impressions

Having played both the Acoustic-
Electric and Solid Body U-Basses
before, I was prepared for the small
size of the body, and the pliant feel of
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Manufacturer: Kala

Model: KA-SN5FS

Made in: USA

Body: Swamp Ash

Neck: Maple

Fingerboard: Rosewood

Bridge: Custom Rosewood

Tuners: Custom Hipshot

Pickup: Passive Shadow piezo

Preamp: Custom Mi Si Align rechargeable
system

Controls: Volume, Bass boost/cut, Treble
boost/cut

Strings: Road Toad Music proprietary
polyurethane

Scale Length: 23.5”

Fret Count:

Weight: 1.5 lbs

Accessories: Deluxe gig bag and charger for
preamp (standard)

Warranty: 1 Year

Price: $1,299.00 List ($1,082.00 Street)

In an instrument such as the Solid
Body U-Bass, the choice of electronics
is definitely a make or break feature.
Fortunately, Kala’s choices fall
squarely into the former category. The
passive Shadow piezo pickup features
individual elements for each string.
This pickup system feeds a really slick
Mi-Si Align preamp, with controls for
volume, bass boost/cut and treble
boost/cut – nothing too unusual, here.
What makes this active preamp unique
is the ability to recharge the system in
60 seconds, using the supplied
proprietary AC adapter. Each charge is
said to be good for 6-8 hours of playing
time, and this seemed to be fairly
accurate in the case of this test unit.
The bottom end is plenty full with the
bass set at the center detent, with
reggae-worthy lows just a touch away.
Some players may even prefer to cut
the lows a bit. Tonally, the Kala
presents a big, full, smooth round tone,
with decent detail. I was initially
skeptical with regard to the real world
usability of the B string, but I needn’t
have worried. It sounds reasonably
tight, although I would highly
recommend the use of a variable high-
pass filter with the U-Bass (4 or
5-string models). Using the stock
strings, I found that I could boost the
treble all the way and never found it to
be harsh or obnoxious, giving the
player a wide range of usable tones to
choose from. 

Speaking of those stock Pahoehoe
(Road Toad) strings, they are a bit
prone to stretching. After a while, they
do settle down, but keeping your U-
Bass in tune with a fresh set of the
polyurethane strings is a bit of an on-
going challenge – at least at first. It is
important to resist the urge to put too
many wraps on the tuning pegs, as this
will only cause more stretching.
Fortunately, several different string
choices are available (at least for the 4-
string models; 5-string sets are in the
works, I believe), so players have a
variety of options. Aguila offers the
Thunderguts strings, which are a bit
more stable, have slightly higher
tension, and stay in tune better than the
Pahoehoe strings. They are also louder,
acoustically, and have more treble
detail. For players seeking a more
traditional electric bass guitar feel and

tone, Pyramid offers silver-plated
copper wound strings (on a nylon silk
core). Aguila has a new string coming
called Silver Rumblers, which is
potentially a “best of all worlds”
scenario, but I have not had the chance
to try them.

While the learning curve to adjust to
this smaller scale is not nearly as steep
as I had anticipated, I did have to learn
to play with a lighter touch. It’s pretty
easy to slap those strings off the
fingerboard by plucking them up too
high. There is a reasonable amount of
room for string movement if you pluck
across the strings, though. I didn’t even
attempt to slap or play this bass with a
pick. This guy was made for fingerstyle.

Lasting Impressions

Being a bass player is more about a
mindset and filling certain roles in a
musical context than it is about the
particular instrument you play. There
are a wide range of available tools at
our disposal in the modern age of
bassdom, and Kala has been putting out
some very compelling bass instruments
for several years. While some players
may initially try out a U-Bass with
travel convenience – or just something
fun – in mind, more and more players
are viewing the bass ukulele as their go-
to axe. With a nice range of acoustic
and solid body U-Basses at various
price points, Kala just may have your
next bass waiting for you.
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By Vic Serbe

The Company Line

Founded in Chicago, IL in 1883,

Washburn will celebrate its 130th

anniversary in 2013, having its original

roots in the Lyon and Healey music

store, which opened for business back

in 1864. These days, Washburn is very

familiar as a top brand of acoustic and

electric guitars, serving artists such as

Bob Dylan, George Harrison, Jimmy

Page, Paul Stanley, and more recently,

Stu Hamm. Washburn became part of

U.S. Music, whose headquarters was in

the old Washburn HQ/Factory in

Mundelein, IL, but is now in Buffalo

Grove, another Chicago suburb, only

about 9 miles away. Back in 2009, JAM

Industries – Canada’s largest musical

instrument distributor doing business

for over 30 years – acquired U.S.

Music. I guess there’s always a bigger

fish. Needless to say, this company has

been doing it for a while now, and the

US-made models have become very

highly sought after, with websites

dedicated strictly to some of the vintage

models.

Washburn has done at least one other

signature model bass, the Rudy Sarzo

model, based on the B70 (back in the

1980s), but the Stu Hamm is the only

signature model electric bass I could

find that they’ve done any time

recently. The Stu Hamm Bass (SHB)

series breaks down into two categories:

the US-made SHBH3/H1 (the H1 is the

non-piezo model) and the import model

SHB30/40/60. As a side note,

Washburn also now has a Stu Hamm

signature model acoustic-electric, the

AB40SH, and a fretless model in the

US-made SHBH series. The model

we’ll be looking at today is the

SHB40RS, which is the import model

sporting Stu’s current pickup style

preference of J/MM pickups and the

iconic red sparkle (RS) finish made

famous by him with his Urge signature

model bass from Fender.

Slicing into the details

The SHB series are “Hammer” model

basses, custom tailored to Stu’s

specifications. The primary features are

the somewhat unique pickup

configuration (J-style bridge pickup,

and MM-style neck pickup) and 4-

string double cutaway shape. The body

woods vary a little, which is a bit

surprising. The SHB40 reviewed here

uses mahogany for the body, while the

US-made SHBH3 and the import

SHB60 both use alder (and both have

the piezo bridge). This bass uses OEM

pickups, whereas the US-made models

both use EMG X custom pickups. I

assume they’re voiced fairly similarly,

however. The SHBH1 is US-made, and

non-piezo, but it’s also got an ash body.

Finally, the SHBH30 is even more of a

departure, with dual J-style pickups and

a basswood body (albeit that wood is

often compared to alder favorably).

Otherwise, they all have rosewood

fingerboards, maple necks, 24 frets, 34”

scale, and the same controls and overall

dimensions. Ironically, only the two top

import models have the bass clef

“yin/yang” inlays throughout the

fingerboard (instead of mostly, or all,

dots). Also, none of the import models

have the de-tuner on the E string. Only

the US-made SHBH3 has that. I only

bring all this up to essentially point out

that while there’s a lot in common in

these models – which should be

assumed for an artist signature model –

there’s still a decent variety of choices,

as well.

The neck is a two-piece flatsawn maple

neck, and the profile is just wonderful.

I’d call it a “medium C,” or maybe

even on the shallow side, which I really

like. There’s no volute, which I also

like, for both looks and feel. The two-

piece neck is laminated, but not as you

might be thinking when I say that,

there’s a main section of the neck, and

then the piece at the end that contains

the headstock. This is typical for a

design that has a kicked-back

headstock, like this one. The neck heel

is also rounded and sloped to make it

more comfortable when playing in the

high registers.

All the models have the same controls:

master volume, blend between the neck

and bridge pickups, treble control, and

bass control. If the piezo is present

(which it is not, on this model), a level

control for that is also present. They

don’t publish the EQ points for their

preamps, but if I were to guess, the bass

control seems to be under 100Hz,

which is pretty typical and very usable.
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means not only can you set the action

height and intonation (of course), but

you can also adjust string-to-string

spacing. Admittedly, it’s not a huge

range, but I’ve often been surprised

how a small tweak here can really make

a difference. I don’t know how typically

this feature would be used, but it can be

nice to have. The truss rod adjuster

hides under a cover on the headstock. I

have mixed feelings on this. It keeps

the top of the instrument clean, but it

also makes it much less convenient to

adjust... especially if you’re someone

who tends to tweak it a lot (either due

to preference and/or local

climate/conditions). The strap buttons

are the usual fare, and I’d probably

swap them out for locks anyway, as

that’s routine for me on any bass that

doesn’t ship with them (and I wouldn’t

expect them at this price level, either).

Fit and finish

Overall, it’s hard to find any real

problems with this bass’ construction.

The paint is beautiful (and spectacular

under stage lighting), the frets look and

feel good, the inlays look well done, the

neck pocket doesn’t have huge gap

anywhere, the routes are all done well,

everything operates well and the

electronics cavity is cleanly done. I also

really like the bass clef “yin/yang”

inlays. Very snazzy. I really only have a

couple minor criticisms in this area.

First, I had trouble getting the action set

low enough for my tastes. This typically

means the neck pocket is cut a little too

deep. I like my action medium to

foil, but much less expensive to

manufacture with, and reasonably

effective. The bridge pickup is a single-

coil, and the neck pickup is of course a

humbucker (no coil tap options).

The hardware is really quite nice. The

tuners are small and smooth, and the

bridge is 3-way adjustable, which

The treble control seems to be maybe 3-

5kHz. I say that simply because I’ve

played some basses whose treble EQ

points were crazy high – like 8kHz, or

even 10kHz. Way too high for a bass

guitar, in my opinion, and the treble EQ

point on this bass seems very usable.

The electronics cavity is fully shielded

with conductive paint. Not as nice as
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medium-low, so while not a feather-

touch player, I probably do like it

slightly lower than a lot of players...

especially those who would be

shopping at this economic, almost

entry-level, price range. This is

typically worked around by shimming

the neck, which I’ve done without issue

before. But still, it’d be nice to simply

have plenty of adjustment to begin

with. Secondly (and I have to admit,

I’m kind of nitpicking for a $399 bass),

the nut was cut fairly high, which

meant you had to push down pretty far

on the string to fret that first note. This

is really minor and easily adjusted, but

beyond what most people could do at

home, so I thought I’d mention it.

Put to the test

I played this bass in both worship and

cover band settings to give it a run for

the money. It may be a bit “flashy” for

some worship gigs, but the one I took it

to was pretty contemporary, so it was

fine. The cover band plays everything

from country to rock and funk. The

typical fare for clubs and festivals –

familiar tunes we all know the words

to. I have to cover a lot of ground, so I

look for a design that’s not too heavily

biased in one tonal direction or another

(and most often play a 5-string for this

same reason). I’ve played J/MM

configurations before and have been

left kind of “wanting” – like there was

always something kind of missing in all

its voices – but not this time. There’s

something about the voicing on this

bass that just “works.”

The neck pickup is really great for rock

tones, as well as slap, even without

blending in the bridge pickup, which

provides another great slap tone. I

would even say the neck pickup has a

lot of P-type character to it. I wonder if

it’s wired in series under the hood, as

that’s the only setting I typically liked

on switchable MM-style pickup basses

I’ve played before. It’s got a lot of good

grunt in the mids, with plenty of low

end. It’s not scooped sounding to me. If

you happen to play with a pick, it’s

pure rock and roll. The single-coil

bridge pickup also sounds really nice.

I’m a huge fan of single-coil J-style

pickups, so this should come as no

surprise. Its placement keeps it from

being overly thin sounding, though I’d

still find myself boosting the bass if

soloing or strongly favoring it.

However, in this bass, I think I would

have preferred a hum-cancelling J-style

pickup. Every time I used the bridge

pickup, either blended or solo, I got a

good dose of the classic single-coil
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The Bottom Line

This bass is a stunning offering for its

$399 selling price. It has its own voice.

The MM-style neck pickup does a great

job of providing a big fat round tone

that can be used for classic tones with

the treble backed off, and a great slap

tone with it set nominally, especially

when blended with the bridge pickup.

The bridge pickup is placed such that it

gives plenty of burpy goodness, but

without being too thin to be usable,

soloed. Stu demos a lot of this in an

online video from the 2011 NAMM

show where he’s announcing the

upcoming model. It’s not a Fender

clone at all, even with the J-style

pickup, but it can easily support any

style of music from country to rock to

reggae to jazz.

hum. In the average clubs and festivals,

you just can’t count on the venues

being designed with musical

instruments in mind, so hum-cancelling

is kind of important to have in most

typical cases.

The EQ is well fitted to the bass. Again,

they don’t publish the center

frequencies, but they seem well chosen.

My typical thing is to bump the bass

when favoring or soloing the bridge

pickup, and that worked great. I pretty

much never cut bass. I also pretty much

never boost treble, but often cut treble

in varying amounts to either smooth out

the slap tone, or go all the way towards

a more classic sound. The control

worked well for both.

As much as I am a 5-string player, it’s

always fun to run around on a 4-string

neck, and this neck is no exception. The

neck profile is a joy to play on, and the

lower cutaway on the body makes the

full range very accessible. The upper

horn and strap button placement gives it

great balance on a strap, and the lower

contour on the body also makes it a

great lap player. It’s also very light

weight and easy to shoulder all night, at

just over 8 pounds.
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Don’t miss the
Dingwall Bass Guitar

Giveaway!!!
www.bassgearmag.com
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TEST RESULTS
1-5 (unacceptable to impeccable)

SONIC PROFILE:
Lows: Big and round, but not muddy
Mids: Strong across the board, very mid present
Highs: Glassy and clear, but not over the top

GENERAL

Company: Washburn Guitars (U.S. Music Corp.)
1000 Corporate Grove Dr.
Buffalo Grove, IL 60089
Tel: 847-643-5212
Fax: 847-949-8444
www.washburn.com (www.usmusiccorp.com)

Country of origin: Indonesia
Warranty: Lifetime limited, non-transferrable
List price: N/A
Street price: $399.00
Options: GCSH hard shell case (sold separately)
Accessories: Embroidered gig bag, Allen keys
Available colors: Red Sparkle, Tangerine

Acquired from: U.S. Music Corp.
Dates: Summer 2012
Locales: Illinois, Ohio
Test gear: Bergantino AE210, Gallien-Krueger Neo112-II, Markbass F500, 

Carvin BX1500, Gallien-Krueger MB Fusion, Mesa/Boogie M9

In-hand
Features: 3
Tonal Flexibility: 4
Ease of Use: 3
Aesthetics: 4
Ergonomics: 3
Tone: 4
Value: 4

On-bench
Overall Construction 4
Wood Choice 3
Materials Choice 3
Joinery 4
Fretwork 3
Fit and Finish of Adornments 3
Quality of Finish Work 4
Ease of Repair 3
Potential Range of Setup 3
Balance on Knee 4
Balance on Strap 4
Overall Electronic Quality 3
Solder Joints, Wire Runs 4
Clarity 3
Noise 4
Shielding 4
Quality for Price Range 5

This bass kicks a lot of tail for the money,
especially if you look at the SHB60 with
the added versatility of the piezo bridge.
But even without that feature, this bass
can cover a lot of ground, and do it well.
I put the needle on rock just because of
how aggressive its core tone is.

In-Hand Score
3.57 average
On-Bench Score
3.59average
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TONE-O-METER

Washburn
Stu Hamm Signature

Model SHB40

CONFIGURATION

Strings: 4
Style: Double cutaway, offset
Overall length: 44”
Body Dimensions: 19” long x 12.5” wide at lower bout
Body Contouring: Rounded horns and body edges, slight belly cut,

sloped neck heel
Weight: 8.25 lbs

NECK

Scale length: 34”
Neck width at nut: 1.687”
Neck width at 12th fret: 2.229”
Neck width at joint: 2.436”
Neck thickness at nut: .817”
Neck thickness at 1st fret: .824”
Neck thickness at 12th fret: .916”
Neck thickness at joint: .978”
String spacing at nut: .437”
String spacing at saddle: .756”
Fingerboard Radius/Neckshape: Compound 12-14” / C shape
Peghead break angle: 10 deg
Bridge break angle: 11 deg
Afterlength at nut: 1.984” to 5.393”
Afterlength at saddle: 1.0”
Attachment: Bolt-on
Pocket gap: None
Truss rod type/access: Single-action compression / neck access
Fret count: 24
Fretwire: 102x43

ELECTRONICS

Pickups: Washburn single-coil and humbucking
Pickup location(s): 11.5” and 14 1/2” from 12th fret; 5 5/8” and 2 1/2” from bridge
Electronics: Proprietary 2-band EQ
Controls: Volume, Blend, Bass, Treble
Shielding: Paint
Preamp Circuit Voltage: 9V

CONSTRUCTION

Body woods: Mahogany (2-piece)
Neck woods: Maple
Fretboard: Rosewood
Body finish: Gloss/Poly
Neck finish: Satin/Poly

HARDWARE

Strings: GHS Boomers (nickel)
Gauge: .045, .065, .085, .105
Attachment: At bridge
Bridge/color: Hardtail, 3-way adjustable / black
Nut: Nubone
Tuners/color: Die-cast / black
Knobs/color: Metal knurled dome / black
Pickguard: None
Control cavity cover: Plastic



Phil Maneri’s

BASS 
LAB

Washburn Stu Hamm Signature Model SHB40
This bass can be bought for $400,

and in that price range, there is

little to complain about. Granted,

I’m not personally a fan of the

red glitter bowling ball look. But

if that’s your thing, this bass has

it everywhere. The workmanship,

overall, is as you would expect at

this price point, regardless of the

country of origin. There is no

point in detailing its deficiencies

or strengths, though. If this is

your price point, being picky

doesn’t make sense. Either way

you look at it, if you have $400 to

spend on a bass, it would be hard

to find any more competent

competition. Put it on your demo

list and play it; see what you

think.
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The Lakland Skyline DJ-5
5-String Bass Guitar
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By Vic Serbe

The Company Line

I covered some of the company history

in the Lakland Factory Tour article, so

I’ll keep it short and sweet, here.

Basically, Lakland was founded by a

couple of buddies in the Chicago area

named Dan Lakin and Hugh

McFarland, both supported by their

families in many ways. In fact, Lakland

Guitars was previously located in the

Lakin General building. John

Pirruccello joined Lakland just after

Hugh exited (in 1997). The Lakins sold

their interest back in early 2010, and

now it’s pretty much a Pirruccello

business. Their hallmark is the bass

they came out with in the ‘90s which

featured both a Music Man style pickup

in the bridge position, and a Jazz bass

style pickup in the

neck

position. These are called the 44-94 (4-

string) and 55-94 (5-string) in the USA

line, and the 44-02/55-02 in the Skyline

series.

One thing that separates Lakland from

others is their highly diverse product

line. They have several basses which

are based on a Fender Precision (44-

64/55-64, 44-51 and 44-64 Custom),

some based on Fender Jazz style basses

(44-AJ/55-AJ, 44-60/55-60 and Darryl

Jones Signature models), and others

which are a complete diversion from

the classic Fender-ish bass, such as the

Hollowbody and Decade models. They

now wind and even design their own

pickups, such as the Chi-Sonic pickup.

They’ve also recently extended the

Decade line to include a baritone guitar

model they call the Decade 6. To really

see the diversity of their line, simply

get on their website (www.lakland.com)

and see for yourself. If you put that

picture together with the shots from the

factory, you’ll find yourself wondering

how such a svelte team can have such a

large product line and manage a strong

quality standard at the same time. Well,

somehow, they can, and the Factory

Tour article also shows how they’re

continuing to innovate beyond what

they have today.

So let’s take a look at the Darryl Jones

Signature model, the DJ-4/DJ-5. I

asked John Pirruccello to describe how

this model came about, and honestly, I

have to simply quote him, because he

gave me such a jam-

packed chunk of interesting

information, there’s no way to

paraphrase it and do it

justice, and I don’t want

to cut anything out. Here’s

John:

“A year or two after we introduced the

Skyline Series (around 2002-3 I think),

Darryl contacted Lakland regarding a

possible arrangement to manufacture
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his signature bass that he had co-

designed with Albey Balgochian (of A

Basses). Since Darryl is a Chicago

native, he and I personally have several

common musician friends (including

Keith Richards, whom I had recently

spent considerable time recording

with), so we were already

acquaintances. Darryl and Albey were

interested in partnering with a company

that could take what they started,

expand upon it, and obviously do the

manufacturing, marketing and sales.

When Dan (Lakin) and I recalled our

mid ‘80s college days together, and our

first impressions of Darryl, we

immediately thought of Sting’s album

“Dream of the Blue Turtles.” The video

for the track “If You Love Somebody

Set Them Free,” was an MTV staple at

the time, and featured Darryl playing a

white ‘70s J-bass with pearl block

inlays. We thought, ‘that’s a cool look,

maybe we should steer the aesthetics

that direction.’ Using the existing body

perimeter and component layout from

the A Basses original, we worked with

Darryl to finalize the color schemes

and other changes, including a pick

guard, pearl blocks, bound neck and

matching headstock color. We designed

a 5-string version in the Lakland shop,

based on our tried and true 35” scale

5-string neck. The initial releases were

Skyline Series only and were clearly a

hit (and still are) with our customers.

We soon added a USA Series 4-string

version. Other than colors that have

come and gone, the DJ and DJ5 models

have remained virtually unchanged.”

Thanks John! How cool is that, right? I

have to admit, I’m already a fan of

Lakland’s products, having owned a

few different models in the past, and

currently owning the “sister” to this

bass (the Skyline Joe Osborne 5). This

was a great opportunity for me to check

out the alter ego to mine. I had a good

time.

Takin’ it Apart

This is a pretty straightforward bass...

sweet and simple. The body is swamp

ash, and the review piece was just

under 9 pounds, which was lighter than

I expected (and a pleasant surprise).

Part of this might also be attributed to

the fact that one of the features of this

signature model is smaller body

dimensions than a typical Jazz Bass...

especially when super-sizing to 5

strings. The neck is a one-piece

flatsawn maple neck with pearl block

inlays and white binding. The 5-string

model also has graphite reinforcement

bars (as does the 4-string USA, but not

the 4-string Skyline). The profile is a

medium-shallow “C,” as I feel it. It has

a 12” radius to the fingerboard, so it

feels fairly “flat.” The frets are medium

profile, which is narrow compared to

the ‘70s Jazz Basses (which typically

used a “jumbo” size). There’s no

kickback or volute, and it sports the

iconic Lakland 3+2 headstock. The

neck is held in by five bolts, and the

heel is angled to increase comfort when

playing in the high registers. It’s the

usual 21 frets, but as is typical with

Lakland 5 string models, it’s got a 35”

scale (the 4 string is the more

traditional 34”).

This is a passive bass, so there’s no

“electronics,” other than a couple

volume controls and a passive tone.

The pickups are a pair of their own

“Vintage Wound Single Coil” models.

The hardware is a mixture of Hipshot-

licensed “Ultra-Lite” style tuners, and

their own “Dual Design” bridge. The

dual refers to the fact that you can

string through the body or just at the

top through the tail of the bridge, like

most other basses on the market

(though the string-through feature is not

unique to Lakland). The strap buttons

are not the usual cone shape, however.

They are more of a button top with a

nice sharp flat side to hold and bite a

strap, which I found to work quite well.

These are also not unique to Lakland,

but a nice choice regardless. There’s

also a bar-style string tensioner just

beyond the nut to assure proper down

force on the strings, since the headstock

does not kick back.

Fit and finish

Generally speaking, the bass is put

together well. The neck pocket is not

the tightest I’ve seen, but it’s good. The

paint and inlays are well done;

everything works well. The fret level,

courtesy of their Plek machine, had no

issues at all that I could find. If I had to

nitpick, I could say there are a couple

things I’d like to see done slightly

differently. First, I had trouble getting

the action set low enough for my tastes,

especially on the G string. I ran the

saddle all the way down. This typically

means the neck pocket is cut a little too

deep. I like my action medium to

medium-low, so while not a feather-
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touch player, I probably do like it

slightly lower than a lot of players. This

is typically worked around by

shimming the neck, which I’ve done

without issue before. But still, it’d be

nice to simply have plenty of

adjustment to begin with. The other

thing is, and this is really minor, but I’d

like to see springs put under the bar

tensioner. Not a big deal at all, but

when/if you pull all the strings off to

change them, you have to hold it up

while restringing.

Put to the Test

I played this bass in my usual combo...

both worship and cover band. The

worship band is highly contemporary,

doing both originals as well as the latest

stuff heard on the radio. The cover band

plays everything from country to rock

and funk. The typical fare for clubs and

festivals – familiar tunes we all know

the words to. I have to cover a lot of

ground, so it’s a good test base.

In playing it, I did discover one thing I

could pick at a bit. When you take your

hands off the strings, this bass gets

kinda’ noisy. This usually means

the pickups are not shielded

much, if at all. Now, before you

take that as a jab, this is highly

debated amongst pickup

manufacturers, and could be a

deliberate choice, not just a

cost-saving measure. It’s

often said that putting a

pickup in a “shield can”

reduces the high end

response. Personally, I’d be

okay giving up a little high end to

reduce noise, but this is a highly venue

dependent thing and players out there

are likely split on this topic, so it’ll

vary from manufacturer to

manufacturer... all the way from the

least expensive products out there to the

most expensive.

On the tone, this is a J-style bass, and

one styled after the ‘70s look and

sound, so it’s got the usual aggressive

growl at the bridge and nice

big fat round tone coming

from the neck pickup. The

volume controls had a nice

taper to them and the

passive tone control was

very usable throughout its

range. Dropping the neck

volume lets the burp of the

bridge pickup punch

through, and dropping the

passive tone warms it up nicely.

Favoring the neck pickup gives a nice

big fat tone for a thumpy bottom, and

backing the tone off all the way really

gets you to classic land. Fully blended
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and passive tone backed off just a tad

gives a really sweet slap tone, and the B

string is strong, focused, and worthy.

What I think surprised me the most

(pleasantly) was that the longer (35”)

scale didn’t seem to matter in both ease

of playing or impact to a good solid

‘70s J tone base.

The Bottom Line

Although it deviates from an actual

Fender ‘70s J-bass formula in several

regards (longer scale length, smaller

body, different neck profile, etc), I

found it surprisingly close in tonal

faithfulness. Some absolute puritan

sticklers may disagree, but I heard

plenty of that great sizzly funky tone

coming out of this bass. And again, the

B string is just undeniable. It’s a pretty

basic model functionally, but aesthetics,

playability, and tone are where it’s at.

It’s a real looker and it sounds great to

me. I’d gig the heck out of this thing.
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Start here… 
go anywhere! 

Offering Associate Degrees 
and the First Two-years of 
a Bachelor’s Degree In… 
 
• Music Education 
• Vocal Performance 
• Instrumental Performance 
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• Recording Studies                                   
• Jazz & Contemporary Studies 
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• Arts in Music 

 
Excellent Education  

at an affordable price! 

Opportunities in... 
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Specialized Music Studies 
Student & Community Music Ensembles 
Master Classes & Music Workshops 
Professional Development in the Arts 
High School Music Prep Programs 

 

Terra Music &  
Fine Arts Academy... 
Offering music, fine and applied art 
lessons and educational performance 
opportunities for students of all ages. 

 

419-559-2233 
music@terra.edu 

 

www.terra.edu 
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TEST RESULTS
1-5 (unacceptable to impeccable)

SONIC PROFILE:
Lows: Full and round
Mids: Even, with a presence in the upper mids
Highs: Sizzly and sweet

GENERAL

Company: Lakland Guitars LLC
1811 W. Berteau Ave. 
Chicago, IL 60613
Tel: 888-958-4494 
Fax: 888-608-2187
www.lakland.com

Country of origin: Indonesia
Warranty: 2 Years, non-transferrable
List price: $1,799.00
Street price: $1,349.00
Options: Hard shell case or gig bag (sold separately)
Accessories: Allen keys
Available colors: White Pearl, Charcoal Sliver Metallic (w/rosewood fingerboard)

Acquired from: Lakland Guitars
Dates: Summer 2012
Locales: Illinois, Ohio
Test gear: Bergantino AE210, Gallien-Krueger Neo112-II, Gallien-Krueger 

MB 800, Mesa/Boogie M9

In-hand
Features: 3
Tonal Flexibility: 3
Ease of Use: 3
Aesthetics: 4
Ergonomics: 3
Tone: 4
Value: 3

On-bench
Overall Construction 3
Wood Choice 3
Materials Choice 3
Joinery 3
Fretwork 4
Fit and Finish of Adornments 3
Quality of Finish Work 4
Ease of Repair 4
Potential Range of Setup 3
Balance on Knee 4
Balance on Strap 4
Overall Electronic Quality 3
Solder Joints, Wire Runs 4
Clarity 3
Noise 4
Shielding 4
Quality for Price Range 2

This bass is pretty faithful to the classic ‘70s Jazz thing,
even though it uses smaller fretwire, a flatter
fingerboard, a smaller body, and a longer scale. It’s
got booty and sizzle for days and plays great. It’s a
good value, with quality and features appropriate for
the price, and worth checking out if you’re looking for
a modern take on the ‘70s J spec.

In-Hand Score
3.30 average
On-Bench Score
3.42 average
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TONE-O-METER

Lakland
Skyline DJ-5

CONFIGURATION

Strings: 5
Style: Double cutaway, offset
Overall length: 46”
Body Dimensions: 20” long x 13” wide at lower bout
Body Contouring: Belly and forearm contours, rounded edges
Weight: 9.53 lbs

NECK

Scale length: 35”
Neck width at nut: 1.747”
Neck width at 12th fret: 2.603”
Neck width at joint: 2.772”
Neck thickness at nut: .88”
Neck thickness at 1st fret: .844”
Neck thickness at 12th fret: .966”
Neck thickness at joint: .948”
String spacing at nut: .353”
String spacing at saddle: .760”
Fingerboard Radius/Neckshape: 12” to 14” / flat D shape
Peghead break angle: 6 deg
Bridge break angle: 25 deg
Afterlength at nut: 1.95” to 6.23”
Afterlength at saddle: 2.7” (with strings through bridge)
Attachment: Bolt-on
Pocket gap: .008”
Truss rod type/access: Single action / body access
Fret count: 21
Fretwire: 76x_

ELECTRONICS

Pickups: Hanson vintage wound single coil
Pickup location(s): From 12th fret: 11 2/16”, 14 12/16”/from bridge: 6 7/16”, 2 13/16”
Electronics: None
Controls: Volume, volume, tone
Shielding: Paint
Preamp Circuit Voltage: Passive

CONSTRUCTION

Body woods: Swamp Ash
Neck woods: Flatsawn Maple, one piece, with graphite reinforcements
Fretboard: Maple with block inlays
Body finish: Pearl White
Neck finish: Satin

HARDWARE

Strings: D'Addario stainless steel rounds
Gauge: .045, .065, .085, .105, .128
Attachment: Dual, through-body or at bridge
Bridge/color: Lakland Dual-Design / chrome
Nut: Delrin
Tuners/color: Hipshot-licensed Clover Leaf / chrome
Knobs/color: Vintage J-bass style / black
Pickguard: White Perloid on White (Clear on Charcoal Sliver Metallic)
Control cavity cover: J-bass style control plate (chrome)



Phil Maneri’s

BASS 
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Lakland Skyline DJ-5
Man offerings. That is some stiff

competition. It is reasonably well-

shielded, with no preamp, and the

single-coil pickups and other electronics

don’t seem to be anything special. The

Hipshot keys and Lakland standard

bridge are very good and of a quality

expected in this price range.

The plastic nut is not well done. It is cut

too low and not groomed from the top.

In contrast, the fretwire is very well

groomed. Unfortunately, the neck wood

doesn’t straighten well enough to take

full advantage of the excellent fretwork.

We have never noticed any deficit in

tone from instruments that exhibit neck

pocket gap. However, this is the only

bass we have reviewed (and made after

2000) that has any measurable pocket

gap at all. The gap could be closed by

shifting the neck to the treble side.

However, it would most likely shift

back, as the treble side has less than ¾”

of wood hugging the neck. The

25 years ago, the Pre-CBS Jazz Bass

reigned as king of all electric basses. P-

basses may have been more widely

used, but resale values clearly favored

the Jazz Bass. The ‘70s saw the Jazz

Bass change to an ash body, maple

fingerboard with bound and block inlay,

and moved the bridge pickup subtly

toward the bridge. These small, but

potent, changes morphed the ‘70s bass

enough to make it have its own legion

of fans. This Lakland bass is an

obvious homage to the iconic ‘70s bass,

this time with five strings.

Its appearance is very ‘70s cool, with

pearl white paint and matching

peghead. The blond fingerboard and

white pearloid block inlay give it bling

from a distance. It’s classic, but with

enough Lakland identifiers, like the

bridge and peghead, to make it its own

thing. This bass lists at a price of

$1,800, which puts it the same price

range as American Fender and Music

compromise for access leaves open the

possibility of lateral instability.

The bridge pickup is close to the usual

‘70s Jazz Bass placement, though the

neck pickup is moved closer to the

bridge pickup than where you’d find it

on a ‘60s ‘70s J-bass. It closes the

aperture to a Pre-CBS dimension, but

locates the pair significantly closer to

the bridge than the ‘70s basses it

appears to emulate. Even accounting

for the longer scale length of the

Lakland (35” vs. Fender’s usual 34”),

the pickups favor ‘60s aperture and

‘70s bridge pickup location. Such

placement brightens and thins the

sound of a bass and could account for a

portion of this bass’ tone.

On the whole, this ‘70s inspired bass

looks very cool, but does not quite

perform to its price point.
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By Tom Bowlus

Many people know that Ashdown is a

British bass amplification company, and

some may even realize that it can trace

its roots (pun intended) back to another

well-known British bass amplification

icon. Other folks may recognize the

Ashdown brand from the many MAG

and ABM heads and cabs on stages and

in studios around the world.

Increasingly, though, Ashdown is being

seen as one of the modern torch-bearers

for tube amplification in an

increasingly class-D world. True, Mark

Gooday and co have been building top-

notch all-tube bass amps seemingly

since top-notch all-tube bass amps first

came onto the market, but looking

across the current Ashdown lineup, you

will find an astounding six different

heads with tube output sections, and

numerous others featuring tube

preamps. That is quite a commitment to

such an “antiquated” technology – and I

love it!

For this review, Ashdown sent us their

smallest – and correspondingly, most

affordable – all-tube rig, featuring a 30-

watt Little Bastard LB30 head, and a

sweet little 1x12, the VS-112. 

The Company Line

The main man behind Ashdown

Engineering is Mark Gooday. Mark

formed Ashdown fifteen years ago,

following the Kaman takeover of Trace

Elliot. Prior to this, Mark had been a

chief engineer and manager at Trace

Elliot, and he was a major force within

the company during their “glory years.”

Parting ways with Trace Elliot allowed

Mark to act on his secret dream of

starting his own business. The company

name reflects his wife’s maiden name,

“Ashdown,” and Mark’s insistence

upon using the word “engineering.”

Being a true Brit, Mark loves not only

audio, but automobiles as well. This

influence can be seen in the Ashdown

logo (Austin Healy, anyone?).

In addition to Mark, the Ashdown team

includes several other notable figures.

Dave Green, formerly of Matamp,

handles not only valve designs, but

other designs, such as the new line of

boutique pedals. Those in the know will

recognize the name Clive Button, a

freelance electronics designer who

began working with Mark at Trace

Elliot back in 1985. Though now in

semi-retirement in Indonesia, Clive is a

key member of the Ashdown team, and

he still designs boards for Mark. Dan

Gooday, Mark’s son, is an amicable

fellow who heads up artist relations and

marketing, while son-in-law Lee

Alexander is the UK sales manager.

Keeping the team small and

empowered allows for low overhead,

and Ashdown is committed to grow

with minimal dependence on outside

funding. This was very nearly not the

case, however. Around 2001 or so,

Fender made some serious inquiries

into acquiring Ashdown, which would

have likely led to Mark’s retirement. As

it turns out, Fender moved on SWR,

instead. This gave Mark a “kick up the

arse” (his words!), and if you ask me,

we bass players are the better off

because of it.

Studio Tubes

Having already dialed up several 300 to

400+ watt tube heads, with the Little

Bastard, Mark wanted to create a small

bass amplifier for studio use, with a

design power of 25 to 30 watts. This

would allow the player to run the head

flat out, for some killer power tube

distortion, but without “blowing the

roof off.” According to Dave Green, the

choice of power tubes came down to a

quartet of either 6V6’s or EL84’s. They
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The back panel is rather spartan,

featuring the power connector, power

switch, fuse, balanced DI output

(XLR), and two ¼” speaker outs for 8-

ohm or 4-ohm loads. Please note, that

while the back panel of our test unit

was in fact labeled “230V,” the test unit

(which was an early production unit)

was indeed set up for 120V. The Little

Bastard does not rely upon fans for

cooling, and the rear panel is heavily

ventilated to assist in heat dissipation.

Driving the Little Bastard

With a solid state head, if it’s too loud,

you just turn it down, no big deal.

Using this same approach on an all-tube

head, however, often means that you

are missing out on part of the fun. Tube

output sections do unique and – to

certain types, myself included –

compelling things when pushed close

to, and occasionally beyond, their

output limits. Try this with a 427 Small

Block, though, and you may find

yourself evicted, divorced, suffering

Looking at the front panel, both “High”

and “Low” input jacks are provided.

These labels refer to the gain of the

input, not the impedance. So passive

axes go into “Low” (150mV), and

hotter active basses into the “High”

input (450mV). After this comes the

Send and Return jacks for the

previously mentioned tube-driven serial

effects loop. Next up, we have the tone

stack, which is laid out somewhat

unconventionally. From left to right, we

have the Middle boost/cut knob, the

Mid Shift switch, the Bass boost/cut

knob, the Bass Shift switch, the Treble

boost/cut knob, and then the Bright

switch. Following the passive tone

stack is the Volume knob, Mute switch,

and the iconic VU meter, which

measures the output level. Output

section distortion should start about

when the needle on the VU meter

reaches the red section.

wanted the amp to be cathode-biased

for two reasons. First, to get the desired

compression from the power tubes

when overloaded, and second, to enable

the end user to replace power tubes as

needed without having to rely upon an

amp tech to rebias the tubes.

Ultimately, the EL84 won out, based in

part upon its greater consistency across

brands.

The preamp goals were straightforward:

be as simple and transparent as

possible. One 12AX7 (ECC83) drives

the series effects loop with one valve

stage, and drives the passive (and

interactive) tone controls with the other

stage. A second 12AX7 drives the

output section, and phase splitting is

handled by a fully floating self-

balancing paraphrase inverter based

around a 12AT7 (ECC82). The DI is

taken from a balanced winding on the

output transformer, and as such, it is

decidedly “post EQ.”



from hearing damage, or all of the

above. That’s why us “tube guys” spend

so much time fretting over multiple

different all-tube heads at various

power levels. We’d rather invest in

eight different tube heads of varying

output power than use a darned volume

knob! And pedals for distortion?

Please... They are the icing on the cake,

and everyone knows you need to bake a

cake worth eating, first.

Okay, I jest (slightly), but I really do

get why Mark Gooday and Dave Green

build all those different tube heads. I

also get what they were going for with

the Little Bastard. It is a great little

head for bedroom or studio use, with a

broad range of lush clean, to grindy

dirty, tones. But let it push enough cone

surface area, and this little tube head

can cover a surprising number of gigs,

as well. I probably wouldn’t want

tackle full-on rock gigs without PA

support, but with some of my bigger

cabs (a certain ubiquitous 8x10 comes

to mind), or a pair of 1x15’s, the Little

Bastard does just fine handling stage

volume duties.

It does take a little while to get to know

the personality of the LB30. The

Middle tone control is very powerful.

More than a little boost can make

smaller cabs, like the VS-112, begin to

fart out. Whatever the Mid Shift control

is doing, it seems pretty subtle.

Speaking of subtle, the Bass tone

control can be manipulated with much

less tonal impact than the Middle

control. Cutting the Bass almost all the

way doesn’t seem to take away too

much bottom, and boosting it all the

way does seem to make the VS-112 fart

out even more, but doesn’t change the

tone so much. I am guessing that most

of the boost is coming at frequencies

below 60Hz or so. Interestingly, the

Bass Shift seems to add some overdrive

and makes the signal a bit hotter. It’s

almost like this switch is boosting the

overall gain a bit, as it’s definitely

impacting the mids and the highs. The

LB30 has a lot of high end content to

begin with (perhaps to compensate

somewhat for the lack of tweeters in

some of their Classic Series cabs, like

the VS-112). Boosting the Treble tone

control takes it beyond what I would

ever use, in terms of brightness. The

Treble cut is very nice, though, and

responds similar to a passive tone roll-

off. The impact of the Bright switch

seemed pretty minimal, at least through

the VS-112.

At the end of the day, my preferred

tone settings had the Middle at noon,

Bass almost all the way off, and the

Treble at about 10 o’clock, with all

switches in the down position. I

preferred the Low input with all of my

basses, even the active instruments. In

addition to being louder, it also seems

to have more grunt/heft down low. One

nit I will pick about those switches: at

least for guys like me with thick meat

hooks for fingers, it’s very difficult to

manipulate the switches without also

moving one or both of the adjoining

knobs. There’s room on the front panel

to space things out a bit more, and I

think that would be an improvement.

The Red-Headed, err Red-

Grillclothed, Stepchild

The VS-112 makes an interesting dance

partner for the LB30. It, too, is sized

for smaller rooms, and it has a similar

“modern take on classic good looks”

thing going on. It is on the small side

for a 1x12, but the dimensions seem

appropriate for the Little Bastard. I just

wish that it either had that big handle

on the side (instead of the top) or else it

had feet on one of the sides (as well as

the bottom) to better allow for vertical

stacking. As it is, the feet on the LB30

don’t clear the big leather handle on top

of the VS-112. I went ahead and just set

it on its side anyway, but for long-term

gigging, having some feet down there

would be nice.

My initial thoughts upon powering up

the VS-112 went something like this:

“decent highs for no midrange or

tweeter”; “tight lows – not huge, but it

doesn’t shy away from a low B”; “nice

burp/growl to the mids – not too much,

just enough to keep it fun”; “doesn’t

sound like anything is missing.” Further

testing – which included driving the

VS-112 with a number of heads, using

a number of different basses, and

comparing it to several other enclosures

– reinforced all of these first

impressions. One of my test notes

reads, “Perhaps as much fun as I have

ever had with a box this small!” That

really sums it up nicely. The VS-112 is

definitely “fun.” Other cabs might go

lower, get louder, or more accurately

reproduce the signals being fed to it,

but what comes out of the VS-112 had

me coming back for more. It seems to

be reasonably sensitive, and the overall

character tends towards the warm/round

side, but with good upper-mid to lower

high end definition. The Carvin

SB4000 is one of the basses I used

when testing this cab, and it really

seemed to shine with the VS-112.

Being a long-time Ashdown fan and
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user, I own a pair of Mini15’s and a

pair of Mini48’s, so I of course had to

compare them to the VS-112. All three

definitely fall into a roughly similar

tone profile. Compared to the Mini15,

the VS-112 had a bit more low end

fullness, a touch more definition, and

was more open in the highs. The

Mini15, by contrast, punches through a

bit more in the mids. The Mini48 was

more similar to the VS-112 in the highs,

and had similar low end fill, but the

Mini48 presents a midrange “bark” that

is unique. I was very enamored with the

LB30 driving the Mini15/Mini48 stack.

Tone for days, and enough volume to

handle most gigs with PA support.

More Testing Notes

After playing a variety of 4-string and

5-string, active and passive, P-bass/J-

bass/other basses through the LB30 and

VS-112, my absolute favorite axe to

pair with this rig was my ’74 Precision

(ash/maple). That bass felt and sounded

like it was made for that rig, and for

whatever reason, I could hear more

impact from moving the Bass tone

control knob on a P-bass than I did with

a J-bass.

Another one of those “inevitable

comparisons” involved my ’66 B-15N

(last seen in issue #4, getting a

restoration job from Technical Editors,

Tom Lees). Head to head, the Ashdown

rig is more deep and meaty down low,

and the B-15N has a stronger midrange

punch. Both have plenty of highs (but

no real sizzle). In terms of clean

volume output, the two rigs are very

close, though the Ampeg is a bit more

graceful about being pushed into

overdrive. They each offer a fairly wide
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range of clean and overdriven tones,

but the way you manipulate the two

amps to get those tonal variations is

totally different. There are some

definite similarities in terms of warmth,

growl, and feel, and both have that “all-

tube” vibe.

Considering Mark’s tenure at Trace

Elliot, I was also eager to compare the

Little Bastard to my old Trace Twin

Valve head. Here, I found even more

tonal similarity than I did with the B-

15N. In fact, it turns out that my

preferred tone settings (mentioned

above) ended up closely matching the

tone of the Twin Valve with the Mid

Pre Shape circuit “out” and the graphic

EQ “off.” The Twin Valve was notably

louder (as you would expect) and really

sounded great with the VS-112.

The Bottom Line

At a glance, the Little Bastard head

seems like a cool little all-tube head

that’d be ideal for the studio or the

bedroom. Practical use not only

confirms this prediction, but also shows

that the LB30 can hold its own in a

wider range of environments than what

was initially contemplated. The VS-112

was a bit of a sleeper for me. It has

classic looks and an easy to transport

size, but “Boy, howdy!” is it a lot of

fun to play through! Together, the LB30

and VS-112 made for a very

compelling rig. Check them out

individually, or check them out as a rig

– just check them out. Ashdown has

done it again! In hindsight, I sure am

glad that Fender bought SWR…
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TEST RESULTS
1-5 (unacceptable to impeccable)

SONIC PROFILE:

Lows: Don’t seem real deep, but very full

Mids: Warm and round, with excellent upper-mid definition

Highs: Never thin; rolls off pretty steeply beyond 3-4kHz, but good

definition up to that point

GENERAL

Company: Ashdown Engineering
Stevens Farm (The Stables), Mashbury Road
Chignal St. James, Chelmsford, Essex CM1 4TX
www.ashdownmusic.com

Country of origin: China
Year of Origin: 2012
Warranty: 5 years (two on driver)
List price: $399.00
Street price: $299.00
Options: None
Accessories: None
Available colors: Dark grey with oxblood grill cloth

Acquired from: MUSIQUIP
Dates: February 2012 through August 2012
Locales: Ohio
Test gear: Fbass BN5, Carvin SB4000, ’74 Fender Precision, Trace Elliot Twin

Valve, ’66 Ampeg B-15N, Markbass Big Bang, Acme Flatwound, 
Baer ML-112, Ashdown Mini115 & Mini48

This cab is just pure fun in a bottle – or
bass cab, as the case may be. It has all the
tonal elements you’d want for a
“traditional bass tone,” and hits pretty
hard for its size.

In-Hand Score
3.50 average
On-Bench Score
3.79 average
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TONE-O-METER

Ashdown
VS-112 Bass Cab

On-bench
Portability 4.5
Road Worthiness 4
Components 3.5
Hardware 3.5
Cabinet Construction 3
Wiring 4
Cover/Finish 4

In-hand
Features: 2
Tonal Flexibility: 3
Ease of Use: 4
Aesthetics: 4
Tone: 4
Value: 4

Enclosure

Configuration: 1x12
Listed Impedance: 8 ohms
Rated Power Handling: 150 watts
Inputs/Outputs: One Neutrik & One 1/4” jacks
Dimensions: 16.25"h x 18.75"w x 13.25"d
Weight: 37.4 lbs
Ports: One 80mm port (front)
Covering: Tolex
Baffle Board: 18mm MDF
Cabinet: 18mm MDF 
Grill: Oxblood cloth
Handles: One (top-mounted)
Feet: Four, rubber
Casters: No
Corners: Yes: metal, non-stacking
Driver Mounting: 8 wood screws

Drivers/Crossover

Woofers: Blue Line™ Ashdown 12", stamped-frame
Cone Material: Paper
Voice Coil: FR48/65.5mm
Magnets: Ferrite ring (1097.6g)
Tweeter: None
Adjustment: None
Protection: None
Speaker Connections: Faston
Crossover: N/A
Options: None

Measurements

Average Sensitivity (200Hz-900Hz): 92.8 dBSPL (1 watt @ 1 meter)



No doubt about it, the first thing that hits you about this cab

are its drop-dead gorgeous looks. Granted, that’s a pretty

subjective comment to start off a technical review, but

consider the elements behind those good looks. It starts with

very well-applied, dark grey “leatherette” tolex, paired with a

classy oxblood grill cloth (which is framed with cream-

colored piping). The top-mounted leather handle is

comfortable and sturdy, but it does get in the way when you

try to stack the Little Bastard on top with the cab placed in its

(intended?) horizontal configuration. The black metal corners

are small, and do not facilitate stacking, but they seem to

provide adequate protection, and of course, look great.

The cloth grill is held in place by four plastic “plugs” which

seat into matching plastic receptacles. The fit seemed quite

secure, but no heroics are required to coax the grill off. Four

wide, “grippy” rubber feet grace the bottom of the enclosure.

Considering that the handle gets in the way of placing the

head on top, I would have liked to have seen either four more

feet on the “side” of the enclosure (since I spent most of my

time with the Little Bastard on top of the VS-112 in the

vertical orientation). Moving the handle to the side would

have also addressed this problem.

The stamped-frame Blue Line™ Ashdown driver is held in

place by eight wood screws. As I have mentioned before, I do

prefer bolts with threaded inserts – especially when being

used with MDF – but the screws seemed nicely tight (for

now). Gasket tape is used to seal the lip of the frame to the

baffle. 

As you can see from the on and off-axis frequency response

chart, this driver goes very low. The -10dB point (relative to

the average sensitivity between 200-900Hz) is at around

25Hz, which is exceptionally low. The enclosure is certainly

designed to handle this abuse, but I did find a number of

things in my music room which really started to vibrate when

I was giving these cabs a workout. Deep, strong, and accurate

Ashdown VS-112 Bass Cab

CAB 
LAB

Tom Bowlus’
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Don’t miss the
Dingwall Bass Guitar

Giveaway!!!
www.bassgearmag.com

Fig A - On and Off Axis (15, 30, 45) Frequency Response

Fig B - Impedance curve

low frequency response has been an

Acme hallmark since Andy’s first cabs,

and these 12” models certainly deliver

the goods, as well.

There is no form of protection circuitry,

though of course there is no tweeter or

crossover to be protected. The 150-watt

power handling rating is nicely mated

to the Little Bastard’s output, but do be

careful if you plan on driving a VS-112

with a more power head. Wiring is neat,

straightforward, and of adequate gauge.

I liked the heat-shrinking applied to the

connectors.

While there are certainly some

technical nits to pick (MDF instead of

plywood, screws instead of bolts to

secure the driver), considering the low

price point and light weight, the VS-112

seems to make some intelligent trade-

offs. Overall, it feels quite solid, looks

great, and should maintain its good

looks and function, given reasonable

care.
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Dingwall Guitars and Bass Gear Magazine
bring you an opportunity to win the

Dingwall Combustion bass!
All you need to do is subscribe to either the free digital or paid print version of Bass Gear Magazine at www.bassgearmag.com between November 15, 2012 and December 31, 2012*. 
If you are already a subscriber, you can still enter the giveaway contest by logging onto your account at www.bassgearmag.com and following the simple instructions.
Additional rules and conditions apply (see web page). Must be at least 18 years of age. Void where prohibited. International winners responsible for shipping and duty.
* Unless dates are otherwise posted online.
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TEST RESULTS
1-5 (unacceptable to impeccable)

SONIC PROFILE:
Lows: Warm, round, yet controlled; very big, despite the head’s small size
Mids: Flexible, textured mids; lots to like
Highs: Very extended; can get aggressive, but easy to dial in

On-Bench
Internal Parts 3.20
External Parts 3.50
Overall Assembly 3.25
Output Power Rating 3.00
Ease of Repair 3.50
Instructions/Manual 3.00
Quality Per Price 3.20
Layout/Cooling 3.50

In-Hand
Features: 3.5
Tonal Flexibility: 4
Ease of Use: 3
Aesthetics: 4
Tone: 4
Value: 4

The LB30 covers a wide range of the kinds
of tones you’d expect from a good tube
head. It can be driven into glorious output
tube overdrive without killing small
mammals.

In-Hand Score
3.75 average
On-Bench Score
3.27 average

TONE-O-METER

Ashdown
Little Bastard 30

GENERAL

Company: Ashdown Engineering
Stevens Farm (The Stables), Mashbury Road
Chignal St. James, Chelmsford, Essex CM1 4TX
www.ashdownmusic.com

Country of origin: China
Warranty: 5 years
List price: $1,199.00
Street price: $839.00
Options: None
Accessories: None
Available colors: Black tolex w/chrome face and red rear panel

Acquired from: MUSIQUIP
Dates: February 2012 through August 2012
Locales: Ohio
Test gear: Fbass BN5, Carvin SB4000, ’74 Fender Precision, Trace Elliot Twin

Valve, ’66 Ampeg B-15N, Markbass Big Bang, Acme Flatwound, 
Baer ML-112, Ashdown Mini115 & Mini48

ENCLOSURE

Material: Tolex covered wood; steel chassis
Dimensions: 16" W x 8-1/2" (including feet and handle laid flat) x 10-1/4"
Weight: 22.8 lbs
Rackable: No

PREAMP

Inputs: 2 x 1/4”
Mode: Tube
Tubes: 2 X ECC83 1 X ECC82
Input Impedance: High input 114 Kohms, 200 mV 200 Hz Sin;  Low input 

1.4 Mohms, 100 mV 200 Hz Sin
EQ Type/Features: Treble, Bright Switch, Mid, Mid Shift, Bass, Bass Switch
Compressor/Limiter: No
DI Output: Balanced XLR on back panel
Effects Loop: Yes, Send and Return Jacks on Front Panel
Additional Features: Mute Switch, VU Meter

POWER AMP

Mode: Tube
Tubes: 4 x EL84
Outputs: 1 x 1/4" for 4 ohm and 1 x 1/4" for 8 ohm
Impedance Options: 4, 8
Power Supply/Transformer: Analog
Cooling System: N/A
Line Voltage Options: 120

MEASUREMENTS

Freq Resp – Pre & Power Amp , 250 mV swept sin input:
Full Bandwidth (all controls at noon): 20Hz - 20kHz +/- 4.2 dB  
Limited Bandwidth (all controls at noon): 80Hz - 8kHz +/- 4.2 dB 
Limited Bandwidth (optimally flat): 80Hz - 8kHz +/- 0.5 dB 

4-Ohm 8-Ohm
Continuous Power: 14 watts 14.1 watts
Measured Voltage: 7.5 Vrms 10.6 Vrms

Burst Power: 17.6 watts 17.4 watts
Measured Voltage: 8.4 Vrms 11.8 Vrms

Input Signal: 100 mVrms 100 mVrms
Wall Voltage DUT: 121.1 Vrms 121.1 Vrms
THD:
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Fig. 3 All Controls At Noon vs Optimally Flat

AMP 
LAB

Tom Lees’

By Tom Lees

The Ashdown website indicates that the “Little Bastard”

name was inspired by James Dean’s famous Porsche 550

Spyder. The Ashdown Little Bastard has a lot in common

with the James Dean car, from its slick silver finish, to its

red detailing. That is a pretty cool image for an amp to

take on. Come on, no actor of the silver screen has or

ever will be as cool as James Dean (well, maybe

Humphrey Bogart, in my book). There is just one thing…

James Dean’s Little Bastard was purportedly “cursed”.

So, does Ashdown’s Little Bastard have the mojo to

shake off the notorious curse of the car, or are we

destined for accidents to come? I am certainly not afraid

to find out!

Construction

The LB30 is a clean and straightforward build. Referring

to Fig. 1, inside the head cab sits a polished chrome face

attached to a red chassis, reminiscent of the red leather

bucket seats of the Spyder. The amp uses two 12AX7

Ashdown Little Bastard 30

Fig. 1 Top of chassis

Fig. 2 Gutshot
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Fig. 7 Bass sweep

Fig. 6 Mid sweep

Fig. 4 Optimally Flat

Fig. 5 Treble sweep

preamp tubes for gain stages in combination with a

passive tone stack, and a 12AT7 phase inverter. These

three tubes are seen towards the top of Fig. 1. The amp

also uses a quartet of EL84 output tubes, seen in a line

towards the bottom of the chassis. A power transformer

flanks the output tubes to the left and an output

transformer flanks the output tubes to the right, as shown.

Referring to Fig. 2, underneath the chassis, the circuitry

is constructed on a main printed circuit board, with a

small daughter card for holding the speaker jacks and

circuitry.

Understanding the Amp

The concept of “plug-and-play”’ is a tad cliché by today’s

standard, but that really is what this amp is all about. The

front of the chassis has a High and Low input. Next to

the inputs are Send and Return jacks for a series effects

loop. The EQ is positioned next to the effects loop and

consists of Middle, Bass and Treble, with switch options

for a Mid Shift, a Bass Shift and a Bright option. The

controls round out with a Volume knob and a Mute

switch. 

The Tone Stack

The EQ response of this amp with Treble, Middle and

Bass controls at noon exhibits a traditional mid-dip, with

the dip centered around 500Hz. With the Bright switch

ON (confusingly, this is when the switch is in the down

position), the response “tilts” such that the bass side of

the dip has slightly less gain compared to the treble side

of the dip (by about 2.5dB). The “all controls at noon”

response results in +/- 4.2dB, compared to +/- 0.5dB

“optimally flat” in a passband of 80Hz - 8kHz. A plot of

“all tone controls at noon” (Bright ON) compared to our

“optimally flat” setting is illustrated in Fig. 3, and a

corresponding photo of the settings used to obtain the

“optimally flat” setting is illustrated in Fig. 4.

The Treble sweep is illustrated in Fig. 5, with Bright off

(up position) compared to Bright on (down position). The

blue and red traces illustrate the Bright switch down and

Treble control at off and full-on positions. The green and

olive traces illustrate the Bright switch up and Treble

control at off and full-on positions.  
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Fig. 8 Ringing when treble full on

Fig. 9 Burst power scope

Fig. 11 Distortion Product Ratio 83 mVrms

Fig. 10 Scope 83 mVrms in

The Middle sweep is illustrated in Fig. 6, with the Mid

Shift switch up and down. The blue and red traces

illustrate the Mid Shift switch down and Middle control

at off and full-on positions. The green and olive traces

illustrate the Mid Shift switch up and Middle control at

off and full-on positions.  

The Bass sweep is illustrated in Fig. 7, with the Bass

Shift switch up and down. The blue and red traces

illustrate the Bass Shift switch down and Bass control at

off and full-on positions. The green and olive traces

illustrate the Bass Shift switch up and Bass control at off

and full-on positions.  

These frequency sweeps suggest that the EQ on the Little

Bastard behaves like a typical passive tone stack. Note,

for example, on the mid sweep that as the Middle control

transitions from off to full-on, the center of the mid dip

shifts from about 300Hz to a little over 500Hz. Despite

its simple and unassuming set of controls, the three knobs

and corresponding three switches do provide a good

amount of tone-shaping options. The treble side provides

the greatest overall range of adjustment. However, on our

test bench, with the Treble control at full-on, we could

detect some ringing for input signals over 100 mVrms, as

illustrated in Fig. 8. Is this an artifact of the curse of the

Little Bastard? I am not sure…

Output Power

Getting a sense of what this amp is capable of proved to

be a little on the ambiguous side. Due to the “tube”

character and soft clipping/limiting, this amp could be

pushed into relatively large amounts of distortion and still

appear to have a clean sound. Now, that is how I would

envision James Dean’s Little Bastard behaving on the

track.

Referring to Fig. 9, in our burst tests, the Little Bastard

absorbed transients very quickly and gracefully. The

result of this is that the burst power that we were able to

measure was pretty similar in overall response to our

continuous power measurements. To really get a sense of

the power and overdrive characteristics of this amp, we

pushed the amp with an input signal and observed the

output both on a scope and as a distortion measurement.
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Fig. 16 Scope 400 mVrms

Fig. 15 Distortion Product Ratio 315 mVrms

Fig. 14 Scope 315 mVrms

Fig. 12 Scope 250 mVrms

Fig. 13 Distortion Product Ratio 250 mVrms

Referring to Figs. 10-17, the input was recorded at 83,

250, 315 and 400 mVrms respectively. Note, for example,

that even at 83 mVrms, the signal isn’t pristine clean.

Rather, there is a fair amount of distortion, with the first

and second harmonics being about 40dB down from the

fundamental. Also note the general “stair step” of the

level of harmonics as a function of order (higher order

harmonics have stepwise less gain). The transition

between 83 mVrms and 250 mVrms input results in

significantly higher distortion. However, the scope trace

does not show any signs of “flat topping.” Rather, the

signal gracefully becomes more rounded as the signal is

soft limited. By the time the input level rises to 315

mVrms, the flat top appears as the higher order

harmonics begin to increase. At 400 mVrms, distortion

has increased further. Despite a significant amount of

distortion, the transitioning edges are still fairly rounded.

After pushing a signal into and out of the rail several

times, I settled on 8% THD+N as being the “character”

of this amp. This is where I could visually detect the

peaks starting to flat top. At 8 ohms, I measured 28.9

watts continuous at 1kHz, and at 4 ohms I measured 26.5

watts. This measured right about where it should, as

Ashdown rates this amp at 30 watts. The dynamic range

was measured at about 82dB.

One aspect of the Little Bastard (and tube amps in

general) is that the distortion and gain characteristics vary

as a function of frequency. To illustrate this, Figs. 18-21

illustrate gain and THD+N at 200Hz and at 1kHz,

respectively. Notably, for a given input level, there is

more distortion in the lower frequencies than in the

relatively higher frequencies. For instance, an input

signal of 50 mVrms resulted in just under 3% THD+N at

1kHz but over 5% THD+N at 200Hz. At 100 mVrms

input, the distortion measured just under 5% THD+N at

1kHz, but about 8% THD+N at 200Hz.
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Fig. 17 Distortion Product Ratio 400 mVrms

Fig. 19 THD+N Ratio 1 kHz low input

Fig. 18 Gain 1 kHz low input

Fig. 20 Gain 200 Hz low input Fig. 21 THD+N Ratio 200 Hz Low input

Conclusion

Overall, this is a cool amp. The VU meter on this amp

tracks the output well and adds to the cool aesthetic of

the chrome and red styling, which nicely suggest homage

to the Little Bastard drove by James Dean. The output

power sits about right for a bedroom/recording amp, and

the EQ should provide enough flexibility to dial in the

sound you need. The manual is short, but this is a simple

amp. However, I do not like it when manufacturers pile

4-5 different amps in the same manual. I would prefer the

manual to stick just to the Little Bastard.

If I had any complaints, it would be to flip the Bright

switch so that “bright on” is the up position. Also, I

would take the VU meter indicators a step further by

providing a faceplate that sets the scale in watts, with the

“red line” corresponding to the onset of distortion.

Fortunately, I did not experience any significant injuries

or other symptoms of the fabled cursed car of James

Dean… that is, unless you consider good tube tone in a

light-weight amp that won’t have the neighbors calling

the police a curse.
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By Alan Loshbaugh

During my tenure at Bass Gear

Magazine, I’ve laid hands on a lot of

speaker enclosures. Over the last 30

years, as a player, I’ve played through

many more, always looking for that one

setup that will do all things at all times.

Vintage tones, modern tones, electric

bass, double bass; this cab with that

head; that cab with that bass; yet

something else for double bass. Sealed

cabs, ported cabs, ceramic cabs, neo

cabs, one-way cabs, two-way cabs,

three-way cabs! Aiiieeee!!! It’s enough

to make your head spin!

Having so many choices has been both

a blessing and a curse. Just about the

time I think I had some things figured

out, Eminence releases their line of

lightweight  “super drivers,” and

everything changes, again! Their LF

and HO-series of neo drivers now

means not only lighter weight cabs, but

higher output from smaller boxes. For

the life of me, I couldn’t figure how

this is a bad thing, until I tried two very

good flavors of LF-loaded “Super

Cabs:” the AudioKinesis TC112 and

TC115 cabs; and several variants of

David Green’s “fEARful” designs.

While these two designs share some

similarities, they ended up being more

different than similar to each other.

David’s designs use “off the shelf”

components, and have big lows, high

highs, nicely present mids; and are a

distinctly different flavor than the

AudioKinesis products, which use

custom-tweaked components, have

tighter lows, highs that don’t range as

high and are, overall, very even and

more “reference monitor” sounding. 

I had hoped one or the other would be

the “end-all” for my needs. Instead,

they’re two distinctly different flavors

of great – neither of which meets all my

many needs, all the time, and neither of

which “sound like a traditional” cab

when pushed hard. These new-fangled

lightweight drivers sure do make for

some nice, lightweight, high-output

speaker cabs, but they just don’t break

up and add harmonic content when

pushed, like more traditional drivers do,

and I miss that at times... Dang!!!

So, I called up Boss Man Bowlus and

whined: “Oi! Boss, I’ve got such a

headache! I thought one of these new-

fangled ‘Super Cabs’ was gonna be

‘The Final Solution!’ They’re both great

cabs, but neither is every last thing I

want it to be. They each sound great in

their own way, but something about this

new generation of drivers just doesn’t

sound the same as a more traditional

cab... What’s a boy to do?”

His answer was as brief as it was

obtuse: “Take two Bayer and call me in

the morning.” And click, he was gone;

leaving me wondering, what, exactly,

was he talking about...

Oh: Now I Get It!

Not knowing what else to do, and, The

Boss being The Boss, I did as

instructed, and took two aspirin, and

went to bed. 

I woke up the next morning, shook the

cobwebs out of my gig-addled brain,

started some coffee, and was re-hashing

my conversation with Mr. Bowlus when

the doorbell rang: it was The Big

Brown Truck, delivering two large

boxes labeled “Baer Amplification.”

Ahhhh: now I get it: “Baer,” not

Bayer!” Boss-man done sent me an

answer to my question! Time to get to

work...

“I Looove New Gear Day!” or,

“What’s Behind Door Number

Three?”

I love new gear day! I couldn’t wait to

open those two boxes and see what was

inside; so I set down my coffee, hauled

‘em in, and opened ‘em up. What

would Contestant #3 in the Battle of

The Super-Cabs look like? Four-way?

Five-way? Would it have dilithium

crystals, and be robot-powered? As it

turns out, no, not so much...

Out of the box, the ML112’s look pretty

normal. A very, very nice normal! The

padded covers were the first thing I

noticed while taking them out of their

boxes. They’re very nicely made, and

even have a spiffy Baer logo on them.

The Baer’s immediately impress with a

super level of fit, finish, and attention

to detail. The lightly “pebbled” tolex is

very high quality. The carry handle is

nicely contoured for comfort, and held

down with two fasteners per side. Even

though the ML112 is a large box for a

1x12 –measuring 23.25”w x 16.25”h x

16.625”d – it weighs only 36 pounds

and is a very easy one-handed carry.

The grill is a nice solid piece with

rolled-over edges, and its retention

screws have covers on them. The mid

driver is contained in its own built-in

chamber. Even the Baer badge on the

grill is nicely made and looks classy.

The Baer’s twin triangulated ports serve

not only to tune the cab, they also

promote even airflow across the driver

during severe duty, and serve as

internal bracing – nice touch.
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Roger Baer explains:

“We feel there’s more to porting a cab

than simply randomly sticking a plastic

tube anywhere there is room for it. The

ports are part of the overall design of

the cab and also serve to tie the bottom

and side walls together, as well as add

extra rigidity to the baffle. Between the

Baltic birch baffle, the diagonal bracing

and the mid box, the baffle is extremely

rigid. Both the inside edge of the board

that makes up the port, as well as the

outside edge where it meets the baffle

are fully rounded over to help prevent

turbulence.”

The ML112 also has two sets of feet:

one for horizontal, and one for vertical

use. I really like this option! I’ve been

using two small cabs stacked vertically

for a long time. The vertical stack not

only gets the sound up where I

personally can hear it more easily, but I

feel the vertical stack throws into a

room a bit cleaner. 

Turning to the rear panel, two things

are immediately apparent. The panel

itself is black and red – the “company

colors,” a nice bit of detail. Perhaps not

so readily apparent to those not familiar

with them are the two “dual use”

Speakon™ input jacks. These allow you

to use either a Speakon-terminated

cable, or a ¼” cable. This virtually

eliminates the odds of you showing up

at a gig with “the wrong cable,” and it’s

a feature I really like.

What Makes a Baer Roar

Roger Baer, the man behind the name in

Baer Amplification, is a bassist himself

and came up listening to, admiring, and

playing the music of guys like Chris

Squire and Geddy Lee. You know

their tone: grindy,

aggressive, driving...

Roger also grew up

tinkering with, and

building, lots of different

things. His current job

outside Baer Amplification

reflects this. In fact, you

probably already know his

work as the art director for the

competition department of the hit

TV show, Big Brother.

With that mindset and those skills at

hand, it was really just a matter of time

before Roger tried to fix the

shortcomings he’d always felt he had in

his bass rigs. “I always felt like horns

were too bright, and didn’t present the

grit, grind, and overdrive I like very

well. And I always felt that cabs without

them were too dark.” His answer: the

ML-series cabs, which he hoped would

split that difference, providing enough

brightness and clarity, without the

harshness he’s always felt horns

delivered.
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The Baer ML112 has two components

that immediately set it apart from many

bass cabs on the market today. First, is

the 12” neo woofer. It is a custom

design by Eminence that combines

pieces and traits of both the 3012LF

and 3012HO “super” drivers. Second, it

uses a mid driver, instead of a more

traditional horn. In fact, the “ML”

stands for “mid-loaded.” 

Roger’s choice for the main driver, a

3012LF/3012HO hybrid, was a direct

result of looking at what was already

present in the marketplace, and trying

to fill an empty niche. There are

already plenty of “standard” bass cabs.

There are also several varieties of “next

generation Super Cabs” using either LF

or HO-series speakers; both of which

he felt had certain shortcomings. “The

LF drivers are essentially a subwoofer.

They can be a little too deep, and get

boomy in some situations, and while

the HO drivers provide more traditional

response, they just don’t quite have the

heft I was looking for.” 

So, he spent many hours talking to the

engineers at Eminence, who then built

him several iterations of an “LF/HO

mash-up” driver for testing. In the end,

Roger’s hybrid driver incorporates what

he feels is the best of both the LF and

HO drivers: plenty of bass, plenty of

output, and a frequency response well

beyond the LF’s subwoofer range,

giving it the feel of a traditional cab.

Roger’s hybrid has frequency response

from @ 55Hz to @ 4kHz, at about

98dB sensitivity. “Our engineer at

Eminence thinks of this driver as a

tweaked LF with less low end, more

midrange and higher output. But, for

that matter you can also think of it as

an HO with a little more low end and

less mids.”

Next up: how to deliver plenty of mids

and highs, and remain both pleasant and

present while doing so. Roger found his

answer in a high-performance neo mid

driver from Faital.

Before you make any snap judgments

about a mid driver design choice,

thinking “a cab with only a mid driver

and no horn is never going to deliver

enough top-end content for me,” let me

assure you that this is not the case. In

fact, even calling the Faital in the Baer

ML112 a mid driver is probably a

misnomer, as it delivers content well

beyond what you might expect from a

driver with that label. 

While the Faital Roger uses has a bit of

a bump at 1kHz – which one might

think of as traditional midrange – it’s

very strong from 3-6kHz, and still

delivers content well beyond that. “I

was looking for a driver that would

deliver a top end with punch and

weight to it, which I just don’t feel a

one-inch compression driver does very

well. Something that could deliver a

pleasant slap without being overly

bright and harsh sounding. It was also a

top priority that the driver be able to
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deliver overdriven tones with warmth

and musicality, and I just feel that paper

cones are much better at delivering that.

We really wanted the ML series cabs to

have a signature sound that no other cab

in the marketplace has, and I feel that

our custom woofer and Faital mid

driver really help these cabs deliver on

all that.”

Roger and crew spent a lot of time

playing with the crossover to get it

where they wanted and ended up setting

it at @ 1.5kHz. “Our custom woofer

has a bit of a spike at 1.5kHz. A lot of

work went into letting just the right

amount of that spike from the woofer

through, but not all of it. I’ve always

felt that this is an area that lends a lot of

bite and articulation to your tone, but

most players don’t like to boost here –

because the EQ on your amp tends to

have too wide a bandwidth – which

ends up boosting some unflattering

frequencies, as well. We feel this makes

for a very smooth transition, great

midrange presence, and plenty of top

end.”

Defying Expectations

Bass Gear Magazine recently tested a

very nice two-way 3012LF-based

“Super Cab” with a compression driver

horn – the AudioKinesis TC112AF.

This cab had nicely balanced frequency

response from bottom to top, and a

super sweet, but present, treble

presentation. We also recently tested

two three-way LF “Super-Cabs” with a

mid driver and a compression driver

horn in the fEARful 15/6/1 and 12/6/1.

These cabs had beefier low end, a

nicely present mid range, and much

more extended treble response. Based

on my personal experience with these

LF-based “Super Cabs,” and

considering the ML’s parts list and

design, I thought I had a fair idea of

what the ML112 would sound like; I

was wrong. 

Frequency response for the ML112

listed on the Baer website shows

55Hzto 7kHz at -3dB, and usable

frequency response of 40Hz to 9kHz at

-10dB. So, what do all those numbers

add up to? I was anxious to find. The

first thing I did was get out my trusty

Sadowsky MV5 J-bass and my GK MB

Fusion amplifier and hooked up one of

the ML112’s.

I’ve been one of those bass players who

always preferred to have a horn, and

yet always felt they had their

shortcomings. I have felt in the past

that cabs without them are just too

dark. I also feel that many horns not

only can sound harsh at times, but also

don’t do a great job presenting grit,

grind and especially overdrive.

Distortion through a horn has made me

a distortion anti-fan.

With that in mind, it took me half an

hour or so of futzing with my EQ,

technique, and just plain old “letting

my ears adjust” to the way the ML cabs

present their treble. There’s certainly no

lack of it. Finger, string and fret noise

are all there, and well represented. In

fact, this cab encourages you to clean

up your technique! Clarity: present and

accounted for. Aggression (single-coil

J-bass grind): it’s all here. Slap-tone: no

problem; dig in and beat your strings to

your heart’s desire, that Faital mid

won’t fold up and go home like some

horns do. The ML’s don’t present like a

traditional horn though, and that does

take some adjusting to, at first. There’s

plenty of usable treble response there.

They deliver great mid-presence. The

ML’s treble response doesn’t range quite

as high; it’s a little more pleasant and

easier on the ears than many horns.

What a nice surprise!? What it won’t do

is deliver that sheen, air or extended

range sizzle that a horn will. But, of

course, this isn’t a fault; it’s by design.

What’ll She Do?

All the tech and company details aside,

what’s always foremost in our collective

minds at BGM can be summed up in

“car speak:” what’ll she do? Plenty of

good things, as it turns out. My first gig

with the pair of ML’s was a smallish,

boomy club. I packed along a Sadowsky

RV5JJ, and a Mesa WalkAbout, hoping

for a vintage meets modern kind of

tone, and that’s just what I got. Even

though I prefer a taller stack, I started

with the cabs horizontal for the first set.

Roger says they’re a little fatter like

this, since they couple together more

completely, and I think this accurate. I

used the vertical stack for second set

and the rest of this show. It’s not a big

difference; stacked vertically is “a little

tighter,” which was helpful in this room,

and, something to consider if you’re

using these in a room where low-end

reverberance is an issue. 

The WalkAbout’s fat, plush, vintage feel

was delivered very nicely by the ML’s:

thick, warm and very three-dimensional.

By goosing the treble on the Sadowsky

preamp, the ML’s went from a more

vintage feel to a more modern feel quite

nicely. Turning the WalkAbout up a bit

yielded increasingly complex and well-

represented midrange and harmonics.

Turning up a bit more, put the
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WalkAbout into the “breakup zone.”

I’ve never liked grit/overdrive through

a horn, and so I don’t use that part of

the WalkAbout’s powerband very often,

but the ML’s mid driver makes that sort

of tone very pleasant and musical. I

was surprised to find that I, a Devout

Overdrive Hater, actually enjoyed a bit

of overdrive for a change. The ML cabs

turn overdrive from a harsh pile of grit

I never cared for into something much

more pleasant and musical. Very nice.

If you are a regular overdrive user, this

is a big plus, in my opinion.

The treble response from the ML’s is

different than a horn, but after playing

the ML’s for this first gig, I completely

forgot about missing “that horn

feel.”  Noteworthy on this first gig was

the ML’s bass response: just right.

Some LF-based cabs I’ve tried were

overly bottom heavy, compared to the

rest of their frequency response.

Roger’s combination of the LF/HO

hybrid driver and astute cab tuning

yield a completely controlled low end

that delivers fat without boom, and is

very well balanced to the rest of their

frequency response. Also noteworthy is

that just a little bit of treble boost on

the Sadowsky had my tone as bright

and cutting as I could ask for; but

again, it just feels a little different, if

you’re used to horns.

The next gig was a much bigger club. I

took the ML’s, a GK MB Fusion head,

and a Sadowsky MV5PJ. The

Sadowsky/GK pairing generally

delivers a crisp, clean, hard-hitting

modern tone for me, and the ML cabs

did this surprisingly well. 

The ML’s mid-forward nature punched

right through a dense mix of guitar,

piano and horn section with no

problem, and took the added power of

the MB Fusion (500 watts, compared to

the WalkAbout’s 300) without

complaint. Despite the fact that my

Sadowsky P/J is a bass with quite a bit

more native low-end heft than the

Sadowsky RV5JJ, the ML’s never felt

stressed or pushed. The ML’s delivered

the more modern, aggressive nature of

the Sadowsky/GK pairing well, and

also took EQ changes from genre to

genre quite well. Country, jazz, rock:

the ML’s delivered, consistently.

Baer say their 6” mid driver delivers

mid/treble content with more punch

than a 1” compression driver horn, and

that feels like an accurate statement.

The mid driver may not go as high as

some horns, nor feel as “airy or

modern” in its presentation as a

compression driver, but there’s

absolutely no lack of content. In fact,

the ML’s deliver a bit of a mid-push; if

your technique isn’t spot on, you’ll now

hear string/fret/finger noise you might

not have heard in your playing before.

Dig in on the strings, or slap them into

the fingerboard, and that content comes

at you hard, loud, and clear.

I did several more gigs with the Baer

ML stack, and they both went very

well: one with a 700-watt GK

1001RBII, and one with a 900-watt

Mesa M9. In neither case did the Baer’s

flinch under a boatload of power. They

did a great job of making the GK’s

growl and grind sound pleasant and

musical. 

While the M9 sounded nice enough

through the Baer’s, that amp’s

extended, shiny treble response

sounded a little muted through the

ML’s. In all cases, on all the jobs I used

them on, the Baer’s did a great job of

reproducing all the small changes in

EQ, all the nuances in my playing, and

all the different right and left-hand

techniques I use. Also, in all cases, the

Baer’s felt more like a traditional cab

than the other “Super Cabs” I’ve used.

The Faital mid driver does a great job

of adding pleasing harmonic content

when pushed hard, and that feels more

like what you might get with a

traditional bass cab, compared to the

AudioKinesis and fEARful designs –

something to consider if that particular

feel is important to you.

The Bottom Line

The Baer ML’s deliver on all fronts.

They’re thoughtfully designed for their

mission. They’re a beautifully executed

build, using all high quality

components. They respond wonderfully

to tone-shaping EQ changes, and to

player input. They sound great at lower

and middle volume use, and hold their

own just fine when hit with big power.

The one, and perhaps the only thing,

they don’t do, is sound like a horn-

loaded cabinet – which is just fine,

since they’re not supposed to. Baer

have several other exciting products in

development that promise to be every

bit as good as the ML112’s; keep your

eyes open for them.
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BAER
ML112 Bass Cab

TEST RESULTS
1-5 (unacceptable to impeccable)

SONIC PROFILE:

Lows: Chameleon-like; can get big, or not, dependent on EQ and

technique

Mids: Pleasantly mid-forward

Highs: Different than a horn-loaded cab, but, plenty of pleasing high-

end presence

GENERAL

Company: Baer Amplification LLC
36427 Nickel St.
Palmdale, CA 93550
www.baeramplification.com

Country of origin: USA
Year of Origin: 2012
Warranty: 2 years (transferable in first 90 days only; 10-day return) 
List price: $690.00
Street price: $690.00
Options: None
Accessories: Padded nylon cover
Available colors: Black
Available options: None

Acquired from: Baer Amplification LLC
Dates: May-August 2012
Locales: Missouri, Ohio
Test gear: Mesa/Boogie WalkAbout, Mesa/Boogie M9, Gallien Krueger

MB-Fusion and 1001RB-II, Sadowsky Metro RV5 and MV5

The ML112 delivers fat, but never boomy,
low end, articulate and mix-cutting mids,
and more than enough treble response
from its “mid-driver” to keep even most
slappers happy (once they acclimate to its
delivery).

In-Hand Score
4.50 average
On-Bench Score
4.57 average

TONE-O-METER

On-bench
Portability 4.5
Road Worthiness 4.5
Components 4.5
Hardware 4.5
Cabinet Construction 5
Wiring 4.5
Cover/Finish 4.5

In-hand
Features: 4.5
Tonal Flexibility: 4.5
Ease of Use: 5
Aesthetics: 4.5
Tone: 4.5
Value: 4

Enclosure

Configuration: 1x12
Listed Impedance: 8 ohms
Rated Power Handling: 400 watts
Inputs/Outputs: Two Neutrik NLJ2MD-V dual Speakon &  1/4” jacks
Dimensions: 23.25”w x 16.25”h x 16.625”d 
Weight: 36 lbs
Ports: Two triangular ports (front)
Covering: Tolex
Baffle Board: 15mm 11-ply Baltic birch plywood
Cabinet: 15mm 11-ply poplar plywood
Grill: Powder-coated steel
Handles: One (top-mounted)
Feet: Eight (two sets of four), rubber
Casters: No
Corners: Yes: metal, non-stacking
Driver Mounting: 8 bolts (threaded inserts)

Drivers/Crossover

Woofers: Proprietary Eminence 12”, cast frame
Cone Material: Paper
Voice Coil: 3” copper
Magnets: Neodymium (11 oz.)
Tweeter: None
Adjustment: None
Protection: None (other than crossover)
Speaker Connections: Spring-loaded terminal post
Crossover: 2-way: 2nd order for the LPF, 3rd order for the HPF
Options: None

Measurements

Average Sensitivity (200Hz-900Hz): 100.5 dBSPL (1 watt @ 1 meter)



CAB 
LAB

Tom Bowlus’

Fig A - On and Off Axis (15, 30, 45) Frequency Response Fig B - Impedance curve

BAER ML112 Bass Cab
some heads will not clear the handle when the cab is placed

in horizontal configuration, but Baer outfits this cab with two

sets of four heavy duty rubber feet, which allows for both

horizontal and vertical stacking. In its vertical orientation, a

flat surface is presented upon which to place your bass head.

This is a great feature.

The powder-coated steel grill is lightweight, yet durable, and

presents a minimal profile for blocking the output from the

This is one of the finest cabs which I have evaluated from a

technical perspective. The enclosure is covered in a thicker,

almost padded, vinyl tolex covering, which Baer

Amplification refers to as “Black Cougar.” The corners are of

the chrome, non-stacking variety, are fairly compact, and are

installed to tight tolerances. The top-mounted handle is

extremely sturdy, and definitely inspires confidence when

carrying the cabs – though as light as they are, a flimsier

handle would have likely done just fine. The (stock) feet on
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12” driver and 6” midrange. The grill is

bent around the edges and serves as its

own stand-off. Four long wood screws

(with snap-on black plastic caps to hide

the screw heads) secure the grill in

place. The front baffle is covered in a

dense, low-fuzz carpet. Nice touch!

This is a very sturdy enclosure, which

has strength that belies its light weight.

The intelligent bracing scheme

contributes to this, no doubt.

The proprietary 12” Eminence driver (a

hybrid of sorts, combining elements of

the LF and HO-series neodymium-

based drivers) is held in place by eight

bolts seated into threaded inserts – my

preferred method of driver mounting.

The 6” Faital Pro W6N8-120 midrange

driver, which sits in its own sealed

enclosure, is secured by four bolts (with

threaded inserts). Gasket tape is used

around the lip of the 12” main driver,

but not around the 6” driver (though the

carpet covering on the baffle may serve

to similar effect). There is no

attenuation for the Faital midrange, and

no protection circuitry, either. Of

course, the 3rd order crossover offers

protection above the crossover point,

and that Faital driver is rated to handle

120 watts nominal (240 watts max),

and has an Xmax of 5mm, so it doesn’t

really need much in the way of

protection.

The internal wiring is seriously heavy

duty, and the Erse crossover

components are likewise beefier than

the norm. This is one of the nicest-

looking cab interiors I have seen.

Everything seems to have been done

right. The batting is expertly and

securely applied in both the primary

enclosure and in the dedicated

midrange enclosure. Connectivity is

supplied via two of the combined

Speakon and ¼” connectors from

Neutrik™.

As indicated by the charts, the ML112

performed very similarly both on-axis

and off-axis, with useable extension up

to just past 7kHz, and better than 90dB

output from 40Hz on up. Output peaked

at around 1.5kHz, at the end of a fairly

gentle rise, and then showed a few

more peaks around 4.5kHz and 6.5kHz.

There is really nothing at all to

complain of, from a technical

perspective, and much to praise. The

ML112 appears fairly unassuming at

first glance, but a deeper inquiry into its

technical merits reveal a very well

thought-out, very well constructed bass

enclosure.
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By Tom Bowlus

In our last issue, I introduced you to the

concept of the Luthiers’ Round Table, a

new ongoing feature for Bass Gear

Magazine. In this column, we will present

our group of thirteen distinguished luthiers

with technical questions and pick their

brains on a variety of topics related to

building basses and crafting instruments.

Once again, the Round Table Luthiers

include Sheldon Dingwall, Harry

Fleishman, Randall Wyn Fullmer, George

Furlanetto, Mike Kinal, Ken Lawrence,

Gerald Marleaux, Carey Nordstrand,

Michael Pedulla, Roger Sadowsky, Pete

Skjold, Michael Tobias, and Joe Zon.

The following questions were presented to

the group as a whole, and each luthier was

invited to respond to any or all of the

questions as they see fit.

BGM - What tonal or playability

characteristics do you associate with

bolt-on necks, versus neck-through? Do

you prefer one over the other, and if so,

why?

Sheldon Dingwall - Long, thin necks

require a stiffer material to carry the string

load than bodies, which are thicker and

wider. In traditional neck-through

construction, the neck block forms the

entire center core of the body. This adds

weight and stiffness to the body that shows

up as “more even/less resonant,” and “more

sustain/less dynamic sensitivity or punch.”

Which is better is a matter of opinion. My

preference is bolt-on, for sure. I see the

woods and finishes as serving different

needs for necks and bodies. Necks require a

harder, stiffer wood, but a thinner finish

that will balance the rate of moisture gain

and loss with the fretboard. Get this wrong,

and the neck will never be stable through

the seasons. Bodies are usually made from

a softer, more resonant, wood that may

require a thicker, tougher finish to protect

it. Moisture gain and loss isn’t as big of an

issue with bodies. Then there’s the tone-

matching ability of bolt-ons. There are just

more options to dial in the tone and

response if you treat the neck and body

separately.

Randall Fullmer - I only make neck-

through basses. They make the most sense

to me from a design standpoint. I like the

idea of an uninterrupted beam from tuning

pegs, to nut, to fretboard, pickups, strings

and bridge. I have had players tell me that

they read on the internet that bolt-ons are

punchy, and neck-through basses are not. I

feel I can get any tone or character one is

looking for with a neck-through. Also,

there’s no heel to contend with when you’re

going to the 24th fret. It’s a superior design

in my mind. Can you build a great bolt-on?

You bet you can; but for me, I have chosen

to focus on neck-through as the best way to

go.

Gerald Marleaux - I build both

constructions, though mostly bolt-on

(85%). Neck-through sounds great if you

play alone – great bass, great mids, great

treble and good attack. However, if you

play with others, sometimes you can´t hear

your bass-sound. The midrange is not clear

enough. Bolt-on basses have a more

compressed midrange, so you feel your

bass better on stage and the attack is faster

and more direct to me. Sustain is really the

same if the bolt-on construction is perfectly

made. In most cases, I prefer bolt-ons.

Michael Tobias - Playability can certainly

be great on both styles of bass. I don’t think

that is a consideration for me. Tone quality

can also be great for both. To my ear, the

bolt-on has a tighter low B. I think that is

because there is less fundamental produced

in the bolt-on and your ear/brain fills in

only what is needed to make it clear and

audible in the mix. Too much fundamental

in the low end tends to make it rumble,

rather than be focused. There is a lot of

research dealing with this, going all the

way back to the Bell Laboratories, when

they were sorting out the way to make

phones work. The telephone produces

nothing below 270Hz, yet you hear a deep

voice as a deep voice, rather than cut off on

the bottom… The brain is a remarkable

thing (sometimes). The challenge is to

make a bass feel good and respond in a

fashion that fulfills the player’s needs on

stage, in the studio and when playing alone

– blending bedroom tone and bar room

tone. 

Harry Fleishman - I don’t have any new

insights into this. As has been said, both are

certainly viable. The main thing for me is

Welcome to the table,“Luthier’s Roundtable”

An example of neck-through contruction.
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that a bolt-on neck needs to be really

solidly attached, and that isn’t a factor of

neck pocket fit. I also like bolt-ons better,

and I was really surprised that some others

do, too. That said, one of my favorite

basses was a solid ebony neck-through for

a gun-freak, muscle builder. I could barely

sit with it on my knee without the feeling in

my leg going away. He could stand with it.

Sustain forever, deep, dark rich chocolate

tones. Last one like that. The difficulty for

me answering this is largely that I am

always comparing one in a row. I seldom

make the same shape, size, scale, etc –

which would be so valuable for learning

this in a more controlled way. If I could go

back 40 years and do it over, I would hope

I’d keep better notes and do more

controlled experiments. Or would I?

One more empirically arrived at belief of

mine is that it is important to think of the

neck separately from the body. That is, to

use the neck to help determine the clarity,

tone, sustain, of the bass, in addition to the

obvious job of playability. Carbon fiber

used judiciously can really add clarity, but

can be too much, too. It can sterilize the

voice. Steel in a neck really lowers the

resonance frequency of the neck and

mitigates that – IF one wants that. In an

EUB, I like to slow down the transients of

the attack, and steel can do that.

Pete Skjold - As for playability, I agree

with Michael Tobias. You can obtain great

playability on either. In regards to the tonal

aspects, my decision came while I was still

playing actively. I found that neck-throughs

had a very distinct midrange quality that

was great for my fingerstyle playing, but

was very hard to voice for slapping and

popping. Early on, I was a neck-through

snob, believing them to be superior to bolt-

ons in every way. It wasn’t until I got my

hands on some high quality bolt-ons that I

realized you could manipulate the midrange

much easier on a bolt-on, and if it was done

well, you could get just as much focus in

the mids. The sustain was there, as well. By

the time I started building, I made the

decision to go bolt-on, exclusively. I treat

the neck as a totally separate item as I build

the basses. So I agree with much of what

Sheldon has said. I also like having the

neck separate for production reasons. It

allows me to do things with the neck

through the fretting, carving and truing that

would be much more difficult to maintain

on a neck-through (for me). The way I

break it down when I am voicing a bass for

a customer is, the

fingerboard

addresses the

treble, the neck

addresses the upper-mids

and the focus,

and the body

addresses the

lower-mids and

the bass range.

Changing any

of these has a

noticeable

effect. With a neck-through,

you don’t get the same separation

of frequencies, because the neck

impacts the entire instrument’s

voice. Obviously, you can voice a

neck-through and it can sound

fantastic, too, but for me, I prefer the

bolt-on method. I also have to agree

with Gerald’s and Sheldon’s comments.

Kenneth Lawrence - Okay, let me qualify

first that there are ALWAYS exceptions and

there are myriad choices that can be made

(with woods, angles, neck beam size and

shape, hardware, etc) that can manipulate

the basic characters I state below. It’s

always been my understanding and

experience that neck-through construction

accentuates the fundamental, and bolt-ons

more so the overtones (which can be

translated into several different adjectives

when a player is actually playing either). To

my thinking, that allows for tailoring a

particular instrument (with either

construction) to a particular musical

situation. For example, (personally) I have

found that an Alembic neck-through will

“print” in a recording VERY solidly, with

fantastic presence, but I find that I don’t

care for the sound with a live band, because

I find it a little too focused, a little too “up

front,” and slightly sterile sounding in the

mix. (A gross generalization, and my

person opinion).

Of the two, I prefer bolt-ons, but more so,

over either of those, I prefer a glue-in with

a single-cut element to involve more of the

neck beam in the interaction of the body.

This has given me a “best of both worlds”

scenario and also assisted my efforts in

improving the ergonomics.

Roger Sadowsky - When I began building

basses, there were two sections for bass in

the 802 Musicians Union directory:

Acoustic Bass and Fender Bass. So I was

obviously pulled in the direction of making

bolt-ons to gain acceptance in the studios

by both players and engineers. That said,

my experience is that bolt-ons have more

punch and cut through live and in a mix

better. Set-neck and neck-through, to my

ear, have more sustain and a fuller

midrange. I am a bolt-on guy. But I also

build more 4-string basses than most of my

colleagues and really do not build

instruments that appeal to the more “soloist”

style of bass playing (I do not make 6-string

basses, either). My customers are primarily

groove players that hold down the bottom,

and that is what I voice my basses for.

Michael Pedulla - I can only speak from

my experience with my own instruments

and designs, and I build both. There is no

playability difference between the two if it’s

a well-made neck. Generally speaking (until

the latest bolt-on model I designed, which

had some unexpected results), the neck-

through has a stronger fundamental at the

core of the tone. The bolt-on sound is often

more compressed and (depending on design

and woods) richer in overtones. Each is a

general category that has certain general

inherent traits, but in no way is either

design limited to those traits. I do not prefer

one over the other. They each have their

place. Neither is “better” than the other.

Most working professionals have both in

their arsenal. Bassists need to choose what’s

best for themselves, their sound, their art.

My goal is to offer them the best way to

express it, in whatever form that takes. 

George Furlanetto - While I do build both,

I prefer the wider dynamic range that bolt-

on neck construction provides. The tone is

An example of bolt-on contruction.
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more “alive,” packs more punch, and is

louder acoustically. You can generally get a

lower action and better playability form a

neck-through, as the added compression

lowers the amplitude of the string vibration.

I find the bolt-on can tackle a wider array of

genres (mainly funk/slap).

Mike Kinal - After building for a number of

decades, I have constructed basses using

both methods of neck construction and find,

as far as the player is concerned, this is to

be a subjective issue. A few examples I’ve

found with the tonal characteristics in the

neck-through basses are: the notes tend to

sound more compressed; they generally

have more sustain; and an they have an even

output from each open string and fretted

notes. On the other hand, bolt-on necks tend

to pull out the fundamental that’s lacking

with neck-through, strings tend to breathe

more, and the tone gets a little more

“woody” sounding. Bolt-on necks tend to

give more punch to the notes, especially

when slapping. The bass building I do these

days is mainly with the bolt-on method.

Weight is also a factor to the overall bass,

and neck-through construction adds weight.

Both methods are highly successful and

globally accepted. Again, this is a subjective

area with players.

Carey Nordstrand - First, I’d like to frame

my ideas about tone with some comments

about what kind of music I like and,

consequently, how I like my basses and

guitars to sound. I generally prefer what I

guess you might call “traditional

singer/songwriter pop rock.” Think James

Taylor, Seal, Sting, The Police, Shawn

Colvin, Chris Isaak, Bon Iver, Peter Gabriel,

Ray LaMontagne, Sarah McLachlan, etc. So

for me, the role of the bass and guitar are

very rooted in the history of pop music with

the sound of Fender and Gibson style

instruments (bolt-on and set neck).  

Consequently, I generally prefer bolt-on

instruments. I can’t say that I have

objectively compared the two styles in

depth, having built only one neck-through

in ten years. I’ve just found that the bolt-on

tones I prefer are more common in the

sound of in the music I like, and I decided

to pursue that type of construction. I think it

doesn’t matter that much which style one

chooses to build. The important part is to

dig into it and find one’s ideal tone. Or at

least chase it. For me, the bolt-on (and

occasionally set-neck) realm(s) are where I

chose to go.  

As to the differences, I think that bolt-ons

have a punchier and more dynamic

character. And they seem to have a cleaner

midrange, which allows them to be easily

mixed into the more traditional styles of

music, while leaving room for vocals and

other melodic instruments. Neck-through

basses have always had a sort of rubbery

tonal quality to my ears. And they are much

more full harmonically, so they take up

more sonic space in a mix, making them a

little trickier for mix engineers to deal with.  

Keep in mind, that these are all very general

statements.  There are so many factors –

scale length, pickup placement, pickup type,

strings, woods, player(!), etc – that go into

the tone a guitar delivers that focusing on

one aspect like this can be very misleading.

Joe Zon - While I do have experience

building wood necks of all three designs,

and offer bolt-on wood necks on some

models, I can also add a different

perspective in that the necks on 95% of our

basses are made using composites. In my

bass-building life, I have found the neck to

be a complex element in the tone of an

instrument. While bolt-on, set-in, and neck-

through designs, as well as the pairing of

traditional woods chosen for both for the

“beam” and fingerboard, yield similar tonal

characteristics across the platform, the depth

to which the neck is fastened to the body, as

well as the size and angle of the headstock,

also play a functioning role. Graphite

reinforcement to stiffen the neck, string nut

materials, as well as whether or not the frets

are simply pressed in or glued, make yet

another contribution. 

I agree with my peers, in that it’s not merely

the neck dictating the tone of the bass, but

the combination of all the components

together. This is why we never championed

our composite neck as the “sole” element in

determining the tone and performance of

our basses. (You can put a composite neck

on a bass made poorly and the bass will still

sound poor). In comparison to wood,

however, our composite neck offers stiffness

beyond the capability of wood, and with

that, a voice of a more responsive nature.

Since composites don’t resonant in the same

way as wood, I find that we are able to

focus on the tone the body woods are giving

us without having the resonances of the

wood neck to further color the tone. That

said, as with wood necks, a bolt-on or set-in

composite neck will exhibit the same

mechanical /acoustical influences. A bolt-on

neck will sound punchy with more cut,

while a set in or glued in neck will show

stronger fundamentals. 

BGM - Which do you believe is more

important in choosing tone woods: the

species of the particular wood, or its

density? Can you give some examples

which support your conclusion?

Sheldon Dingwall - Being that we mix

different species within the same body, I’d

say density. Cellular size and consistency

are pretty important, too, though. There’s a

reason a ring porous wood like swamp ash

has scooped mids, while consistently sized

pore woods like mahogany and alder have

pronounced mids, even though they all have

relatively similar densities. It’s more to do

with their cell structure than the species.

Randall Fullmer - For the sake of

discussion, I’ll use maple as an example. I

use quilted, flamed, straight, bird’s eye and

spalted maples. Each has its own character,

An example of an Alder body.

An example of a Makore body.
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depending on hardness, density and weight.

It’s all maple, but they are very different

woods in terms of tonal properties. I would

fall in the camp of those that look at the

qualities of each wood over the species. The

species gives me a ball park, but the specific

qualities are where you really focus in for

the individual character.

Gerald Marleaux - This is not easy to say.

First, I like to say wood is only one

parameter in a pool of lots of different

parameters in building basses. One

important thing is to use only old woods. To

merely dry the wood is easy, but the main

thing is to wait and store it until all the resin

is crystalline. Then, this wood has good

resonation. The cell structure is important.

Some woods have a thin but strong cell

structure with lots of holes – so the wood

can be light in weight, and still have great

resonation. That’s what I prefer. Some

woods have a high density, but smooth cell

structure – it’s heavy in weight and needs

lot of energy to resonate.

It’s essential to know what kind of sound

the player likes to create. I hate to say,

“that’s great” or “that’s bad.” Usually, I try

everything – to know what kind of sound is

offered by different woods. Sometimes it’s a

fantastic surprise. A sample with maple: you

can try a piece of maple for the body, and it

sounds great. Everything is cool. But if you

use this same wood for necks, it doesn´t

work. It’s like cooking. There are lots of

different ingredients, and lots of different

ways  to make it tasty.

Michael Tobias - I generally choose woods

to help create the voice the player asks for.

Some woods are very clear, some are soft

and punchy, some are growly and

aggressive, some can be dampeners – i.e. a

northern ash bass is growly, aggressive and

pointed in the mids, vs. swamp ash, that is

scooped in the mids. Combine that with a

softer top and it rounds out the attack and

mellows the voice, while leaving a strong

mid.

Harry Fleishman - Again, all I can do is

give a couple of examples. I choose wood

based largely on whatever intuitions I have

from discussing tone with a player. I always

(now, at least) steer people to lighter woods.

I turned too many people into gimps 35

years ago making heavy basses, thinking

weight equaled tone. I prefer woods like

king, william pine, douglas fir, cedars,

redwoods, and spruces for the body, with a

veneer over it to give it some protection.

The cool thing is, there are so many cool

veneers and they have so little, if any, effect

on tone. Light bodies seem to my ear and

hand to have a more “lively, spritely” sort of

sustain, where the bass is very actively

involved in the loop of tone out and tone

back in – if you know what I mean. It’s not

exactly feedback, but more like the

liveliness of tapping on spruce, versus

maple or mahogany. I have no experience at

all with ashes.

Pete Skjold - As for tone woods, density

and weight refer to resonance, in my

thinking. So that plays a big part in how I

select tone woods. I like using lightweight

woods for the body because of the way they

effect the bass frequencies and the

midrange. Sometimes, I use heavier ash or

limba for more focus in the low-mids. I

often separate the heavier pieces of ash,

limba, African mahogany etc. from the

lighter, more resonant, pieces, so I can

determine the best ones to use for a desired

tone, later. One wood I have been using

lately is obeche, which is very lightweight

and resonates very well, but the grain is

actually very fine and dense – very similar

to old growth alder. So I guess weight

(density) is the first thing I look at,

regardless of species. But when I am

selecting neck and fingerboard woods, I

look for a uniform density within the

species, so I get similar results when I use,

for example, a mac ebony fingerboard with

a three-piece maple neck. I want to make

sure I get as repeatable results as I can.  

Kenneth Lawrence - Regarding this, I

would have to say both. Within the species

you choose (for your sonic recipe), then you

are faced with selecting particular boards

for grain and density (of which I would give

equal importance) and figure (if desired). A

poor choice of any of these would, in most

cases, complicate your results and most

likely spoil the desired results.

Roger Sadowsky - While I think one can

generalize the tonal properties of specific

woods, they can surprise your expectations.

As one who started out in 1972 building

acoustic guitars, I have come to approach

wood selection for my electric basses the

same way. I like lightweight, resonant

woods. My primary body woods have

always been swamp ash, alder and

mahogany. In general, I find ash to be the

tightest and brightest, alder to be sweeter

and warmer with a fuller midrange, and

mahogany to be the warmest and roundest

of the bunch. But where I may differ from

my colleagues, is that I strongly believe that

the fingerboard has a bigger effect on the

tone than the body wood does. Maple is the

tightest and brightest and rosewood is

sweeter and warmer. Ebony is in the middle,

in terms of brightness, but has the most

punch and the most immediate attack. So if

someone is looking for a bass for slap, I

recommend ash with a maple fingerboard. If

they are more of a fingerstyle player, I will

suggest alder with a rosewood board. And if

they are looking for a big fat bottom, I will

suggest the mahogany body.   

Michael Pedulla - I have not considered

species vs. density; or cell structure. To say

that either is the “end all” in bass building

would be wrong. I maintain that it’s the

combination in which they are used,

coupled with design and execution. Within a

given design, I can give the coloring

properties of each wood used, but it does

An example of an Ash body.
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not necessarily translate to my other

designs. I would caution the reader that

believing a bass made out of a certain wood

will sound a certain way does not hold true.

It’s the whole, not the part. I can change the

sound drastically by using a slab flatsawn

neck, as opposed to a two or three-piece

quartersawn neck, regardless of the body

wood. Fingerboards do a world of coloring,

but again, one species that sounds great on a

bolt-on neck may not sound so good on a

bass with neck-through construction. Again,

I speak only of experience with my own

instruments. That experience has been from

a trial and error approach, building and

listening. To try to list a spec sheet for a

good bass just doesn’t work out so well.

With all of our technology, science, and

research, no one has ever come close to

reproducing a Stradivarius. There is more to

it than that. 

George Furlanetto - Over time and many

numbers of instruments, we begin to hear

the different tonal characteristics that each

species imparts. With this experience, we

can begin to determine which woods to use

based on our customers’ tonal goals. That

being said, the density variation within

species will affect the solidity of the note

and add compression as the density

increases. So I would have to say, for the

resulting tone, wood species is the more

important, and the density/weight would

color the solidity of the note. For instance,

if a customer preferred a very middy sound

– mainly for soloing – I would choose

mahogany, which has a very accentuated

midrange. If the customer preferred a middy

tone, but with a full, warm low end, I would

suggest alder, which has a characteristic

low-mid accentuation.

Mike Kinal - Generally, when dealing with

a customer, I choose woods for their wants

and needs. For my basic tone woods, I use

alder, ash, korina and mahogany. I find

these woods suit the bass guitar frequencies

and sound great acoustically. Alder speaks

quick, with a nice balance in highs and

lows, plus as it is a closed-pore wood, it has

excellent finishing qualities. Adding a top to

these woods will give a strong midrange

and a punchy attack. Just to add to the mix,

woods of the same species can vary in

weight and tap tone, so the end result can be

a bit deceptive.

Carey Nordstrand - I think the weight of

the wood generally has more impact than

the species. There are exceptions, of course,

but weight and density are very important in

the tone of a guitar. Lately, I’ve been drawn

to building instruments out of solid wood,

and I’ve been moving towards lighter and

lighter pieces. The reason for this is that I

think the instrument has more potential for

rich sonic character. I’ve found that my one-

piece necks have a consistent depth and

clarity, with an almost ironic midrange

richness that is simultaneously full and

open. I realize that sounds odd, but in my

dabblings in the studio, they work

brilliantly. They seem to fill out their role in

a mix, while staying out of the way of other

instruments, which is exactly what my

favorite kinds of music require.

Joe Zon - Regarding wood density and

species, both are a very important

consideration when building and voicing an

instrument. You have to remember that just

because the bass is electric with a solid

body, doesn’t mean the wood choice can be

randomly made. An instrument HAS to

sound good acoustically if it’s going to

sound good amplified because that is what

you’re doing – amplifying the acoustic

sound of that solid body bass. While I find

that softer woods do resonate very well,

some will get lost in the mix. One has to be

careful in making the compromise between

weight and tone. We have made basses with

very light ash, which sounded great alone,

but once on stage, simply got lost. 

The woods we generally favor are swamp

ash, alder, soft maple and African

mahogany. Ash for presence. Alder for a

rounder tone and sweeter midrange. Soft

maple for more punch and cut. Mahogany

for a meatier bottom. With the exception of

ash and alder, all other woods are typically

capped with a minimum .250”, book-

matched top of another species of wood.

This allows us to further tailor the voice of

the instrument to the player’s requirements

and it’s here where the voice can drastically

change. By incorporating softer and harder

species together, one can achieve a “blend”

to bring out different characteristics in the

overall voice. Things can get interesting,

and sometimes surprising. You work from a

general understanding of what the wood

sounds like based on its hardness and grain

structure, but the resins in the wood can

sometimes fool you and provide a slightly

different result. Sometimes the ugliest

looking basses sound the most amazing.

BGM - Do you use a volute on the back of

your neck behind the nut? If so, why? If

not, why not?

Sheldon Dingwall - Strength is the number

one concern, but for me it’s also important

that angled headstocks have as graceful a

An example of a medium sized volute.

An example of no volute.
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transition as possible. Flat headstocks, by

nature, are more utilitarian, and don’t flow

easily into the neck shaft. We keep the

transition between the flat headstock profile

and neck shaft crisp, which gives it a bit of

a volute feel.

Randall Fullmer - I always use a volute.

The reason that I do is that the truss rods I

use require a deeper channel at the top

where the end of the truss rod

accommodates the allen wrench. Because of

this, it is potentially the weakest point of the

neck. By adding the thickness of a volute, I

compensate and give the entire neck a

consistent strength. I have to admit that I

like the look of a volute as well. Its shape in

the transition from the neck to the headstock

is a beautiful thing. I put it right under the

nut, so that there is no interference in

playability.

Gerald Marleaux - I always do a volute at

passing to headstock. First to get more

stability on that part, and second to fix our

small headstock so it can´t vibrate too much

and we don´t get any dead spots on

fretboard. The next thing to make this

sensitive part more stable is to install the

truss road from body side, so we never have

any problems with dead spots.

Michael Tobias - Yes, I use a volute for

added strength.

Harry Fleishman - Sure, why not?  A

volute gives strength if you have a

headstock, and a locator for the thumb, if it

is right hand tuning. My volutes got pretty

big for a while; maybe I was tracing them

bigger each time! On my EUBs I use a mini

volutish thingy at the fifth, the octave, the

second fifth, to mimic the thumb position

locators of the heel of an upright. You can

run right past it, but also use it to more

accurately land your jumps without looking.

Look out, Gabby Douglas! On multi-scale

basses I tend to center the volute under the

middle of the nut. It is only a difference of a

quarter inch or so, but hey, it’s a decision to

make, so I made it.

Pete Skjold - I use a scooped or flat

headstock, so I do a semi-volute to maintain

strength at the transition point. 

Kenneth Lawrence - I have always favored

a volute for both the reasons of stability and

for the elegant look. (I’m very fussy about

the look of my volutes and probably spend

much more time on them than I should). I’m

sure arguments can be made regarding the

sonic transition from neck beam to

headstock and whether the mass of a volute

reinforces or interrupts that, but I haven’t

done any experimentation to that effect. A

few months ago, I was fortunate to be able

to play Jaco’s “Bass of Doom” and my first

impression, before even playing a note, was

how tiny the neck was at the nut. Not only

was it narrow, but also very thin before

transitioning into the large Fender headstock

(with their heavy open-gear tuners). I’ve

heard string bass players state that a bass

with a similarly narrow, thin area at the nut

allows a bass to be more “live” or “lively.”

Again, the only true test to this hypothesis

would be to create identical instruments

with and without. 

Roger Sadowsky - I think a volute is

essentially for structural support on an

angled headstock, especially if the truss rod

adjusts at the headstock end. A volute can

also make for a nice cosmetic detail and

serve as a place for the players thumb to

consider “home.” As my headstocks are not

angled, I do not use a volute.

Michael Pedulla - My earlier instruments

had a rather large volute. With time, and my

changing tastes, they currently have only a

hint. It just seems more graceful to me. This

is completely subjective. I do not attribute

any sound differences to it. 

George Furlanetto - We use a volute for

strength, as the area between the head and

neck is the most prone to breakage. It also

adds stiffness to the head to reduce

vibration, and it is aesthetically pleasing.

Mike Kinal - Before I started building

guitars, I did a lot of repairs, and while

working on a number of instruments, I

noticed a number of construction problems.

Many angled headstocks I glued were

broken because of a lack of support

(material) behind the nut. So, when I started

building my own instruments, I thought of

that and decided to incorporate a volute.

Classical stringed instruments all have

volutes, so that also influenced my decision.

Lastly, the tension and stress from the truss

rod in that area begs for more material. The

volute gives the instrument that handcrafted

vibe.

Carey Nordstrand - On my custom basses,

I have always used a volute. I think it’s a

place for a builder to put a bit of personal

design taste in the overall aesthetic of an

instrument. I have moved towards rather

delicate and small volutes, lately. I’m not

sure they add much strength, but that’s one

of the reasons I do them. It can’t

hurt. Mostly though, I just really like the

way they look. And they are incredibly

complicated 3D forms. Try drawing an

accurate one in CAD software

sometime. Whew!

Joe Zon - I believe a well-positioned volute

of some size is necessary for any wood neck

with an angled headstock. We use a small

volute on our bolt-on wood necks, however,

there is no volute on the composite neck,

due to the incredible strength of the

material.

An example of a large volute.
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By Tom Bowlus

The Company Line

Germans are known for their love of
precision, their love of quality
craftsmanship, and their love of
performance.  Well, and their love of
beer, too, but that’s another story... I’d
like to focus on those iconic German
products which are recognized around
the world as representing the top
echelon in their respective arenas.
Products like automobiles, cutlery…
and bass guitars. While only a handful
of German luthiers have made a name
for themselves in the US market,
Deutschland proper is a country chock
full of awesome bass and guitar
makers. Gerald Marleaux has been on
the scene for more than twenty two
years, and he has established himself as
one of the preeminent builders not only
in Germany, but on the world stage, as
well.

Two Special Basses

For this review, Gerald sent us not one,
but two basses. What’s more, he sent us
two nearly identical Consat 5’s. The
only difference between the two is that
one was made using a neck-through
construction method, and one has a
bolt-on neck. The body woods, neck
woods, fingerboards, electronics and
hardware are identical. The quality,
weight and dimensions of the woods
used in each bass are remarkably
similar to one another. Other than the
neck construction, and some minor
esthetic differences in the woods, these
basses are exact copies of each other. 

Our good friend Dan Lenard (of
Luthiers Access Group) commissioned
these basses from Gerald with the
specific goal in mind of having them
reviewed by Bass Gear Magazine. Dan
and I have both been very interested in
the impact of neck construction upon
the tone and playability of a bass.
Opinions vary widely on this topic, and
even those who have strong opinions in
favor of one technique over the other
often have a difficult time fully
articulating the perceived differences
between basses with bolt-on and neck-
through necks. Dan and I talked about
how cool it would be to have a luthier
build us two identical basses, with one
being a bolt-on and the other being a

neck-through. To be honest, though, I
thought that it was just a pie in the sky
theoretical discussion until Dan
contacted me and told me that Gerald
Marleaux had just build us two such
basses. Whoa!

I have to thank Dan for making this
happen, because truly, without his
involvement, this comparison and this
review would not have been possible.
Of course, I also have to thank Gerald
Marleux for building these two special
basses. It is difficult to appreciate the
level of effort that Gerald had to go
through to build two such similar
basses (although I must point out that
Gerald told me that he tries to do his
best on every bass he builds, and that’s
all that he did, here). All of the
measurements are spot-on identical, and
of course, that’s exactly as you would
want it to be, considering that we want
to isolate the variable under
examination: the impact of bolt-on vs.
neck-through construction. The
technical and subjective comparisons of
these two basses will be discussed
elsewhere [see subjective comparison
on page 69 and technical comparison
on page 72]. Unless specifically noted,
the balance of this review is applicable
to both basses, though I did have more
time with the neck-through, and hence,
more pictures.

The Basics

The Consat body shape, based upon
Gerald’s (headless) Betra model, has
been in the Marleaux lineup since 1990,
which makes it a veritable “classic.”
Yet somehow the body lines still look
modern and fresh, all these years later.
It is not surprising to learn that Gerald
previously attended (and completed)
design school. Not only is the shape
compelling and unique, the dimensions
and proportions are just… well, “right.”
Our test basses follow some of
Marleaux’s tried and true wood
combinations. The bodies are maple,
with figured myrtle tops (the bolt-on
having a burl top). The necks are three
pieces of maple, separated by thin strips
of wenge. The 24-fret fingerboard is
made from ebony. 

The pickups are dual coils from another
great German company, Delano. Each
pickup is connected to a three-way coil

tap switch, allowing you to select both
coils in series, both coils in parallel, or
single-coil mode. This is a very cool
feature, but sometimes I find that one
or more of the coil-tap settings is a
noticeable “weak link.” Not so with the
Delano SBC HE/S-4’s; each coil
selection presents a strongly viable
option. The preamp is a 3-band unit of
Gerald’s own design, and it is
defeatable via the active/passive switch.
The controls are rounded out by a
master volume control and a pickup
blend knob. Those knobs, by the way,
have perhaps the best feel and tactile
feedback that I have encountered on a
bass. The bridge system is made by
ETS specifically for Marleuax, and it’s
a beauty. The bridge itself is milled
from a single piece of brass, and the
string balls load into appropriately
shaped slots, allowing for quick
restringing. Saddle heights are
individually adjustable; string spacing
is fixed.

Breathe… Breathe in the Air…

As with several other builders, Gerald’s
journey to lutherie was prompted by
necessity. He started playing guitar at
the age of 11, and wanted to switch to
bass at 15. The only problem was, he
didn’t have enough money to buy a
bass. So he built one; a fretless, in fact.
He played it for a year and loved it, so
then he built another one. And
another… And another… And after
every gig, other bass players would
approach him and ask about his bass.
Then, these players started asking
Gerald to build basses for them as well,
and he found a new career path.

Speaking of gigs, Gerald used to gig
out every weekend playing in a “funky
jazzrock band.” But once he became a
professional bass builder, he found that
he didn’t have enough time to play
plus, he wanted to focus his time,
efforts and energy into building basses.
Many of us can sympathize, I am sure.
However, even though he does not gig
out any more, he does find some time
to play bass with a great drummer, plus
guitar and sax, in a “session band,”
playing Latin, jazz, and fusion. Once a
bass player, always a bass player, right?

Marleaux Bass Guitars is located in
Clausthal-Zellerfeld, in Lower Saxony,
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Germany (close to the middle of the
now-unified country). This town also
happens to be where Gerald was born
and where he now lives with his wife,
Heike, and their two daughters. It’s
easy to see why he would not want to
leave. Located in the Harz Mountains,
it offers “really great nature” and “the
best air ever,” plus there are lots of
small lakes to swim in during the
summer. It also happens to provide a
nice, local source for some great
hardwoods (like flamed maple, ash,
birch, basswood, and lots of great
burls). Logging is done in the same
fashion as they have done it for 100
years. “Time is standing still,”
according to Gerald. This perspective
has helped Gerald to learn how to pick
the proper woods for instrument
making, but also – and perhaps more
importantly – how to be patient and
store/dry the wood properly until it is
ready to be used.

Gerald and his small but mighty crew –
consisting of Gerald, Jessica Schmalle
and Nils Schröder working on the
instruments, and Heike running the
office – crank out about 150 basses per
year, plus the occasional guitar. They
start a new batch each month, and at
the end of that month, 10-12 new
instruments are ready. Sales are handled
through a mix of dealers and direct
sales.

Teutonic Testing

These are two very flexible basses, and
with nine different coil-tap
combinations, plus pickup blend
options, plus a passive option, plus an
excellent three-band EQ, you can cover
an amazing range of tones. While I
found useable tones at a variety of coil-
tap settings, I found myself preferring
the tone of one pickup set to series and
one set to single-coil (or parallel, if it’s
in a noisy room). It didn’t make a tone
of difference for me which pickup was
in series, but I slightly preferred the
tone with the neck pickup in series and
the bride as the single-coil. It presented
a nice mix of low-mid punch and high
end clarity. Both pickups in series
really bumps up the volume and has a
throaty presence. Both in single-coil
mode or parallel really emphasizes the
clarity and airiness of those Delano
pickups.

As with most of the maple-bodied
basses I have played, the mids are a
little more forward than with other
woods, but clarity is excellent. The
ebony board makes for a nice pairing.
The electronics and the overall
construction allows these basses to be
very neutral and balanced, and that
slight maple midrange push, combined
with the little upper-mid “ping” from
ebony, added great character, but
definitely doesn’t “get in the way.”
Comparing the neck-through Consat 5
to my newest MTD 535 – a real
stunner, with a makore body (ebony
top), ash neck (with wenge stringers),
and birdseye maple board – the 535
was much more aggressive (the ash
neck contributes to that), and the B
string on the MTD was notably bigger
(with the Marleaux in single-coil or
parallel mode). Switching both pickups
to series brought the Marleaux’s B up to
the same level as the MTD, though the
Marleaux was definitely the warmer of
the two. Compared to my F bass BN5
(ash body, maple neck, birdseye maple
board), the neck-through Consat was
more mid-forward, and thicker. The
BN5 was smoother (a hallmark of the
BN5), and the Marleaux had a slightly
bigger low B.

In general, I found both Consats to be
very well balanced from string to string,
and the low B really feels like an
extension of the other four strings.
These basses have some of the nicest
finishes I have seen. Despite being a
matte finish, they seem to show off the
grain as well as most gloss finishes.
And the feel is great. My test notes
read, “neck finish is sexy and
awesome.” The slightly asymmetric
neck is on the thin side, and very
comfortable. Playability is excellent,
whether you prefer fingerstyle, slap, or
pick. I wasn’t able to easily dial in what
I would call “stupid low” action, but
these basses get plenty low for my
playing style. 

While I like having a passive mode
option, and those pickups offer a lot of
tonal diversity on their own, the
Marleaux BC3 preamp is another
outstanding feature of these basses.
Wolfgang Behn builds these preamps
exclusively for Marleaux. Gerald tells
him what he wants, and Wolfgang
delivers. For the BC3, the center
frequencies for Bass, Mid, and Treble
are 40Hz, 500Hz, and 8kHz,
respectively. The Bass (lowpass) and
Treble (highpass) are quoted at +/-
14dB, while the Mids (bandpass; Q-1.0)
claim +/- 12dB. The slope for all three
is 6dB/octave. Gerald quotes up to 350
hours of playing time from a single 9V
battery.
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Marleaux
Consat Soprano

Sidebar

As an extra special treat, Dan Lenard also let me

spend a little time with a Marleaux Consat

Soprano bass. This cool little instrument shares

the Consat body shape, though significantly

downsized. Tuning is a conventional E to G,

though with a scale length of 22.44” (57 cm) and

lighter gauge strings (.030, .040, .060, .080), the

timbre is in the piccolo bass to baritone guitar

region. Despite the Lilliputian dimensions, I

think most bass players would feel right at home

on the Consat Soprano. Even so, it has the

makings of a new kind of instrument, and it will

inspire you to play things you’ve likely never

played – on either a bass or a guitar.

Marleaux first began building this model in

2008, only it wasn’t clear from the get go that it

would be made as an instrument. In fact, the first

“Soprano’s” made were clocks which Gerald and

the crew made up for their best dealer as a

Christmas present. This inspired them to make an

actual instrument with this small body. Around

the same time, they had a customer ask them to

build a smaller bass for traveling. The results

surprised everyone, even Gerald! Everyone who

played these little basses loved them, and so a

new model was born.

Gerald builds the Consat Soprano (f.k.a. the

“Sopran”) to the same level of quality and

precision as his other instruments, so these are

not toys. Nor are they inexpensive $4,500.00

list. Sure, they are smaller, and they are passive

only, and there’s only one (Delano) pickup.

But that’s top level hardware, high quality

woods, and the same fit and finish, fretwork

and construction techniques that Marleaux

uses on the “big boys.”

The bass Dan sent us has an ash body, rosewood

top, 3-piece maple neck (with wenge stringers)

and a 24-fret ebony board. The hardware is

chrome, and features a custom ETS bridge. It

played like a dream, and was gobs of fun,

whether played “dry” or run through an octaver.

Guitar or bass effects worked equally well with

the Consat Soprano.

If you are searching for some inspiration, need

an ultra portable “bass,” or just want to have fun

on a somewhat higher-pitched instrument, you

should do yourself a favor and check out a

Marleaux Consat Soprano.

Playing around with the EQ, the Treble
control gives the impression that it
boosts more than it cuts, though even at
full boost, the tone is still usable (and I
can’t say that about all onboard
preamps). The maximum cut from the
Treble control does not cut as much, or
in the same fashion, as a passive tone
control. The Mid control also has a
more audible boost than cut, and is
musical through its entire range. Full-
on cut seems a little more usable than
full-on boost, and I found myself
favoring a slight mid cut. On the Bass
control, the cut seemed just as dramatic
as the boost. Full-on boost makes for a
huge tone, but interestingly, it didn’t
seem to tax my amp/cabs as much some
onboard preamps seem to do.

The Bottom Line

Every Marleaux I have played gives off
the feeling that it was made “just right.”
There is a palpable sense of “quality”
about these basses. It was a special treat
to be able to examine two nearly
identical instruments, and I think that
we all learned some interesting traits of
neck-through and bolt-on construction
and what it means to an instrument.
The differences are discussed in other
articles, but in general, both of these
basses play like butter and sound solid,
clear, precise – and lively, but yet thick.
On top of all that, Gerald is one of the
most amazing visual designers out
there, and his basses really show it.
[Have you seen the Diva fretless
model?] For a host of reasons, I highly
recommend Gerald Marleaux and his
instruments.
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TEST RESULTS
1-5 (unacceptable to impeccable)

SONIC PROFILE:
Lows: Big, tight, and well-matched to the other 4 strings
Mids: Generally balanced, but with a slight mid-push
Highs: Great sense of air and clarity, but not thin

GENERAL

Company: Marleaux BassGuitars
Sägemüllerstraße 37
D-38678 Clausthal-Zellerfeld
Marleaux@marleaux-bass.com
www.marleaux-bass.com

Warranty: 2 Years
List price: $5,400 (neck-through), $5,150 (bolt-on)
Street price: $4,550 (neck-through), $4,375 (bolt-on)
Options: Many choices of woods, fretless, left-handed, 3-band
“programmable” EQ, body jack, other pickup options, color stained, high-gloss finish,
fretboard inlays
Accessories: Tools, gigbag, straplocks
Available colors: Numerous

Acquired from: Luthiers Access Group
Dates: November 2011
Locales: Ohio
Test gear: Ibanez Promethean P5210, GK MB500, GK Neo112-II, Ampeg SVT-
7Pro, Ampeg B-15N, Bergantino HD212, Reeves C225, MTD 535, F bass BN5, Wyn 5-string,
Pedulla Nuance 4

In-hand
Features: 5
Tonal Flexibility: 4.5
Ease of Use: 4
Aesthetics: 5
Ergonomics: 4
Tone: 4.5
Value: 4

On-bench
Overall Construction 3
Wood Choice 4
Materials Choice 4
Joinery 4
Fretwork 4
Fit and Finish of Adornments 4
Quality of Finish Work 4
Ease of Repair 4
Potential Range of Setup 3
Balance on Knee 4
Balance on Strap 4
Overall Electronic Quality 5
Solder Joints, Wire Runs 5
Clarity 5
Noise 5
Shielding 5
Quality for Price Range 3

In-Hand Score
4.43 average
On-Bench Score
4.12 average
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TONE-O-METER

CONFIGURATION

Strings: 5
Style: Double cutaway, offset
Overall length: 45.5”
Body Dimensions: 19.5” long x 14” wide at lower bout
Body Contouring: Moderate
Weight: 9.05 lbs

NECK

Scale length: 34”
Neck width at nut: 1.78”
Neck width at 12th fret: 2.656”
Neck width at joint: 3.004”
Neck thickness at nut: 1.1”
Neck thickness at 1st fret: .828”
Neck thickness at 12th fret: .924”
Neck thickness at joint: 1.111”
String spacing at nut: .357”
String spacing at saddle: .793” to .713”
Fingerboard Radius/Neckshape: Compound 10-16” / asymmetric D shape
Peghead break angle: 6 deg
Bridge break angle: 19 deg
Afterlength at nut: 2.478” to 5.419”, add .276” for zero fret
Afterlength at saddle: 1.09”
Attachment: Neck-through
Pocket gap: N/A
Truss rod type/access: Dual-action rod / body end
Fret count: 24
Fretwire: 102x34 

ELECTRONICS

Pickups: Delano SBC HE/S-4 dual-coils
Pickup location(s): From bridge: 2.262” and 4.85”
Electronics: Marleaux BC3 3-band EQ
Controls: Volume, Blend, Bass, Mid, Treble, series/single/parallel 

switches for both pickups, active/passive switch
Shielding: Foil
Preamp Circuit Voltage: 9v

CONSTRUCTION

Body woods: 2-piece maple, with figured myrtle top
Neck woods: 3-piece maple, with wenge stringers
Fretboard: Ebony
Body finish: Matte (polyurethane)
Neck finish: Matte (polyurethane)

HARDWARE

Strings: Marleaux stainless steel rounds
Gauge: .040, .060, .080, .102, .128
Attachment: At bridge
Bridge/color: Custom Marleaux (ETS) bridge / black
Nut: Ebony
Tuners/color: Schaller / Black
Knobs/color: Metal knurled dome / black
Pickguard: None
Control cavity cover: Wood

These basses offer excellent balance from string to
string and from bass to treble. They are precise, clear
and resonant, but with an underlying warmth and
fullness of tone. The individual characteristics of the
bolt-on vs. the neck-through are discussed elsewhere.

Marleaux Consat
Custom 5-string

Neck-Through



Phil Maneri’s

BASS 
LAB

Marleaux Consat Custom 5-string Neck-Through
was articulate and modern. The bolt-on

was more midrange pronounced. The

lows and highs were truncated and

warmed in comparison to the neck-

through. The modern sound of the

neck-through is very much what people

come to expect in modern gospel or

jazz fusion, whereas the bolt-on sound

is more at home in early rock, funk, and

classic electric bass sounds from the

‘60s through ‘80s, where Fender

dominated the electric bass sound.

Note lengths were a little longer with

the neck-through, and it was

significantly brighter. The bolt-on cut

through in a way that the neck-through

would get lost in a dense mix. 

Tone is more pure on the neck-through

and transparent. The bolt is grittier and

has more punch. They respond

differently with tone modifications on

the preamp. The neck-through has

clearer bass extension into the low

register as you boost low end; the bolt

maintains its midrange punch into

clipping with bass boost, without ever

Building two guitars by hand that are

identical is virtually impossible. Even

cut from the same planks and using

manufactured hardware, the results are

rarely identical. So when presented

with the idea of two basses otherwise

identical save for a bolt-on vs. neck-

through construction, I was intrigued by

what we would find. However, I

remained dubious about how close they

could actually be.

Gladly, my reticence was unnecessary.

These instruments turned out perfect

for this kind of comparison. While

these two basses are not identical, they

are as close as any two instruments

could possibly be. They are really a

testament to the skill of the builder who

brought them within a hair of each

other on every measure. It’s quite an

accomplishment, and regardless of any

conclusions hereafter, I need to stand

and applaud this labor. Well done, sir!

So what did I notice? The neck-through

was very clear and open sounding. It

getting to shaking the walls like the

neck-through.

When you work the tone controls and

pickup balance, the neck-through really

pulls ahead. It responds better to little

tweaks, with a much larger tonal palate

than the bolt-on. You can get a mid-

forward sound similar to the bolt-on in

flat mode, but the bolt-on cannot

approximate the wide tonal option

range of the neck-through. In a

soundbite, I’d say the bolt-on is a

midrange-forward version of the neck-

through, with a blanket over it. 

In the upper register, the bolt-on gives

less transparency and more body to the

note; the neck-through starts to

disappear and thin out. Tone controls

can’t assist with that. Midrange is

scooped flat with bass emphasis and

treble emphasis on the neck-through,

where the bolt has midrange emphasis

and rolled off lows and highs.

Transients are quicker with bolt-on; it

speaks a note quicker than the neck-
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through, which seems a touch slower.

I was not thrilled with the truss rods

used in these basses. They are very

fine-threaded rods that function very

subtly over their course of travel. I

don’t think that’s a good choice. Fine-

thread rods counteracting string tension

over this span require lots of torque,

and I’d be concerned they would strip

out over their lifetime. Coarser threads

in truss rod adjustment still allow for

slow enough changes to titrate neck

relief in a very specific manner.

However, they would hold up better

over the life of the instrument, in my

opinion. Moreover, although they did

get the neck to move, even after a lot of

adjustment, I wasn’t able to get the

fingerboards completely straight or in a

backbow under string tension. I might

have been able to get them there,

eventually, but I’d like to be able to dial

in the neck with much less adjustment,

especially on a new instrument.

There was also a bit of ramping at the

end of the fingerboard. The neck-

through has a rise in the fingerboard as

it passes up into the tongue area. It

really needs fall away there to play well

with super-low action and stay low over

time. The bolt-on does the same thing,

although not near as much as the neck-

through, which should be expected,

given the difference in construction.

I am getting picky here not only

because of the price of these

instruments, but also because I feel that

a neck on a new bass should move with

minimal adjustment from the truss rod.

If you require a lot of turns on the truss

rod to adjust the neck out of the gate,

you may not have enough adjustment

capabilities as the neck ages. In most

every other regard, however, the

construction and attention to detail was

exceptional.

Marleaux Consat
Custom 5-string Bolt-on

CONFIGURATION

Strings: 5
Style: Double cutaway, offset
Overall length: 45.5”
Body Dimensions: 19.5” long x 14” wide at lower bout
Body Contouring: Moderate
Weight: 9.00 lbs

NECK

Scale length: 34”
Neck width at nut: 1.8”
Neck width at 12th fret: 2.638”
Neck width at joint: 2.99”
Neck thickness at nut: 1.0”
Neck thickness at 1st fret: .828”
Neck thickness at 12th fret: .960”
Neck thickness at joint: 1.074”
String spacing at nut: .357”
String spacing at saddle: .775” to .696”
Fingerboard Radius/Neckshape: Compound 10-16” / asymmetric D shape
Peghead break angle: 7 deg
Bridge break angle: 20 deg
Afterlength at nut: 2.478” to 5.419”, add .276” for zero fret
Afterlength at saddle: 1.09”
Attachment: Bolt-on
Pocket gap: N/A
Truss rod type/access: Dual-action rod / body end
Fret count: 24
Fretwire: 102x34 

ELECTRONICS

Pickups: Delano SBC HE/S-4 dual-coils
Pickup location(s): From bridge: 2.262” and 4.85”
Electronics: Marleaux BC3 3-band EQ
Controls: Volume, Blend, Bass, Mid, Treble, series/single/parallel 

switches for both pickups, active/passive switch
Shielding: Foil
Preamp Circuit Voltage: 9v

CONSTRUCTION

Body woods: 2-piece maple, with figured myrtle top
Neck woods: 3-piece maple, with wenge stringers
Fretboard: Ebony
Body finish: Matte (polyurethane)
Neck finish: Matte (polyurethane)

HARDWARE

Strings: Marleaux stainless steel rounds
Gauge: .040, .060, .080, .102, .128
Attachment: At bridge
Bridge/color: Custom Marleaux (ETS) bridge / black
Nut: Ebony
Tuners/color: Schaller / Black
Knobs/color: Metal knurled dome / black
Pickguard: None
Control cavity cover: Wood
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Marleaux Consat
Custom 5 Bolt-On vs.
Neck-Through:
A Subjective Evaluation
By Tom Bowlus

First off, I have to say once again what a pleasure it was

to be able to do this comparison. The extent to which

Gerald Marleaux made these two bass identical – except

for that one significant detail – is mind-blowing! If you

are playing them unplugged with your eyes closed,

there’s no way to tell them apart (unless you cheat and

reach around to the feel the neck joint). The weight,

balance, playability and feel are identical from bass to

bass. The range of setup and action available on both

basses seemed to be extremely similar, as well. 

Over the course of my comparison, I played these two

basses many times, both solo and in a band setting. I

played them through multiple rigs, and in multiple rooms.

Several bass playing buds also checked them out, and

their collective feedback is incorporated herein. While I

certainly spent plenty of time exploring the fine Marleaux

preamp, most of my comparisons were done with the

instruments in passive mode. Of course, I had to be

careful to keep the coil tap switches in the same settings,

as these also allow for some significant tonal variation.

The two basses are undoubtedly the most similar in the

treble range, and are very difficult to tell apart, at first

blush. However, the neck-through (NT) seems to allow

the higher frequency content to ring a bit more, and the

sustained “ring” seems a bit louder. In contrast, the bolt-

on (BO) seems to allow the lower frequency content to

ring out a bit more (keep in mind, this is still in the

context of playing higher up on the G string, and letting
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the open D ring out on some notes). On

the whole, they are much more similar

than different in the high end; very subtle

variation.

Moving on to the heart of the midrange

(and including the upper mids), the two

basses began to separate themselves. The

BO is slightly more solid and punchy in

the midrange. While playing the same

passages on both instruments, on the NT,

you noticed more of that ebony “ping” in

the upper mids to lower treble region.

Interestingly, I didn’t hear this as much

when playing only in the upper registers.

It became more apparent when playing

around the 7th to 9th fret on the A and D

strings.

The low end, including the lower mids, is

where you heard the most differences

between the two. Both basses have flat-

out tremendous B strings – big and full

down low, but still sound “connected” to

the other strings. The lows on the NT are

tight, but “seismic.” You really feel the

depth and the vibration – especially with the right rig –

but it doesn’t get loose, at all. The BO is more

warm/round, and equally full, big and deep (though not

as tight). Both basses are plenty clear and articulate, even

down low, but the NT has more definition.

When slapped, the BO had a slightly more “fat” slap

tone, and the notes were notably quick and separated. On

the NT, the highs jumped out a bit more, and it seemed to

want to ring out a bit more (though this could easily be

controlled with playing technique).

Overall, picking one of these basses over the other will

ultimately boil down to personal preferences. Speaking of

such preferences, my personal choice between the two

seemed to sway back and forth with the regularity of a

metronome. Played solo, I’d find myself preferring the

NT through one rig, and then the BO through another.

The sonic differences, as noted above, always remained

constant. It’s just the overall impact of those differences,

when combined with the sonic footprint of different rigs,

which varied. At any rate, I was having a tough time

picking which one was the “winner” for my personal

preferences.

Playing these basses in a band setting, however, proved



to be the most illuminating. Looking at my notes, my early

observations were that I slightly preferred the BO when

playing the two solo, and I slightly preferred the NT when

playing the two in a band mix. However, as I continued to

evaluate these instruments, I found myself going back and

forth on the preference when played solo, but I did find a

developing and consistent trend when playing them in a band

mix. With busier mixes – where there is more overlap in the

sonic space occupied by the drums, bass, and keyboards – I

definitely preferred the NT. In a more sparse mix – especially

when playing one-guitar songs where I am filling even more

space when the guitar player takes a lead – the BO shined the

brighter. The BO seemed to have more harmonic fill

going on, whereas the NT seemed more focused and

defined in the mix.

I had hoped that this experiment would help me to decide

if I was a “bolt-on guy” or a “neck-through guy.” As it

turns out, it looks like I am both. This would

explain why I have multiple examples of each

in my stable of basses… That being said, I do

feel like I have a better handle on what each

construction technique brings to the table –

especially in terms of what they will do in a mix. 

I cannot stress enough, though, that the choice of

neck construction is just one of the variables which

will impact the tone of a bass. It is meaningless to

consider only one, or even just a handful, of

variables when deciding which instrument is

going to be right for you. The differences we

observed between these basses could easily

be undone or reversed by differences in

wood choices, pickups, electronics,

strings, etc. Not to mention the fact that

everybody’s hands sound different. Still, it

is our hope that the more that players

understand what these various factors are

potentially bringing to the table, the better

equipped those players will be to put themselves in a

position to find and use the gear that best fits their

particular goals and needs.

Now, if I can talk Gerald into making three identical

basses, except that one has a maple board, one has an

ebony board, and one has a rosewood board…  
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Fig. 1A Marleaux bolt on fundamental at 40

Fig. 1B Marleaux neck through fundamental at 40

Fig. 2A Marleaux bolt on fundamental at 65

One of the cool things about my job is the ability to get

the chance to study the things that we talk about

frequently … amplifiers, basses, effects, etc., from a

technical perspective. Our Chief Editor, Tom Bowlus

came over with two Marleaux basses, both made to

freakishly identical specifications except for one key

difference.  One bass has a bolt-on neck, whereas the

other bass has neck-through construction.  Tom asked me

to see if I could determine, from a technical perspective,

whether there were measurable differences in the basses

that might help us understand why some hear a difference

between the two bass construction styles. 

To tackle this challenge, I decided to take a look at the

two instruments from the perspective of output and

vibration. As described in greater detail in my From the

Bench column in this issue, we see that vibrational

energy is transferred from one object to the next.  The

object that absorbs or receives the vibrational energy will

do its best to vibrate at the excitation vibration.

However, the modes of vibration that are inherent in the

object that absorbs the vibration will reinforce some

frequencies, while attenuating other frequencies.  We can

guess that a bolt-on neck bass will have different modes

of vibration compared to the neck-through bass.  Theory

thus tells us that this will have an effect on how the

vibrating body pushes back to the strings via the nut and

Marleaux Consat 5
Bolt-On vs.
Neck-Through:
Technical Evaluation
Part 1
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Fig. 2B Marleaux neck through fundamental at 65

Fig. 4A Marleaux bolt on fundamental at 125

Fig. 3A Marleaux bolt on fundamental at 80

bridge. But, let’s see if these theories are actually

observable.

In our tests, we attached a transducer to the body of each

bass and induced a vibration from our Audio Precision

test station directly into the instrument body at a number

of different frequencies. We attached an accelerometer at

the headstock, and measured vibration along three axes.

Why? Because vibration of an instrument body and neck

is not as simple as you might think. As the instrument

vibrates, it flexes and twists very small amounts in

response to vibrational energy.  In our tests, “A” figures

are the bolt-on neck bass and the “B” figures are neck-

through bass.  The X-axis output is in Red, the Y-axis is

in blue and our Z-axis is in Green. 

Referring to Fig. 1A and Fig. 1B, we induced a 40Hz sine

wave into the body of each instrument, and our first

difference is abundantly apparent. Note the relatively

stronger Z-axis sympathetic vibration on our neck-

through bass compared to the bolt-on neck bass.

Referring to Fig. 2A and Fig. 2B, at 65Hz, we see that

the most sympathetic axis has changed to the X-axis for

both basses.  Here, the strong X-axis vibration is similar

in amplitude in both basses.  However, compare the Y-

axis and Z-axis of these basses at 65Hz. The bolt-on neck

bass Y-axis and Z-axis levels are similar, with the Z-axis

leading the Y-axis slightly. The neck-through bass shows

significantly more detailed differences and stronger phase

separation between the Y-axis and Z-axis vibrations

compared to the bolt-on bass.  This tells us that both

basses are resonant around 65Hz along our X-axis, but

that the basses vary in their vibration modes along the Y

and Z axes.  Referring to Fig. 3A and Fig. 3B, at 80Hz,

the bolt on neck X-axis has been attenuated by about half

of what it was at 65Hz. However, the relationship
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Fig. 4B Marleaux neck through fundamental at 125

Fig. 3B Marleaux neck through fundamental at 80

Fig. 5A Marleaux bolt on fundamental at 200

between X, Y and Z axis vibrations is similar. Similarly,

for the neck-through bass, the X-axis is attenuated by

about half compared to its measurement at 65Hz.

However, the Y-axis is now greater in amplitude than the

Z-axis. Now take a look at Fig. 4A and Fig. 4B. We see

at 125Hz, once again that the Z-axis begins to dominate

with a phase lag in the Y-axis for both instruments. This

trend continues in Fig. 5A and Fig. 5B at 200Hz for both

basses. 

Referring to Fig. 6A and Fig. 6B, we next set up our

generator to sweep a signal from 20Hz to 400Hz and the

X, Y and Z axes are plotted as a function of level.  Note

that the neck through bass has many more peaks in each

of the X, Y and Z axes.

With this preliminary data in hand, we switched to

actually plucking the strings. We wanted to factor out the

inconsistency of a performer plucking each bass. The

idea was not to attempt an exact simulation of a pluck.

There are too many worms in that can. Rather, the goal

was to be able to strike a string in a repeatable and

consistent manner. To do this, we mounted a motor to a

base.  An arm is attached to the motor shaft so that the

arm rotates in a horizontal plane. A pick is installed at the

end of the arm, and the motor is wired to a motor

controller. To use the device, a bass is placed on a guitar

stand, and the motor is spaced from the stand such that

the pick strikes a desired string.  By pulling one bass off

the stand and placing the second bass on the stand, we

could generate string strikes in a consistent manner.  This

time, we measured the bass output as well as the

vibration of the headstock along X, Y and Z axes.  The

analysis of these signals will be discussed and analyzed

in our next issue, so stay tuned…
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Fig. 5B Marleaux neck through fundamental at 200

Fig. 6A Marleaux bolt on stepped level

Fig. 6B Marleaux neck through stepped level
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By Vic Serbe

Dateline: mid-August, 2012. It was hot,

and the drive into the city of Chicago

was typically confusing with

construction and frustrated with

congestion, or otherwise, typical for the

area. Nestled in what would otherwise

appear to be a strange camaraderie of

residential suburbia and a string of

commercial buildings generally

following a corridor of train tracks, sits

an otherwise unassuming building,

which houses, among other businesses,

Lakland Guitars, LLC. Both John and

Bo Pirruccello were there to greet us,

and John was our primary guide for the

trip.

First, a bit of history that John was able

to share with us, as we were curious

about the transition from Dan Lakin’s

participation in the company prior to

this parting. John shared that he and

Dan were actually next-door neighbors

growing up, meeting at the age of 10,

going to college together and playing in

college bands together as well. What a

cool factoid! Anyway, Lakland was

founded in 1994 by Dan Lakin and

Hugh McFarland. John Pirruccello

joined Lakland just after Hugh exited

(in 1997) and became a co-owner (with

family partners) a few years later.

Lakland
Factory
Tour
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Lakland’s original location was in the

Lakin General building, a family owned

business dedicated to recycling, which

started in 1919. Back in 2010, the

Lakins decided to sell their interest in

the company, and the Pirruccellos

bought it. They stayed in the old

location for about a year, but then

moved to the new location where they

are now, and like it better. I’ve

personally been to both locations, and I

also think it was a good move. In any

case, Dan Lakin is still a huge fan of

the company, stays in touch with the

Lakland folks, still plays the

instruments, and I believe even had

some pieces on order when we were

there.

On to the factory tour. The first thing

that struck me was how compact and

well-organized this place is, especially

for how much inventory was on the

shelves when we were there. Lots of

natural light washing in over all the

work spaces in an open-air type

atmosphere made it seem like a great

choice of places to house such a

business. The front offices were right

inside the door, and immediately to the

left was the door to the main

production/inventory area. 

Right inside the production area door

sits their Plek machine, already hard at

work cutting frets. These machines

have become very popular, as they can

greatly shorten the time it takes to get

the fret level job done on a new

instrument. There’s still some finish

work that needs to be done by a skilled

tech on the bench the job is complete,

but it’s still a big time saver. Each neck
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is bolted to a special jig, which looks

kind of like a big triangle with a bridge

and pickup installed. The purpose is to

provide the ability to place string

tension on the neck while the Plek does

its job. There are multiple jigs for the

varying bass models, just as there are

multiple programs in the Plek machine

(one for each neck type).

Along the way we caught Leo Lopez

taking a break from selling millions of

basses to read a popular publication we

all know and love.

Further down in the area of the shop

that’s more or less partitioned off as the

US Custom Shop area, one of their lead

techs is setting up a USA model with an

insanely beautiful quilted top. Thank

goodness I was broke! Nearby, were

various necks, bodies, and fully

assembled instruments at varying stages

of completion. John takes a moment to

show off some incredible tops destined

for some USA models. Also among

these instruments is Julie Slick’s new

six string baritone guitar, called the

“Decade 6.” If you know Julie Slick,

she’s a wonderful bassist and has been

looking forward to seeing this

instrument and playing it for the first

time. By the time you read this, she’ll

have had it for a while, and you’ll

likely be able to find some audio and/or

video clips featuring it. I recommend

you look them up.

Another nearby bench sports a bare

wood body for a USA model where

another top tech is carefully fitting the

neck to the pocket. Each neck is custom

fit to its body to assure optimal
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coupling, and this is a multi-iterative

process that takes time, skill, and

patience.

One of the things that John shared with

us is that they can generally turn a USA

Custom Shop order around in about

four months. If you know anything

about custom built-to-order

instruments, that’s very fast.

Further down, another machine is

sitting against the wall. Lakland uses a

laser machine to cut and etch (logo)

their own pickup bobbin plates. This is

a really cool process. The same beam is

adjusted in intensity to either etch the

logo in the plate as well as cut it out

from the card and cut the magnet holes.

They’re also going to be using this

machine to do etching on USA

instruments at some point, as well. The

sample we saw looked excellent!

Then we reach the spray booth. The

spray booth is well outfitted with

hanging devices, particulate filters and

controlled unidirectional ventilation. All

this assures the finishes they spray here

at the factory will buff out perfectly and

look like a Lakland should.

A peek around another corner yields the

wood shop, and yet another corner is

the pickup shop, where, ever since

2005/2006, they’ve been doing their

own pickup building, winding, and

potting (or epoxying, in the case of the

“Chi-Sonic” pickups). They even have

their own guardian Martian. Perhaps his

helmet inspired the design of their

pickup-winding machines… What

amazed me the most about this process
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are these winding machines. They wind

pickups at blinding speed, with

incredible precision, with wire that

looks more like human hair than

electrical wire. Wow! An interesting

tidbit Bo shared with us, as he’s the

primary guy on the pickup side of the

business, is they get a lot of feedback

from the top players that use their

instruments, which has helped them

create the great pickups they have now

(and are continually refining). An

example of this is what they call their

“neo punch” design. This is where they

have, for example, a P pickup with

Alnico-V rod magnets, but underneath

is a bar of Neodymium, which beefs up

the tone.

A bit further on in the shipping and

receiving area, they have one of the

coolest things I saw... a test area with

both new and classic amps, ready to be

plugged in and checked out with any

instrument. Okay, it’s only a few amps,

but they’re darn cool ones. I could

spend a day there swapping basses in

and out of inventory, for sure.

The Lakland factory is split into two

chunks, separated by some shared

warehouse space in the back side of the

building. They have a few rooms

downstairs. One is mainly just for

storage, whereas the others are actively

used. One room houses their CNC

machine, and it’s busy working on a

prototype body. This machine is kept

company by another workbench,

however, and this workbench is

occupied by Carl Pedigo, who is

another top tech at Lakland and has

been with Lakland since the early
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beginnings in 1994. In fact, he also

builds instruments of his own, and has

several videos on bass tech instruction

on the Lakland Owners YouTube

channel. The man really knows his

stuff, and is a pleasure to visit with.

Finally, the room that’s used to let off

some steam, or even have band

rehearsals, complete with mood lighting

and plenty of instruments, amps, and a

small vocal PA. I could imagine some

great times in a place like this.

The factory is pretty compact, and

probably smaller than you’d think,

considering the output and quality of

instruments that gets pumped out of

this place every month. These guys

have their ducks in a row, and they’re

some of the nicest people you’d ever

meet (which I already knew from visits

at NAMM shows, but their hospitality

on their own turf is right up there as

well). So the good news is, we were

able to hit the road before rush traffic

got too bad, and we had some great

memories to keep us company, and

share with you in this issue as well. We

were also able to shoot some video

clips, so watch for those on our web

site, as well.

Keep an eye out for Lakland. They

have some great ideas for moving

forward with their products, which

they’ll eventually share with you, as

well. In the mean time, I hope you

enjoyed this small peek into what their

operation looks like. Thanks John and

Bo, see you at the next NAMM show.
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By Vic Serbe

Stu Hamm was born in New Orleans,
LA, while his father was teaching at
Tulane. When Stu was about three or
four, his family moved to Champaign,
IL. The University of Illinois at Urbana
Champaign has a strong music
program, and at the time, it also a job
opening that Stu’s father (Charles –
1925-2011) accepted. At 16, his family
moved to a small town in Vermont
(Norwich). The town didn’t have a high
school, so Stu graduated high school in
1978 from Hanover High, just across
the river in New Hampshire. After that,
Stu attended Berklee College of Music
in Boston, which is where his career in
music really started to get traction
through connections made there, such
as Steve Vai.

But let’s back up a little. It’s human
interest time. I was born in California,
but when I was three, my family moved
to Champaign IL. I eventually picked
up bass during the high school time
frame, which was later than Stu. But
here’s the interesting part; for the last
few years before his family moved
away from Champaign, he lived only a
block or two away from where I spent a

LOT of time hanging out with friends.
In fact, we both have fond memories of
a small place called Huber’s. It’s a true
old-fashioned neighborhood general
store, now turned neighborhood pub.
It’s even expanded and hosts live music
on a regular basis! Across the street is
Eisner Park, complete with recreation
center, ball diamond, basketball court,
and playground. That whole area is so
rich with romantic nostalgia it could
have been the subject of a Norman
Rockwell painting. Also, Stu’s latest
CD, Just Outside of Normal, is so-
named because his mother (Helen) was
from Normal, IL, which is not far from
Champaign. As a side note, she had at
one point dated Fred Funk from Funk’s
Grove, which is just outside of
Bloomington/Normal. I’ve also been to
this tiny little place many times (though
it was to play paintball in my college
years). When I found out how narrowly
I missed meeting Stu Hamm in my
youth, of course I asked to be the one
to interview him, so here goes. Let’s
see what else we can learn about the
man.

VS: Let’s start with a little background.

You have a very academic family. How

did that affect your path?

SH: I was outside of academia for the
first fifty years of my life, just being a
musician on the road, until last summer,
when I took the gig as a program chair
of the Bass Department of Musician’s
Institute in Hollywood. Until that point,
I had dabbled in education, teaching off
and on at the Blue Bear School of
Music when I was living in San
Francisco and even when I was living
in Boston years ago, I did a little
substitute teaching at Berkeley. I’ve
always had private lessons and
instructional video tapes and books and
stuff like that. But, I never had an
academic job like my father or my
brothers until last summer, so that’s
relatively new.

There’s so much music in my family
that I think that was sort of inevitable
that I would end up being in music. I
played a bunch of different instruments
from a very early age and was exposed
to so many different types of music
growing up. I got my first bass when I
was thirteen, but I played flute,
trumpet, piano, drums and I can’t even
remember what else... oboe. But, as
soon as I got my bass, I just really felt
at home on it, got some really good
encouragement, and just kind of knew
that it was the instrument that I was
gonna stick with. So I knew from a
very early age that [bass] was what it
was gonna be for me.

My father taught at the University of
Illinois and my mother was an opera
singer. John Cage was at Champaign at
the time, so I sat and would take my
little plastic army men and would put
them between the strings of the piano
for John Cage to play his prepared
piano pieces. And being in (University
of Illinois) boys’ choir and having the
lead in The Music Man at the Krannert
Center and at the Assembly Hall… lots
of productions. My brother was six
years older than me, went to the Ali
Akbar Khan School of Indian Music,
was a guitar player, and listened to a lot
of Mahavishnu [Orchestra], Larry
Coryell, and Return to Forever, so I
was just, you know, getting it from
everywhere.

I remember we used to go to the Quad
at University of Illinois and see REO

Speedwagon, Head East, and

Hangin’ with Hamm...
another phone call I’ll never forget.
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Starcastle... all those great Champaign
bands. But the story is that I was a big
Danny Bonaduce fan. I loved The

Partridge Family and I was kind of a
pudgy, red-haired geek at the time and
so was Danny Bonaduce, and he played
bass. And, at one point – true story –
we lived half a block from Eisner Park
and Huber’s, and they had a rock band
set up on the tennis courts at Eisner
Park. The bass player had one of those
Kustom amps that had the chrome
portholes in it and a white, curly cord
to his bass and I just thought it was the
coolest thing in the world. So I started
playing bass. The other thing was,
Champaign Central High School’s jazz
band was a perennial state winner of
the Oaklawn Jazz Band competition.
Even in Edison Middle School, they
had jazz bands, but they called them
“stage bands” back then, ‘cause “jazz
band” was too risqué for Champaign
Illinois in 1975. So really, I started
playing because I wanted to be in the
Champaign Central High School Jazz
Band. We’d have charts written for us
by the guy who was running the
University of Illinois jazz band
program, and they had a really good
jazz band at the U of I. We’d have
students from there come and give us
lessons and write charts for us. We
were playing pretty complicated odd-
time charts from a really early age. So
that’s how I really started playing.

I played upright and did big band charts
and about a year or two after that, the
first time I did a gig, I got asked to sub
for a bass player at a junior high school
dance at Centennial School over there
by the pool. That’s my first experience
of like learning rock songs, and the first
song I ever played was Ridin’ the Storm

Out by REO Speedwagon, but also
Whipping Post by the Allman Brothers,
which got me ready for all the odd-time
stuff I would do in the future.

VS: Wow. Great story! I think you may

be referring to John Garvey at the U of

I?

SH: John Garvey! There you go,
absolutely!

VS: Yeah, I remember him. I had

friends in the number one jazz band. I

was over at Trino’s all the time. So, you

also have a brother that’s teaching in

Washington, is he in music?

SH: Well, that’s the joke, is that we’re
not sure who his real father is because
he’s the only one in the family that’s
not. I mean, he’s into music, but he
teaches Chinese literature. He’s a real
brain. He’s at the University of
Washington. His specialty is, I think,
turn of the century martial arts literature
in China. He has a great love for music,
but he’s just the only one that didn’t
make a career out of music.

VS: Wow, a lot of cultural diversity in

your family, and still with the common

thread of music.

SH: Well there was a lot of diverse
music going on there in Champaign at
the time, and my father spent time in
South Africa and China and was going
to conferences in Eastern Europe, so we
were really exposed to a lot of stuff.
You’d think, “Wow, Champaign,
Illinois, who knew,” right?

VS: Speaking about travel, you started

off in New Orleans and then you went

to Champaign-Urbana, then eventually

Vermont and Massachusetts, following

your father’s teaching career around

the country. You made an interesting

comment in the 2011 NAMM show

where you said, “Champaign-Urbana

is a great land of opportunity, as long

as you’re a tractor.”

SH: [laughs] That’s right.

VS: Of course, you later realized that

there is actually a lot of musical “who

knew” in Illinois, but did you ever

wonder if you might have been better

off if you’d grown up in New Orleans

with the rich jazz component there?

SH: You know, I’m pretty Zen about
that whole thing and everything that
happens, happens for a reason. So it all
works out great. Living in New
Orleans, I have no idea what it would
have been like had I grown up there. I
do make the crack about Champaign,
but what a great place to grow up. I am
pretty glad that we did leave there,
though, because it really forced me out
of the school band thing. It was a good
school, but very small, and the school
jazz band wasn’t very challenging, so I
started playing out live more, doing
jazz gigs and frat and rock bands and
creating my own groups and stuff like
that. If we hadn’t left Illinois when I
was in junior high school, I probably
would have gone to the University of
Illinois, North Texas State, for the jazz
band or marching band thing. So I’m
glad that I moved around and got
exposed to a lot more things.

I think some of what causes the most
problems in the world is people that
don’t travel – that don’t realize there
are other views and other ways to live
lives – and think that their way in their
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enclave is the only way to live. I don’t
believe that. So I try to have my family
travel as much as possible, as well.  

VS: Very interesting. Then you went to

Berkeley pretty much right out of high

school, right?

SH: I did.

VS: And that’s where you met Steve Vai,

saw Jeff Berlin, met Jaco, and all these

people that we now know as famous

and highly accomplished players, like

yourself. You’ve also commented

elsewhere that Steve Vai went to play

with Frank Zappa and you were in an

Elvis cover band playing for an Elvis

impersonator at the time. Was that a

disappointment to you?

SH: Oh no. Berkeley was just so great
to be around people that were enthused
about music. There were two other bass
players on the same floor when I
moved in. One was Baron Browne,
who plays with Jean-Luc Ponty, Billy
Cobham, and Vital Information. The
other was Victor Bailey. And there’s a
club called Pooh’s Pub where everyone
would play. I was in this band, and we
opened up for Joe Pass and we got to
play with him, and it was just fantastic.
At the time, I was 19 years old, and I
got paid 250 bucks a week to go play
three Elvis shows and five dance sets a
night – and, you know, half-off on the
food in the lounge in the Holiday Inn in
Morgantown, West Virginia! It was
experience. It was out on the road and
playing music. Sometimes, I wished
that maybe I had stayed in school
longer, but at the time, I was just 19
and just wanted to get out and play, so
it was fun. It was great. It was awful. It
was great!

VS:  [laughs] So, how long was it

before Steve Vai called you to become

involved with the Flex-able project?

SH: I moved back to Boston and went
to back to Berkeley for a while and was
doing some gigs. It was actually at a
pretty low point in my life, when my
bass had been stolen and I didn’t really
have the dough for school, and I was
working at a Seven-Eleven and a
McDonald’s and doing all these pick-up
gigs. It was just one of those times in

your life. I was debating moving to
Washington, D.C. where my mom lived
and live with her for a while, but then I
got a call from Steve – I guess it was
’82, ’83 – asking me if I wanted to
come out and do this thing. Previously,
in 1981, I was living in Germany
playing with a fusion big-band. I flew
back to audition for Frank Zappa. Steve
got me an audition for Frank Zappa. We
recorded for a couple of days and it
went really well, and I think it I would
have gotten the gig had I been more of
a Frank Zappa fan. 

VS: So how did you meet Joe Satriani

and Frank Gambale later on?

SH: Steve got signed to Relativity
Records and the guy that signed him
was Cliff Cultreri. I invited him to
come and see some solo gigs that I had
been doing in Santa Monica. They liked
what they saw, so they asked me if I
could do a record for hardly any
money, and I said “yes.” So they gave
me “hardly any money” and I ended up
doing my first record, Radio Free

Albemuth. There’s a song called Flow

My Tears that I had written to have
Mark Isham play like a muted trumpet
melody, but I had to come up with 50
bucks for his engineer to record, and I
didn’t have the money. So I called Cliff
Cultreri and said I’m out of budget and
I need like two solos on this record. He
told me they had just signed a new act
who was a guitar player and a friend of
Steve Vai’s, and how about if I did
some dates with him and, quid pro quo,
he would play on my record. That’s
how I met Joe. It was Joe Satriani. I
flew up to San Francisco when he was
recording Surfing With the Alien and he
played on a couple of tracks on my first
record. I was about to put a fretless
bass track on Always With You, Always

With Me and ran out of time and we
started playing from there. And Frank, I
just met when I was living in LA. We
were kind of part of the same scene.
Mike Varney had the idea to get him
and I and Steve Smith together. I first
met Steve Smith when I did Richie
Kotzen’s first solo record and I’d
always been a big fan of his work, so I
really loved those GHS 3 Gambale,
Hamm, Smith records that we did and
have enjoyed playing with Frank, as
well, from time to time.

VS: Just Outside of Normal was
completed in 2010, and I was wondering
if you had any other projects in the
works?

SH: Well, I’m always writing. I just had
my last two courses for True Fire come
out (my instructional CD-ROMs); one
on slap bass and one on tap bass, so now
I have a total of four. We call them “Stu
U.” There’s Bass Basics, Fretwork

Fitness, and then the slap course and the
tap course. The main thing right now is,
I took the job as the head of the bass
department at the Musician’s Institute in
Hollywood and am just currently in the
process of re-evaluating and re-writing
the bass curriculum. Doing all the
administrative chores that the job
requires is pretty significant. I have
some gigs coming up. There are some
rumors of a B3 reunion. I’m going to
New York to do some clinics, going to
Asia and Europe for some clinic tours,
and writing at the time. But currently,
yeah, it’s all new to me, showing up at a
job at nine to five and doing payroll and
spreadsheets and writing curriculum. It’s
very challenging and just a much
different lifestyle than I’ve been living,
and also relocating my family from San
Francisco to Southern California. So,
I’ve been busy, busy, busy – busier than
ever. And I have www.tracksbystu.com,
where people send me tracks and I
record on them. I’m just kind of upping
my technology, trying to get my Sibelius
and Logic chops together. I’m always
writing. I play with a band in San
Francisco and I write arrangements for
that band. That just keeps me sharp and
lets me get out and play. As far as when
I’m gonna have time to start recording
the next record well, the top of my list is
really is moving my family and I just
kind of taking care of some stuff here at
M.I.

VS: Excellent. So let’s talk about gear.

What prompted your move from Fender

to Washburn? How did that happen?

SH: Well,  you, know I’ve been playing
the Washburn acoustics for a number of
years and I really love the sound from
them, and I got to know the guys that
worked there pretty well, particularly
Terry Atkins, who was their main
builder. It was predicated by the fact
that I got a form letter from Fender one
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day saying that they were discontinuing
the line. I was the first guy to ever have
a Fender signature bass, and I was a bit
shocked. And then I realized that when
that started, the Fender custom shop
was me and John Page and Ralph
Esposito in a little closet in Corona, and
now it’s grown into this huge corporate
entity and a lot of the people that I had
worked with Fender had moved on or
retired. I didn’t really have that much
personal context with them anymore.
That’s just the way things go in life, so
I just chose that as an opportunity to
explore some different venues.

It worked out very well for me, because
also through the years of playing I’ve
been going through a series of physical
struggles... with my wrists, my
shoulders, and stuff like that. So, I
started from scratch. I was able to take
what I’ve learned from my years and
what I loved from playing the Fender
basses, which were absolutely great
basses. Todd Krause, the guy that built
my bass, was just a wonderful builder,
but it is also nice to be able to design a
bass from scratch that was much lighter
and more ergonomically developed.
Also, since I’d been playing the same
bass for so many years, I was using the
exact same muscles and that kind of led
to some of the problems that I had...
repetitive stress syndrome, and stuff
like that. So, I took all that into account
working on the Hammer, which is what
we call the Washburn series of basses.

The Fender had the strings through the
body, which generated a much tougher
string tension, so it was difficult really
to get the snap out. With the new
bridges on the Washburn basses, I could
really get a different tone. It’s added a
different voice to my bass playing. And
I ran into Rob Turner from EMG
Pickups in an elevator in Copenhagen,
and he said, “Hey, the next time you’re
in San Francisco, come on up to Santa
Rosa and check out these new pickups
we’ve got.” So, I went and checked
them out. I just loved them, but we
modified them a little bit. And I love
the sound of the piezo in my signature
line of acoustic basses at Washburn.
The real challenge was trying to get the
piezo to sound good on an electric. The
cool thing about some of the models is
there is no master volume. There’s just

the pickup. There’s the volume for the
piezo, for the J pickup, and they we’ve
got like a Music Man soapbar up by the
neck for a really thick funk and rock
sound. I worked really close with Rob
and the guys at EMG so that when
you’re just using one pickup, and then
you dial in the others, that the tones
don’t cancel each other out and that it’s
not significantly louder if you use all
three or are using just one. I’m kind of
a pain in the butt to work with, ‘cause I
just won’t let it go until it’s right, but
the end product is really a unique
sounding bass. How I met the guys at
Washburn was I loved their acoustic
basses, but no one had made an
acoustic bass that had adjustable and
intonateable bridge.

You know, I’m really a freak for

intonating. If a G on the 3rd fret on the
E string isn’t intonated with the G on

the 15th fret, then I can’t really do any
of my chordal stuff, and if I can’t
change the action up and down, well
then it really makes the bass unplayable
if I’m trying to do the intricate stuff
that I play. So, after they solved that
problem with the acoustic – and I’m
really happy with it – that gave me
confidence in what they could come up
with. What I didn’t want to do was just
sign with some company and stick my
name on some pre-existing model. I
was just really grateful to be able to
design these basses and have people
build a bass with exactly what I want
and know will be useful.

VS: So why the shift from having a P

pickup in the neck position to an MM

style?

SH: We just kind of messed around
with a bunch of different stuff, and I
really wanted to get three unique
voices. We found in experimenting with
prototypes that when we put the EMG
version of that soap bar up by the neck,
it made a really cool slap, pick, and
rock sound that was unique, but was
also familiar enough for it to be utilized
by a bunch of bass players. ‘Cause
that’s what you want... you want to
have versatile bass. I mean, I love my
Kubickis and Alembics, but it’s kind of
a specialized sound. I play the Kubicki
bass, which is great for my solo stuff,

but if I take it to a session my guy
would say, “…well that sounds cool but
did you bring a bass with you?”

VS: [laughs]

SH: When I design an amp or a sound
design for effects companies to work
with or a bass, it’s because I’m trying
to actually make something that’s
useful, not just something that’s
gimmicky.

VS: Agreed. Hey, I noticed something

on the website that maybe you can help

me out with. They mention a radial

neck joint, at least on the USA models.

What is that?

SH: Those are this great technique for
the truss rod placement that Terry
Atkins came up with that just allows
the necks to be so freaking thin. Terry
Atkins and Nick Ellingsworth were the
design guys. They built me one
prototype, and I loved the neck and it
felt great. But it was just… man, you
could breathe on it, and the neck would
shift and it would go out of tune. So, he
came up with this method. I’m a knob
tweaker. I’m always twiddling with the
truss rod and trying to get the action
just absolutely perfect, and they came
up with this. It keeps the necks so
absolutely tight and straight.

VS: How about the USA models versus

the imports, like the one we reviewed?

SH: So, the US version has got all the
bells and whistles on it, you know... the
EMGs and everything, and it’s just a
wonderful bass. I’m really very pleased
with the imports, too. They’re at three
different price points.

VS: Yeah, the list prices are like $534,

$713, and $1,070. So, they basically

MAP out to nice numbers.

SH: Yeah, the top of the line import has
the three pickups in it, the mid-priced
one has just two pickups with a
different sort of wood, and the lower
priced one has passive electronics. But
they all play great, man. I make sure
that I see the prototypes and I approve
them as they send them to me... they
sound great, they look great. And, you
know, it’s nice to have a whole series of
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a really affordable ones going all the
way up to the full blown US model.
We’re already talking about the next
step, which is fiddling around with
some different bridges that Nick’s come
up with, and possibly a five-string
version, so we’re already thinking
about, you know, part 2.0. 

VS: Are the pickups in the imports also

made by EMG?

SH: They’re similar sounding active
pickups. Nick and I worked closely
with the company that made them, and
they sound great. They recently had a
little product demo from the guys at the
Guitar Center. I came and played all the
models. They had one of each and
they’re good... I mean, they sound great
just out of the box. I was pleased with
that, very pleased.

VS: Great! I was going to ask you

about the five-string model, ‘cause I’ve

seen where you’ve previously

mentioned the possibility of a five-

string, so I was just wondering where

that one was.

SH: Yeah. We’re just starting the next
steps. It’s just such a long process from
design until finally getting these out. I
just recently had a talk with Nick and
Terry about these new bridges, and I
got a bunch of things in the works.
When I played with Mattias Ia Eklundh
in the Jason Becker benefit, he had this
weird tempered tuning fret job that this
company in Finland does. So I am
getting them to make me a neck and
I’m gonna check it out. If I like that,
that’s probably going to be an option.
And certainly, even though I don’t play
a whole lot of five-string, myself, if we
can do it with the same quality and at a
great price point, I think it will “sell
like hot cakes.”

VS: Yeah. I’ll be excited to see the

fretless model when it hits the streets as

well.

SH: Oh, I’ve got a beautiful one, man.
Terry built me this tobacco burst
sparkle fretless, and the neck on that
thing is just insane, man. It’s just so
wonderful.

VS: Wow.

SH: And on the fretless, the piezo
really sounds good. I mean I can get it
sounding – if you close your eyes –
almost like an upright bass.

VS: Nice!

SH: It’s the people you work with, you
know. Terry and Nick, the main design
guys that I work with, are really
passionate about it, as well. We have a
really good line of communication, and
it’s been real fun. It’s been a long road,
but they are out and ready to roll.

VS: What about strings? You still using

GHS?

SH: Aw, I love my Boomers! I’m such
a creature of habit at this point. People
send me other sets of strings, especially
now with the job at M.I., but I just
know exactly how the Boomers are
gonna react, you know? I’ve tried some
of the half-rounds, and on one of my
fretless basses, I have the nylon tape
wound strings that I use when I’m
playing like a big band gig or
something – so that I don’t tote an
upright around with me. But that can
sound pretty much the same. I just love
the snap and the brightness of a brand
new set of Boomers. I’m just a total
freak for fresh strings. When I’m doing
a solo gig, if I play for more than 45
minutes, I start losing all my tone and I
get very unhappy... it’s such an integral
part of my sound.

VS: They’re the nickel strings, right?

SH: Yes, absolutely.

VS: How about amps? I’ve seen you

mention before that you’ve been using

Hartke since ’89, and the last rig that I

saw you talk about was some Hartke

5500’s and the HyDrive 410’s. Is that

what you’re still using?

SH: That is my preferred. This goes
back to being just a creature of habit,
now, where I like the HyDrives, but the
old XL’s are still my favorite. The
HyDrives have a different response to
the high end, with the paper cone
hybrids, and they sound great, but I’m
just so used to my old XL’s. I can make
do when I play through the HyDrives,
but it makes me play a little bit

differently because what you hear
changes what you’re playing, and the
XL’s are a little bit warmer. I also have
a couple of those single 12’s that I’ve
been bringing to some of my smaller
beach gigs. You pack up two of those
12’s and then put a 5500 on it, and it
just sounds great. My sound is really
the solid state side of the 5500. I’ve
actually met Mr. Wu, who is the guy
that designed those. He’s like my best
friend in the world, because the solid
state side is what gives me my sound. I
found out years ago. I played a Fender
solid state amp, and then Peavey had
one that I played. For certain situations
and recording, I’ll use a tube for
warmth, but for my sound, it’s gotta be
really direct and tight, but still with
enough low end that it sounds like a
bass, and that’s what I get out of the
solid state side of the 5500... that, and
the nice warm but bright and clear
sound of the Hartke big cabs: the XL’s
and the HyDrives. If I have to be in a
situation where I don’t have my exact
rig with me, I can actually injure
myself because I’m trying to physically
recreate a sound that I can’t get out of
that amp, you know?

VS: Boy, I’m right there with you. You

and I have a lot in common regarding

the physical injury and how we react to

stuff that we need to hear that we’re not

hearing. It can be frustrating. How

about effects? I saw a little blurb on a

tiny effects pedal board that you had

noting that you don’t really use effects a

whole lot, but when you do, what do

you use?

SH: I’ve got an old Digitech BNX3
that I use for my beach gigs and stuff
like that. They make the best tracking
and sounding octave box to me. I use
the upper octave for approximating
when I would double tracks with my
piccolo bass like on Lonestar and stuff
like that, and for if I want to use a little
reverb. What I like about it is, it’s
pretty simple to use. You know, some
effects units, if you give someone too
many options, there’s just more options
to screw it up, to mess up your tone.
But, in general, it’s all about the tone
that’s in your fingers, and the gear
should just not be in the way and
accurately amplify what you’re playing.
So, if I’ve got a fresh set of Boomers,
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fresh new batteries in my bass, a good
Evidence Audio cable, going into two
4x10 XL’s and a 5500 set FLAT, then I
know what its gonna sound like, and
I’m gonna be a very happy guy.

VS: [laughs] Excellent. So, one last

question, and this is the question that

everybody likes to ask a working pro.

Say there’s a beginning bassist out

there just looking for some advice…

maybe regarding some of the things

that impacted you the most in your

journey... what would that be?

SH: I’d just say you have to keep your
ears and your mind open and get out
and play, you know? I think some
people, if they like a certain kind of
music, they don’t think they should
play anything else. Like, if you say,
“…well, hey, I’m a melodic death metal
bass player. Uh, I can’t play that.
That’s, you know, that’s Nordic death
metal... that’s not what I play…” then
you’re limiting your options musically.
If you think like you just play fusion,
and a country gig comes up, and you
think “well that’s just easy, anyone can
play 1-5,” then you have the wrong
attitude about what playing country
music is all about. If you’re versatile,
there is work for a bass player, without
a doubt. So just be open-minded to
different musical styles and to get out
and play as much as you can. There’s
so much stuff available on YouTube
and online that I see guitar players that

can stand and squeal and sound just like
Steve Vai and Joe Satriani, but they
never really took the time to actually
learn the theory and know what they’re
doing. They’re sort of imitating those
guys, rather than actually playing music
in their own style. 

As an academic person now, I’m
always going to champion learning
music, learning theory, learning how to
read, and actually understanding
harmonically and physically what
you’re doing on the instrument. But
also get out and join bands. Don’t just
be one of these guys that can play along
with Rush tunes in their parent’s
bedrooms, and do all this tapping stuff
and not really know what it is. Get out
and join a band. Join a wedding band or
a polka band or a country band or some
chick singer’s band, you know? Just
actually get out and experience the joy
and fun of making music with other
people, for other people. Because then
you’re gonna meet, number one,
musicians that are out working (and)
you’re gonna meet people that hire
musicians. You’re gonna meet people
that do it for a living, and then you’ll
be in that scene. And hopefully, you’ll
make a little money and it’ll be fun.
You can’t wait for the perfect gig,
because I don’t think the perfect gig
exists. And don’t worry about making
mistakes. That’s how you learn, is to
make mistakes. I’m just surprised
sometimes here at M.I. when we have

to sort of urge some players to get up in
class and join the LPW’s [Live
Performance Workshops]. I’m like,
“Dude, this is the perfect opportunity
for you to experiment, and if you make
a mistake, no one’s gonna get on your
case.” Because in the real world, it’s
not necessarily gonna be like that. And
just that’s the only way you can learn,
is to attempt things and to make
mistakes and learn from your mistakes.
So just have fun and get out and play
music.

VS: So right! That sounds like a great

wrapping-up thought. I just wanted to

thank you for your time and your

comments. It’s been a learning

experience, as expected.

SH: It’s been a pleasure talking to you.
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Fig. 2 Actuator button profile

Fig. 1 Gutshot

Fig. 5 Top view

By: Tom Lees

The Basswitch IQ DI from Ruppert Musical Instruments is self-

proclaimed as the bass player’s Swiss army knife. Well, after

trying for a short time, and even after consulting the manual, I

could not locate a bottle opener to pop open my… um…

beverage. I also could not locate a fork, serrated knife or a

toothpick. As such, I will not be packing the Basswitch IQ DI

with my camping gear. 

Now, I have to admit that not every model of Swiss army knife

has the above utensils. However, every Swiss army knife does

have a few distinguishing traits. It is functional and

convenient… to the point of being a “must-have” accessory. So,

let’s see if the Basswitch IQ DI can pack enough wallop in the

functionality and convenience categories to truly be a must-have

accessory in the bass player’s gig bag.

Construction

For a pedal, we have a lot to talk about, so let’s get started with

the gratuitous gut shot of Fig. 1. Taking a look at the internal

construction, it is easy to conclude that the Basswitch IQ DI is a

well thought out and neatly assembled device. The jacks and

switches along the back and side panels are directly soldered to

the circuit board, which sits neatly in a rugged enclosure. The

potentiometers are coupled to the housing via a custom bracket.

The electrical components include a mix of surface mount

devices (e.g., resistors, operational amplifiers, etc.) and through-

hole devices (e.g., the red boxed capacitors). All together, the

Basswitch IQ DI will likely serve as a dependable tool as long

as you want to keep the device in service. 

There are few notable features, however, that are worth

particular attention. The Basswitch IQ DI accommodates power

supplies that range from 9-20 volt DC (regardless of polarity) or

AC. For any supplied voltage within its range, the internal

circuitry internally rectifies, filters and stabilizes the power to

18V DC internal working voltage. To test this out, I applied

power to the Basswitch IQ DI from variable bench power

supplies and from random adapters I pulled out of my spare

adapters bin. Regardless of adapter, the Basswitch IQ DI

powered up and performed consistently. I cannot understate how

much I appreciate this attention to detail.

The Basswitch IQ DI includes a true transformer isolated DI.

This is the silver “box” seen towards the lower right corner of

the circuit board in Fig. 1. Transformer isolation is critical for

eliminating ground hum and other noise when connecting your

gear to a mixing console.  

Referring to Fig. 2 along with Fig. 1, instead of traditional

mechanical footswitches, the Basswitch IQ DI uses a switching

system that combines an external “actuator button” (this is the

thing that you stomp on – see Fig. 2) that operates an internal

switch that triggers a relay (these are the three black boxes, each

having a silver angled lever arm across the bottom of the circuit

board in Fig. 1). Although this system sounds more complicated

that a simple footswitch, the result is arguably superior to a

mechanical switch in three key areas. First, the actuator button

absorbs the load of the foot of the musician and transfers the

exerted force into the housing. This greatly reduces stress on the

actual switch components and circuit board. As the actuator

button depresses downward, a small force is used to pivot the

corresponding lever arm, which triggers a relay. The result is a

switching system that should not break down, even under the

most heavy footed of bass players. Second, because the

switching system uses relays for the actual internal switching,

A Technical Look at the Ruppert
Musical Instruments
Basswitch IQ DI Bass Preamp and DI
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Fig. 3 Housing side profile

Fig. 4 Block diagram

Fig. 6 Bass response

Fig. 7 Low Mid Response

each switch should be able to perform a few million switching

cycles before failure. Third, because the switching is performed

by a relay (having gold contacts), the switching noise is almost

negligible. There is no annoying “click” sound, which can be

distracting in certain performance environments.

Referring to Fig. 3, a side profile yields another view of the

actuator buttons, and also shows another cool feature of this

device. Situated in cooperation with the knobs is a riser feature.

This riser protects the knobs from unintended turning and

serves as a barrier to protect the knobs, e.g., from a large boot

or from someone inadvertently stepping on the device.

Operation

One of the best ways to get a sense of how the Basswitch IQ DI

works is by taking a few minutes to familiarize yourself with

the schematic, which is included in the manual and is

reproduced herein as Fig. 4. The schematic should be read with

the unit in front of you so that you can compare the flow to the

input/output options found on the back and side panels of the

unit – see Fig. 5.

As a quick overview of the features, working right to left, first

across the back panel, the Basswitch IQ DI includes two inputs

(INST A and INST B), an impedance selector switch for the

first input (INST A), a line out, a tuner out, two loops including

a serial loop (SER LOOP) and a parallel loop (MIX Loop), and

a power input. The DI is on the side panel and includes a

balanced XLR output, as well as buttons for ground lift, pad

and pre/post EQ. The Basswitch IQ DI also boasts three

footswitches on the top panel which, from right to left include,

a first footswitch to control selection between two internal

channels (Channel A or Channel B); a middle footswitch to

control MUTE ON/OFF; and a third footswitch to control MIX

LOOP/BOOST ON/OFF. The top panel also features a number

of user controls, including a volume control, equalization

controls and boost and mix controls.  

The Basswitch IQ DI has two internal channels, Channel A and

Channel B. Channel A has a user-selectable impedance option,

which is controlled by the impedance selector switch on the

back panel, followed by a preamp that is controlled by the

Volume knob. A tap of the signal is taken after the volume

control and before an equalization section to provide a non-

equalized option for the DI. The signal then passes through a

four-band, semi-parametric equalizer that features bass, a user

variable low-mid band (user-adjustable gain and center

frequency), a user variable hi-mid band (user-adjustable gain

and center frequency) and treble controls. Channel B, by

comparison, is intended to provide a pure path that does not

include either a user adjustable gain or equalization. Thus, if

you are using both channels, any desired volume leveling must

be done using the volume knob of Channel A. Because of this,

the preamp of Channel A is configured to provide a range of

adjustments from cut to boost. 

The routing scheme is deceptively flexible for such a simple

layout, so stay with me here. When an instrument is plugged

into the INST A jack, and INST B is left unconnected, the

signal at Input A is fed to both channels. The A/B footswitch

toggles between internal Channel A and internal Channel B.

Thus, two switchable settings can be applied to the same signal. 

The Volume control of Channel A controls the overall volume

by providing about 16dB of attenuation when turned off, to
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Fig. 8 High-Mid Response

Fig. 9 Treble Response

Fig. 10 Distortion Product Ratio

Fig. 11 THD+N Ratio

about 12.5dB of gain when turned to full on. Unity gain is just

between 12-1 o’clock. When switched to Channel B, I

measured a gain of about 0.9dB, so the output is not quite unity

gain.

When an instrument is plugged into INST B, the signal is

routed to Channel B only. Thus, if no instrument is plugged into

the INST A jack, the operation of the A/B footswitch will be

similar to a Mute when Channel A is selected. [I would

recommend that if you only have one cable, plug into the INST

A jack, as a Mute function is already provided by the middle

footswitch.] Otherwise, if you have two instruments that you

want plugged in at the same time, plug the instrument you want

volume and EQ control over, into the INST A jack, and the

instrument that you do not need volume and EQ control over,

into the INST B jack. Here, the A/B footswitch will select

between instruments.

Keeping with the schematic, the tuner out is taken after the

Channel A and Channel B outputs. Here, the A/B footswitch

will select which channel is fed to the tuner. The Mute

footswitch controls a mute function, which is located just after

the Channel A and Channel B outputs. As such, muting the

device kills the signal to the DI, line out, serial effects loop and

parallel effects loop, but not the tuner.

The parallel loop is positioned just before the series loop and

after the Mute switch. The parallel circuit integrates a cool

boost feature. If the parallel loop is used, the Boost control can

be used to level shift the send to get an appropriate level to the

device inserted into the loop. If no device is plugged into the

Mix Loop Return jack, the Boost control can be used in

cooperation with the phase shift and mix controls to alter the

signal, e.g., to provide a switchable solo boost to the selected

channel.

The Channel A Tone Stack

The frequency response of the EQ section of Channel A is

illustrated in Figs. 6-9. Notably, the Bass control is a peaking

(bandpass) control, having a center just over 30Hz. The Low-

Mid control provides a user-adjustable sweep from just under

100Hz to about 500Hz. As the user-selected center frequency

increases, the bandwidth also increases. The Mid-High control

provides user-adjustable sweep from around 800Hz to over

5kHz. Again, as the user-selected center frequency increases,

the bandwidth also increases. The High control is a fixed shelf

type control. By providing about +/- 18dB of control for each

EQ section, quite a bit of tone shaping is possible with this

equalizer.

The technical data included in the manual for this device lists

the frequency range as 20Hz-100kHz, so I decided to put this to

the test. I ran a frequency response test from 10Hz to 80kHz

with all tone controls about noon and measured a frequency

response +/- 0.93 on Channel A (+/- 0.26 from 20 Hz - 20 kHz),

and +/- 0.7 on channel B (+/- 0.18 from 20 Hz - 20 kHz). For

those keeping track of scores at home, I would check this off in

the “awesome” category if you dig flat response devices.

Performance

The Basswitch IQ DI is capable of handling a wide range of

input levels in a clean manner. Referring to Fig. 10, a 1 Vrms,

1kHz signal produced exceptionally low distortion, with both

first and second harmonics almost 100dB down. Fig. 11 shows

a chart of THD+N as a function of input level. As this chart
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Fig. 12 Linearity

Fig. 13 Channel B Input 5.5 Vrms

Fig. 14 Channel B Input 5.6 Vrms

Fig. 15 Channel B Input 6 Vrms

shows, for input signals up to about 5 Vrms, distortion remains

well below 1%, and is well below 0.01% for signal levels

between about 100 mVrms and about 4 Vrms. Moreover,

referring to Fig. 12, linearity is excellent over a range of input

signal levels. Here, linearity refers to the relationship of input to

output. I dialed in the output for about unity gain. As the chart

shows, the relationship of input to output is pretty much flat

until the input is overloaded, which happens pretty close to 5

Vrms. This is a healthy input signal and is likely well in excess

of what your instrument puts out under normal playing

conditions.

However, the clean, linear nature of this device is not limitless.

Speaking of limitless, there is no limiter on this device, and

hitting the limit (rail) of this device is like driving into a brick

wall. Referring to Figs. 13-15, I pushed a 1kHz input signal into

Channel B and brought up the level to see how the Basswitch

IQ DI would handle an overload situation. At 5.5 Vrms in (Fig.

13), the device was cruising, outputting a 4.93 Vrms signal

(remember, Channel B is just under unity gain) at less than 0.5

% THD+N. By 5.6 Vrms in (Fig. 14), the output distortion

swiftly rose to 19.7% THD+N, with an ugly distortion in the

negative swinging peak. By the time the input reached 6 Vrms

(Fig. 15), distortion was measured at 73.15% THD+N, with

squaring of the peaks and a fold over of the negative going peak

into a square spike. 

Curiously, the user-adjustable impedance of Channel A intrigued

me. The idea of having a high impedance of 10 Mohm for piezo

and other high-impedance devices seems like a great idea.

However, I measured 507 kOhm at the 1 MOhm setting, and

940 kOhm at the 10 Mohm setting, at 200 mVrms 1 kHz input.

The Channel B input fared better, measuring at 1.2 Mohm.

Conclusions

For many bass players, Basswitch IQ DI may just be a must-

have accessory. The EQ is flexible, the routing and two

available loops provide options galore, the ability to convert the

parallel loop into a boost function is useful and practically

implemented, and the transformer isolated DI provides a full

featured routing to the mixer. The device cannot be run on

batteries. However, the flexible nature of the power supply

section allows the use of virtually any wall-wart that a typical

musician will have sitting around. I also really like the manual.

The manual is chock full of useful information and tips, and

presents the use of the device in an easy to read and follow

format.

I do have two small issues. I love the idea of the footswitches.

However, as Fig. 2 illustrates, the button “caps” mushroom out

over the actuator stem providing a flat undercut. Moreover, the

spring that biases the button up is pretty thin. During use, I got

a thin cord caught under the switch, which prevented the button

to depress enough to trigger the device. Of course, I could feel

the switch not depress fully, and could visually see that the

device did not switch by the color of the indicator light. It was

an easy remedy to pull out the cord. Still, it was a nuisance.

Also, I found it interesting that I measured a higher input

impedance on Channel B than on Channel A, even with the

switch set to 10 MOhm. On the whole, though, the Basswitch

IQ DI is an impressive technical accomplishment.
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By Tom Bowlus

We’ve said it before, and we’ll say it again, but the two NAMM Shows – Winter
and Summer – couldn’t be more different. The Winter Show (which is referred
to merely as “The NAMM Show”) is massive, packed with gear, noisy, fast-
paced, and by and large, a loud – but generally enjoyable – blur. By contrast,
the Summer Show (referred to as “Summer NAMM” by the powers that be), is
smaller, more intimate, slower-paced, and blessedly more quiet. You get to
have actual, full-length conversations at Summer NAMM, which is nice. So
yeah, the two shows are very different.

The other nice thing about Summer NAMM is that it takes place in Nashville,
and Nashville has a lot to offer, especially if you like music (duh, of course we
do!) and good food/drink (ditto). The local music scene is pretty vibrant, and
you can find top-notch players gigging out almost any night of the week. Like
the Show itself, the players also seem a bit more laid back in Nashville. Major
cats like Michael Rhodes or Adam Nitti are all too happy to hang around and
chat with you after a show, or during a set break.

The slower pace at the Summer NAMM Show lets everyone relax just a bit, and
enjoy themselves. And I’m not talking the “must pack it all in, must make it to
this super special event, and then on to the other double secret special event”
kind of “fun” you experience out in Anaheim. At the Summer Show, I think
you get a better look at what people are really like, and you do so in a musical
context – not to mention, within walking distance of Jack’s Bar-B-Que, Layla’s
Bluegrass Inn, and Gruhn Guitars.

If you can’t tell, I like Summer NAMM. Do I wish more manufacturers
participated in the show? Of course. But, if too many of them did, it wouldn’t
be Summer NAMM, and that’d be a shame. At the end of the day, I like each
NAMM Show for what it is, and I don’t worry too much about what each one
isn’t. We’ll keep going to both, and sharing the news from each show with our
bass-playing brethren. If you get the chance to make either NAMM Show – or
better yet, both! – I suggest you take the opportunity. Each show has a lot to
offer for the musically inclined.

Utrera Custom Bass Guitars
6-string

Limited edition Lakland Skyline 55-02 Flame

Dean Eric Bass Hillsboro92 bass
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Lakland USA 44-60 in sonic blue

St. Blues cigar-box guitars and amp

Strinberg CLB-35A 5-string

Some beauties from Teuffel Guitars
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Waterstone Guitars Meaden 4-string

Boulder Creek EBR3-N4 (lefty)

Overture Guitars Timothy Gaines Signature
model

Yamaha Silent Bass
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Musicvox MI5

Reverend Dub King

Ken Haas speaks to Michael Rhodes as he plays a
Reverand Decision 4-string

The back of a “School desk” Ritter
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Mosrite Guitars Baritone

David Pastorius plays the Acoustic USA 360/361

Warrior Isabella 5-string

Black Ice battery-free overdrive
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John Marshall Custom Guitars
Big Bertha 6-string

“Hello, Wilbur!”

Knight String Standard upright bass

Little Walter custom tube bass head
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By Tom Bowlus

Amidst the sights and sounds of Nashville, the following three manufacturers
earned our Bass Gear Magazine 2012 Summer NAMM Show Awards:

Acoustic USA – 360/361 Bass Preamp and Powered Enclosure
How many brand new companies can trace their roots all the way back to 1967?
How many “reissues” can say that they were designed by the original designer
who made the product legendary in the first place? Well, I can think of one
company which can answer both of those questions, and it’s Acoustic USA.
George Grexa and co have been working for years to bring a fully modern, but
also fully authentic, Acoustic 360/361 back into production. And get this, he’s
doing it with Russ Allee! If you are a fan of the classic Acoustic rigs of yore, you
may be pinching yourself right now, but it’s true. We heard this rig in its full
glory at Summer NAMM, and folks, the real Acoustic is back!
www.acousticbassusa.com

Lakland Guitars – Skyline 44-64 Custom
Every NAMM Show, be it Summer or Winter, you just know that you are going to
get to play some killer basses down at the Lakland booth. This past show in
Nashville was no exception. As I sat there playing through the variety of
beauties which Leo Lopez kept handing me, I kept coming back to this “Duck
Dunn” model. It just really grabbed me. Granted, I’ve been feeling the lure of
the P-bass more and more of late, but I wasn’t the only one taken in by this
instrument, which features a narrower, Jazz-style neck. The big surprise came
when I realized that it was one of their Skyline models! Numerous other
Lakland basses could have easily won this award, but this 44-64 Custom is just
an amazing bass – and awfully affordable, to boot!  www.lakland.om

Z.Vex – Basstortion Bass Pedal
I’ll admit to having walked by the Z.Vex booth at more than one NAMM Show
and feeling just a bit jealous. Those guitar players have all the luck when it
comes to pedals! Not only do they look pretty darned cool, but the sounds I
always hear at the Z.Vex booth are compelling, as well. Invariably, I stop and
ask if they have anything for bass. You can’t help feeling a bit like a second-
hand citizen when you hear, “But it should work great on bass, too!” – even
though many of their pedals do work just fine on both skinny and “proper”
strings. Well, imagine my surprise when I found out that Z.Vex now has a
dedicated pedal for us low-enders, and it even has “bass” right in the name!
The Basstortion overdrive/distortion pedal is all that I could have hoped for. Put
simply, it’s one of the best solid state distortions I have played. You gotta try
one! www.zvex.com

Acoustic USA

Lakland Guitars

ZVEX
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For more information and a complete product line, 
please visit Lakland.com Lakland is a registered trademark of Lakland Guitars, LLC

Whether we are talking about Tobin Esperance (Papa Roach), 

John Stirratt (Wilco), Ben Kenney (Incubus), or Rick “The Bass 

Player” Rosas (Neil Young, CSN&Y, Buffalo Springfield & Joe 

Walsh); it’s no secret why so many of the finest players from the 

greatest bands of our day choose Lakland Basses.

Classic styling, impeccable workmanship, custom shop personal 

attention and killer tones keep them all playing Laklands tour 

after tour, recording after recording. Thanks guys!

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Bass and Drums
By Jordan “J-Simms” Simmons

Yes! We are talking about

communication between the bass

player and the drummer. The bread and

butter; the meat and potatoes; the brick

and mortar! In all relationships, the key

to success is communication. We all

know that there is just something

special that happens musically when

the bassist and drummer just “get”

things. We also know when the two

musicians just don’t get it… When it’s

right, you get a feeling that is

unexplainable. With any type of music,

song, groove, things just feel right in a

sense that the two instruments become

one. When the rhythm section is

locked in, together becoming “one” is

the goal to providing the heartbeat that

we call “pocket.” Achieving that goal

takes a kind of “musical speaking” and

getting on the same page with each

other.

What musical language are you using

when communicating? What’s your

positioning on stage; can you see each

other and make eye contact? Bass

players, can you hear and feel the bass

drum comfortably? Drummers, does

the tone of the bass match the groove

you are playing at all times? Does it

feel like you have a solid connection

together and are able to communicate

verbally and non-verbally? Do you

know your bass player’s/drummer’s

strengths and weaknesses? 

Whatever it takes is the key to locking

in! 

• Head nods

• Hand signals

• Facial expressions (eyebrow 

raising, for example)

• Body language 

• Tempo pressure 

• Dynamics approach

The two instruments go hand and hand

so much so that you should know if

your bass player needs a drink of water

without them telling you that they are

thirsty. Some examples of bass players

and drummers that I’ve watched and

studied over the years include: Dave

Weckl and John Patitucci, Dennis

Chambers and Gary Granger, Neil Peart

and Geddy Lee (Rush), Chad Smith and

Flea (Red Hot Chili Peppers), and the

greatest of all time in my opinion, Uriel

Jones and James Jamerson

(Motown/Funk Brothers). I am also a

big James Brown fan, and his rhythm

section was so tight that I feel they set

the standard of what pocket is and how

the drummer and bass player should

sound together. Without watching these

professional musicians play, you can

listen and tell there is a strong bond that

is being poured out musically. 

Finding as many ways as possible to

communicate, sound clean, and feel

good for bass players and drummers

may not always be an easy task. For

instance some gigs you just couldn’t

feel it. Nerves sometimes get in the

way, and even the “E” word that

somehow always pops up. That’s right,

we all got one: “Ego.” The great thing

about music is there’s always a way!

Instead of just going on a musical

tantrum, when things are not clicking or

flowing, try to first take some deep

breaths. What I like to do is picture

myself as one of the great duos whom I

named earlier. It turns into a humbling

experience that is great in the long run,

because it get’s the music back to

where it needs to be. There is nothing

worse than hearing a bass player

playing guitar and a drummer playing

lead vocals! There are just moments

when in the nicest way possible, you

have to step up and settle each other

down. There are many ways to do it,

and you just have to find your way. Not

finding a musical communication

equals musical failure, especially for

the drummer and bass player in a band

setting.

I always try to establish that musical

communication between the bass

player/drummer, whether it’s on a for

hire gig with a drummer whom I’ve

never met [with me on bass], to my

regular gig playing [drums] with bassist

Doug Johns in the Doug Johns Duo. I

try to follow the kick and get a feel for

the style of play and sound tones.

Establish a confidence in yourself that

is tangible and contagious. I like to

have a positive approach about

everything. Good vibes is a great key to

“We’re Talking
About

Communication”

“There is nothing worse
than hearing a bass player

playing guitar and a
drummer playing

lead vocals!”
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a good relationship, whether you are

just playing at a club or recording a 12-

song album. I try to get a background

check and some rapport with my

bassist/drummer, asking questions like,

“Who’s your favorite bass

player/drummer, and why?” Just taking

some time out before you play to talk

off stage for five or ten minutes will

make such a big difference for a two-

hour show! Reach out as much as

possible, and take comments seriously,

because you want to be on common

ground, where the music will sound

best. That is the main goal at the end of

the day.

Remember, all musicians are different!

I recall one situation where the bass

player/drummer wasn’t really an out-

going, talkative kind of guy, but was

one of the best I had ever played with.

We did not talk much, but we

recognized during the sound check that

we both used our ears and got a feel for

each other by grooving the pocket, as if

we were in each other’s head. Came to

find out that he also was a multi-

instrumentalist, and had the many of

the same thoughts about how to sound

in a rhythm section. Simple, yet

complex, communicating is essential in

a band setting, whether it’s at church, in

a wedding band, or in the studio. The

bass player and drummer must be on

the same page – locked in; tight

together, audibly and musically. My

advice to all drummers and bass players

is to listen , learn, understand and

refresh each other regularly, and always

stress the importance of knowing that

bass and drums is united forever, and

without the great unification... well let’s

just not say! Call up your bass

player/drummer and let them know,

“WE GOTTA TALK!”
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The Fender
Jazz Bass

First 20 years
1960-1980

Philthy Talk
By Phil Maneri

The Fender Jazz Bass is the most

imitated electric bass in history. Most

basses made owe at least some, or

maybe quite a bit, of their design to this

instrument. The design has changed

subtly over the years, but overall it is

still very similar to the original runs

from 1960. This investigation examines

and documents some of these changes

for the first two decades of Jazz Bass.

We in no means intend for this to be a

vintage instrument tome for evaluating

and appraising these instruments.

Rather, we intend to compare several of

these instruments to each other and

discuss the similarities and differences,

so that players who often never touch

these basses can better understand

them. 

Moreover, the intention is to rate them

on the usual Bass Gear Magazine

technical measures as a document for

players to use as comparison to other

instruments we rate. Many players do

have intimate knowledge of these

instruments, and this data compared to

modern instruments may help them

make choices about future purchases.

Lastly, this was an exercise for us to

examine a few of these basses against

the backdrop of the folklore they gain

their values from – like Pre-CBS (1960-

1965) Jazz Basses are the best, or ‘70s

Jazz Basses are the best. 

We have chosen four basses, from

1962, 1969, 1973, and 1978. We

applied our standard lab evaluation

routine to each instrument. We couldn’t

do field testing as with other

instruments, given their value and

ownership. However, each bass was

compared to the others in the same

room, through the same amp, played by

several different players. This is what

we discovered.

[ See reviews on following pages.]

Conclusion

Having reviewed four representatives

from the first 20 years of the Jazz Bass,

we have learned several things. One is

the Jazz has a signature tone and feel

that has permeated the culture of

electric bass with an enduring blueprint

that may be the most copied design,

ever.

We’ve noticed that the differences

across time are subtle, and each change

has its fans and detractors. We found

that the basses don’t score well on our

modern bass construction criteria, yet

they sound great and remain very

popular. That indicates construction is

not as crucial as perhaps we think.

Certainly, precision in construction may

make incremental improvements in

tone over another instrument that

doesn’t have such precise work.

However, those differences are very

slight, overall. 

The passive circuits in these basses are

very inexpensive and simple. However,

no one ever complained a bit about the

tone of these instruments in our testing.

The hardware isn’t outstanding; modern

offerings routinely are better made on

higher-end instruments. Yet the

instruments never got complaints from

any player working with them.

They do indeed sound great, play great,

and have yet to be replaced by anything

that far and away is a better instrument

in the trenches of electric bass playing. 

Having played hundreds of these old

basses over the years, I will share that

some are amazing instruments, and

some are just okay. Mostly, I think the

difference comes down to better wood

in one vs. average or not so good wood

in another. You have to play each

individual instrument and choose the

one that sounds and feels great to you,

regardless of when it was made and

how. 

Remember that the antique value of

these instruments does not necessarily

represent the utility value of these

instruments, but rather is a reflection of

cultural values that wax and wane as

things fall in and out of popularity.

There is no doubt the ‘62 Jazz is

“worth” more than the ’78 Jazz, but

that doesn’t make it a “better” bass.

Most players have some sense of how

these instruments play, having heard

them and played them at some point in

their career. Regardless of which

instrument you eventually choose,

familiarity with these instruments

provide a benchmark others can be

compared to. These measures can help

you compare new instruments to the

time-tested work horses provided here,

helping you make choices about your

next axe.
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CONFIGURATION

Strings: 4
Style: Double cutaway, offset
Overall length: 46”
Body Dimensions: 20.5” long x 14” wide at lower bout
Body Contouring: Moderate
Weight: 8.3 lbs

NECK

Scale length: 34”
Neck width at nut: 1.486”
Neck width at 12th fret: 2.217”
Neck width at joint: 2.36”
Neck thickness at nut: .787”
Neck thickness at 1st fret: .773”
Neck thickness at 12th fret: 1.01”
Neck thickness at joint: 1.015”
String spacing at nut: .0395” to .044”
String spacing at saddle: .776”
Fingerboard Radius/Neckshape: 7.25” / C shape
Peghead break angle: 4-6 deg
Bridge break angle: 257g
Afterlength at nut: 1 _” to 6 7/8” 
Afterlength at saddle: 1”
Attachment: Bolt-on
Pocket gap: .020”
Truss rod type/access: Single-action compression rod / body end
Fret count: 20
Fretwire: 79x27

ELECTRONICS

Pickup location(s):from 12th fret: 10 14/16”, 14 7/16” or from bridge: 6 3/16”, 2 11/16”
Electronics: None
Controls: Volume, volume, tone
Shielding: None
Preamp Circuit Voltage: Passive

CONSTRUCTION

Body woods: Alder
Neck woods: Maple
Fretboard: Rosewood
Body finish: Nitrocellulose lacquer

HARDWARE

Attachment: At bridge

TEST RESULTS On Bench

1-5 (unacceptable to impeccable)
Overall Construction 4
Wood Choice 4
Materials Choice 3
Joinery 4
Fretwork 4
Fit and Finish of Adornments 4
Quality of Finish Work 4
Ease of Repair 4
Potential Range of Setup 4
Balance on Knee 5
Balance on Strap 5
Overall Electronic Quality 4
Solder Joints, Wire Runs 3
Clarity 5
Noise 3
Shielding 0
Quality for Price Range 2

The Pre-CBS Jazz Basses, particularly the ’62 to’63 models,
are considered by many to be the “holy grail” of electric
basses. This particular bass in early 2012 would be valued
between $10,000 and $15,000. We decided to put this
instrument through our usual inspections to see how it stacks
up with everything else we look at.

For sure, they didn’t get that reputation without being
amazing instruments… iconic really. Beyond being
outstanding-sounding instruments, they were all sonic game
changers. If you are a musician and are lucky enough to have
a bass like this, then you probably don’t want to sell it.
Hardly anything functions better in a track or on a gig. Sadly,
their antique value sends most of these instruments to vaults,
rather than gigs or studios – which is really too bad, because
this bass sounds really, really great.

It is constructed with an alder body (three sandwiched pieces)
and a maple neck, with a cap of rosewood fingerboard over
the maple. Several months before this was constructed, it
would have had a “slab” board, rather than this cap. The keys
are reverse Klusons that still work reasonably well, although
they don’t work near as well as the keys on modern mid to
high-end instruments. The same is true for all the hardware on
these old basses – not really that great compared to modern
stuff.

The finish is a classic nitrocellulose lacquer which has faded
and worn and cracked in a way you either love or hate. In any
case, it’s very thin and doesn’t hinder the sound of the
instrument in any way.

There are several other observations worth making here. One
is in regard to neck pockets. This pocket is probably the worst
of any bass we have ever reviewed, even on basses that sound
terrible in comparison to this one. So, one thing we know
from this is that the neck pocket fit does not appear to be all
that important. Another note is there is absolutely no shielding
in the control cavity. And this bass isn’t really all that noisy,
until you solo out one single coil or another. Until you add
onboard preamps to basses like this, they don’t miss not
having shielding. The neck is thin and sleek, more so than just
about any bass you’ll play. Sometimes, it makes them not
hold up so well, as they get funny bumps, compressions, and
twists in the neck over time. On-Bench Score

3.65 average

1962 Fender Jazz
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This CBS-era Jazz Bass is straddling the transition from the
‘60s Pre-CBS basses to the ‘70s era basses. This bass is still a
multiple-piece alder body bolted up to a maple neck with a
rosewood cap fingerboard. By this time in its evolution, the
bass got a nice white maple binding and big block plastic
pearl inlay.  

The body is finished with classic nitrocellulose lacquer, but
the neck is polyurethane. It makes the body look worn out
and beat, in a good way, and the neck is almost pristine.
You’d think they didn’t live together all these years. As such,
the neck feels funny compared to the ’62 – sort of sticky and
thick, not thin and sleek. Speaking of thin and sleek, the neck
is a touch bigger everywhere than the ’62, which either feels
more solid, or too fat, depending on what you like. Otherwise,
the dimensions are similar to the ’62.

The tuning machines are pretty bad, sticky and tough to use.
Most of the hardware isn’t very good by today’s standards,
even on cheap instrument. This instrument has been re-fretted,
so its original fret size is unknown. However, it is usually
fatter, around .090” or .100”, during this era.

This bass did sound the best of all the instruments, as born
out in blindfold playing and listening tests. It left us all
scratching our heads about Pre-CBS, Post-CBS and lacquer-
finished necks, which given the price difference in the value
of this bass, you’d think the ’62 should slay it. It didn’t.

Speaking of values, this instrument is around $4,000, given its
condition. That’s about a third of the ’62. There is no question
in anyone’s mind that this bass is better sounding than the ’62
we had. There are many Pre-CBS Jazz Basses I’ve played that
sounded better than this ’62 we had, but not by much. There
are many ‘60s Post-CBS basses I’ve played that sound
amazing, as well.

This reinforces my thought that the Pre-CBS designation that
drives the value of these basses is overrated. The distance
between any of these ‘60s basses isn’t that wide. You can find
amazing instruments from any of these periods, and not-so-
amazing instruments from the same periods. That they are
separated by thousands of dollars in value is not driven by
their utility as instruments, but the concept of Pre/Post CBS
that ignores the reality that there are far more differences
between instruments, regardless of when or where they were
made.

1969 Fender Jazz

CONFIGURATION

Strings: 4
Style: Double cutaway, offset
Overall length: 46”
Body Dimensions: 20.5” long x 14” wide at lower bout
Body Contouring: Moderate
Weight: 9.2 lbs

NECK

Scale length: 34”
Neck width at nut: 1.525”
Neck width at 12th fret: 2.220”
Neck width at joint: 2.375”
Neck thickness at nut: 1.036”
Neck thickness at 1st fret: .889”
Neck thickness at 12th fret: .976”
Neck thickness at joint: 1.000”
String spacing at nut: .388”
String spacing at saddle: .774”
Fingerboard Radius/Neckshape: 7.25” / D shape
Peghead break angle: 4-7 deg
Bridge break angle: 10
Afterlength at nut: 7.097- 1.5 
Afterlength at saddle: .1.25-.9
Attachment: Bolt-on
Pocket gap: None
Truss rod type/access: Single-action compression rod / body end
Fret count: 20
Fretwire: 80x36 (refret)

ELECTRONICS

Pickup location(s):from 12th fret: 10 14/16”, 14 7/16” or from bridge: 6 3/16”, 2 11/16”
Electronics: None
Controls: Volume, volume, tone
Shielding: None
Preamp Circuit Voltage: Passive

CONSTRUCTION

Body woods: Alder
Neck woods: Maple
Fretboard: Rosewood
Body finish: Nitrocellulose lacquer
Neck Finish: Polyurethane

HARDWARE

Attachment: At bridge

TEST RESULTS On Bench

1-5 (unacceptable to impeccable)
Overall Construction 4
Wood Choice 4
Materials Choice 3
Joinery 4
Fretwork 5
Fit and Finish of Adornments 4
Quality of Finish Work 3
Ease of Repair 4
Potential Range of Setup 4
Balance on Knee 5
Balance on Strap 5
Overall Electronic Quality 4
Solder Joints, Wire Runs 3
Clarity 5
Noise 4
Shielding 0
Quality for Price Range 4

On-Bench Score
3.83 average
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CONFIGURATION

Strings: 4
Style: Double cutaway, offset
Overall length: 46”
Body Dimensions: 19 5/8” long x 14 1/8” wide at lower bout
Body Contouring: Moderate
Weight: 11.7 lbs

NECK

Scale length: 34”
Neck width at nut: 1.517”
Neck width at 12th fret: 2.222”
Neck width at joint: 2.393”
Neck thickness at nut: .925”
Neck thickness at 1st fret: .885”
Neck thickness at 12th fret: .960”
Neck thickness at joint: 1.025”
String spacing at nut: .390”
String spacing at saddle: .765”
Fingerboard Radius/Neckshape: 7.25” / D shape
Peghead break angle: 5-7 deg
Bridge break angle: 12 deg
Afterlength at nut: 1.64” to 7.164” 
Afterlength at saddle: 1.454”
Attachment: Bolt-on
Pocket gap: .016”
Truss rod type/access: Single-action compression rod / body end
Fret count: 20
Fretwire: 113 x 28

ELECTRONICS

Pickup location(s):from 12th fret: 10 13/16”, 14 14/16” or from bridge: 6 4/16”, 2 6/16”
Electronics: None
Controls: Volume, volume, tone
Shielding: None
Preamp Circuit Voltage: Passive

CONSTRUCTION

Body woods: Ash
Neck woods: Maple
Fretboard: Maple
Body and Neck finish: Polyurethane

HARDWARE

Attachment: At bridge

TEST RESULTS On Bench

1-5 (unacceptable to impeccable)
Overall Construction 4
Wood Choice 3
Materials Choice 4
Joinery 4
Fretwork 3
Fit and Finish of Adornments 3
Quality of Finish Work 3
Ease of Repair 4
Potential Range of Setup 4
Balance on Knee 4
Balance on Strap 4
Overall Electronic Quality 3
Solder Joints, Wire Runs 3
Clarity 4
Noise 4
Shielding 2
Quality for Price Range 3

On-Bench Score
3.47 average

This ’73 Jazz Bass is yet another transition instrument. This

time, the changes are much bigger. The single biggest change

is the movement of the bridge pickup significantly towards

the bridge. The neck pickup moved slightly toward the bridge,

as well. Body wood is now ash, and the neck is maple with a

maple fingerboard. This particular bass has black plastic

blocks and black binding – an option made concurrently with

white plastic binding and plastic mother of pearl big blocks,

like the ’69. The body dimensions changed a touch.

The hardware is very similar in quality and kind to the ’69

and the ’62, and really not near as nice as modern higher end

materials. It’s significantly heavier than the ‘60s basses, and

heavier than most instrument get these days.

Playing testing this instrument was interesting. It has that

classic ‘70s J-bass sound, which is slightly different than the

‘60s sound. This bass is darker, more subdued, and has less

midrange punch than the earlier basses. In comparison it

seems muffled, though the strings on this bass were quite old.

These differences are subtle, however. Overall, it still sound

unmistakably like a great Fender Jazz Bass. The weight and

the size of the neck, coupled with the thicker polyurethane

finish, makes the instrument seem clunky and fat compared to

the ‘60s basses.

The difference in values between this ‘70s bass and the ‘60s

Post-CBS basses makes sense, given their tone and overall

feel. Compared to some more recently made basses, these are

still significantly better sounding and feeling that many of

them. Given their price tags (under $3,000), these early ‘70s

Jazz Basses are strong contenders for shoppers in that price

range.
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CONFIGURATION

Strings: 4
Style: Double cutaway, offset
Overall length: 46”
Body Dimensions: 20” long x 14” wide at lower bout
Body Contouring: Moderate
Weight: 9.8 lbs

NECK

Scale length: 34”
Neck width at nut: 1.521”
Neck width at 12th fret: 2.197”
Neck width at joint: 2.35”
Neck thickness at nut: .948”
Neck thickness at 1st fret: 8.69”
Neck thickness at 12th fret: .998”
Neck thickness at joint: 1.03”
String spacing at nut: .368”
String spacing at saddle: .747”
Fingerboard Radius/Neckshape: 7.25” / D shape
Peghead break angle: 7 deg
Bridge break angle: 17 deg
Afterlength at nut: 1.607” to 7.348”
Afterlength at saddle: 1.046”
Attachment: Bolt-on
Pocket gap: .047”
Truss rod type/access: Sngle-action compression rod / bullet nut at peghead
Fret count: 20
Fretwire: 100x34

ELECTRONICS

Pickup location(s):from 12th fret: 110 13/16”, 14 3/4” 
Electronics: None
Controls: Volume, volume, tone
Shielding: None
Preamp Circuit Voltage: Passive

CONSTRUCTION

Body woods: Ash
Neck woods: Maple
Fretboard: Maple
Body and Neck finish: Polyurethane

HARDWARE

Attachment: At bridge

TEST RESULTS On Bench

1-5 (unacceptable to impeccable)
Overall Construction 3
Wood Choice 3
Materials Choice 3
Joinery 2
Fretwork 2
Fit and Finish of Adornments 2
Quality of Finish Work 2
Ease of Repair 4
Potential Range of Setup 4
Balance on Knee 3
Balance on Strap 3
Overall Electronic Quality 4
Solder Joints, Wire Runs 3
Clarity 4
Noise 4
Shielding 0
Quality for Price Range 3

On-Bench Score
2.89 average

1978 Fender Jazz
This bass represents the classic ‘70s Jazz Bass. The changed

bridge pickup placement, ash body, maple fingerboard, and

super heavy, thick poly finishes were all hallmarks of the ‘70s

Jazz Bass era. This one has all that, plus the seriously funky

paint job.

Talk about your love it or hate it color, Antigua has always

been one of Fender’s worst painting decisions. Now more

valuable because of it, the bass still elicits strong reactions

from whoever looks at it. This instrument is pretty heavy, has

thick paint, and by today’s standards is built pretty sloppy. In

spite of that, it is a classic ‘70s Fender Jazz and has that tone

many better built instruments can’t seem to get. Go figure.

Compared to the other older ‘60s basses, this one is brighter

and thinner sounding. It’s clear and defined, but nowhere near

as warm at the early ones. When amplified with a proper

amount of low end, though, it really holds its own in a dense

mix in a way darker instruments cannot. With a pick or slap,

there is very little that can compete with ‘70s era Jazz Basses.

These observations show you that construction issues aren’t

as critical as you’d think in the grand scheme of things.
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Sound …
You Heard Me

From The Bench
By Tom Lees

air molecules. However, due to

equilibrium, these compressed

molecules “push out” to relieve the

pressure, which compresses other

nearby molecules. This process repeats

at the speed of sound, about 340 m/s,

compressing and expanding air

molecules. 

Now everyone tune in, if you learn one

thing from this article, learn this… in

order to propagate harmonic motion,

we need to transfer our harmonic

energy from one object to another.

Even with air, we are transferring

energy to the nearby air molecules.

Yup, molecules are “objects” that we

transfer our energy to via pressure. To

the contrary, in a vacuum, sound cannot

propagate, even with time, because

there are no molecules or other objects

to transfer energy to – i.e., we cannot

generate pressure. On the other hand,

some amount of our energy is lost to

friction. As such, our wave does not

propagate indefinitely. Rather, this

process repeats itself until frictional

forces eventually settle everything back

to equilibrium. Ah, our harmonic

motion is now propagating sound. That

was not so hard to get, was it? 

Now, I am going to introduce a concept

you are likely very familiar with… the

mixer. If you combine two or more

waves, they add (mix) together to

create a single, complex wave.

However, when waves are added,

several different outcomes are possible

at different points in time. It turns out

that sometimes, the waves reinforce

harmonic motion if you accept one

simple premise. Harmonic motion

comprises an elastic restoring force.

Dig it? Let me explain. If an object is

moved from its default resting point

(okay, its equilibrium point, you tech-

heads) to a point away from its resting

point – let’s say to the right of the

object, for example (err, sorry… point

of maximum displacement), our elastic

restoring force pushes on our object (to

the left) to return our object to

equilibrium using a force that is

proportional to the displacement of the

object. However, because our object

has mass, the applied restoring force

causes the object to swing past the

equilibrium point to the point of

maximum displacement to the left. This

time, the elastic restoring force pushes

to the right to return the object to

equilibrium using a force that is

proportional to the displacement of the

object. Badabing! Harmonic motion is

that simple. 

Well, that describes harmonic motion,

but how does propagation come into

play? First, we need to add two new

aspects to our discussion: the superhero

Pressure, and his sidekick, Time. First,

let me take care of our caffeine-buzzed

tech-heads, then I will explain how

pressure and time are the real

superheros. If we examine our

harmonic motion as repeating over

time, we get a “wave” of pressure.

That’s right, our object causes a change

in air pressure as a result of this

harmonic motion. Basically, our

harmonic motion compresses nearby

We spend a lot of time talking about

equipment: basses, amps, cabinets and

effects. Today, I want to take a step

back and cover some basics. In order to

do that, I am going to break this down

to a two-part series: the production of

sound, and the perception of sound.

This issue, we will talk about the

production of sound, and hopefully get

you thinking about some fundamental

aspects of the world that most of us

take for granted.

In order to get a real understanding into

the production of sound, we need to

understand two important concepts:

harmonic motion and sound

propagation. Harmonic motion is pretty

darned cool, for several reasons. If you

are a math nut, you can solve

differential equations to describe the

harmonic motion (harmonics) of your

system. Sweet! If you are a history nut

(in addition to being a math nut), you

will recognize that many of those

awesome equations are derived, at least

in part, from Newton’s Second Law

(hint: think of a mass and spring, and

start with the basic formula F=-kx.

Now, substitute F=ma, then rearrange

the equation in terms of its

derivatives… now discuss among

yourselves). 

However, you do not need to

understand differential equations or

appreciate history to fully understand
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each other, and at other times, the

waves cancel each other out, depending

upon frequency and phase of the waves.

Moreover, Fourier’s theorem says that

we can de-construct any complex wave

into a bunch of simple waves. Thus, for

example, I can describe a square wave

by adding together a bunch of sine

waves of the right frequency, amplitude

and phase. 

Okay, enough being abstract, let’s apply

all this to our bass. When we pluck a

string, the string begins to vibrate. This

vibration produces a fundamental and a

series of harmonics that represent the

sum of the excited vibration modes of

the string. Modes? Where does this

come from? We can envision the string

vibrating in one big wave from nut to

bridge – this is our fundamental mode

of harmonic motion. Now, let’s

envision a node ½ the length of the

string. A node is a point where the

amplitude of the string stays at zero. As

a result, we have two harmonic

motions, each using ½ the length of the

string. Now, let’s divide the string into

thirds, e.g., two nodes, each 1/3rd down

the length of the string. Now we have

three separate harmonic motions. This

process repeats for any number of

harmonic modes.

The particular vibrational modes of the

string that are excited depend upon the

force, direction of the force and

position of the force along the string.

Because our string has mass, and

because our real-world system has

friction, these vibration modes follow

an envelope of attack, sustain and

decay. Our vibrational energy wants to

transfer to another object, and luckily,

we have a bridge that will “pass along”

the vibrational energy to the body and

neck of the instrument.  

However, the bridge will not perfectly

convey the harmonic energy of the

string pluck to the body and neck.

Rather, the bridge has its own

vibrational modes that will reinforce or

reduce the harmonics from the string.

Similarly, the bridge will transfer its

vibrations to the neck and body. Again,

however, the neck and body have their

own vibrational modes that will

reinforce or reduce the harmonics from

the string. The vibration of the body

and neck, in turn, transfer its harmonic

energy to the nearby air. This is what

we hear as the natural acoustics of the

bass. 

But, you say, we do not usually listen to

our electric bass acoustically. All we

care about is what is coming through

the pickups, right? Well, not

completely. You see, our strings, bridge,

body and neck are mechanically

coupled. Thus, if you accept that our

strings transfer energy to the bridge,

body and neck of our instrument, then

you must see that our body, neck and

bridge push/transfer the absorbed

energy back to our strings. However,

this “push back” is different from the

absorbed energy due to the modes of

the body. The oversimplified

explanation is that our bridge, body and

neck make some frequencies “easy” to

reproduce, and some frequencies have

to work harder to be reproduced. The

frequencies that are reinforced and the

frequencies that are suppressed, will

depend upon how close the modes of

the body align to the modes of the

vibrating string. Thus, even our

electrical world of pickups has to

contend with the complex mechanical

world of harmonic motion and pressure.

Don’t miss the

Dingwall Bass Guitar

Giveaway!!!

www.bassgearmag.com
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In The Doghouse
By Chris Fitzgerald

Physical Tone
Production on the

Double Bass, Part 2:
Left Hand Shape,

Fingertips, and Pads

In the last article in the series, I

discussed “leverage and the left hand,”

and focused on the notion of what

constitutes a good left hand stop of a

fingered note and how to use the larger

muscle groups of the body to get it. In

this installment, I’d like to focus on

several related issues: a description of a

natural way to hold the left hand so

that force may be applied to the string

from the larger muscle groups; an

examination of the validity of the

traditional focus for beginning students

to always play with the tips of the

fingers on the strings (as opposed to

playing with different parts of the

pads); and tonal differences produced

by playing with different parts of the

fingertips or pads. There have been

many discussions and arguments (some

of them quite heated) about these

subjects in dedicated bass circles, and

while I don’t feel that a definitive

“answer” is possible for all bassists, the

topics themselves represent aspects of

bass technique that merit personal

exploration by every bassist, at some

point. As a disclaimer, any beliefs I

express here are not meant to represent

any empirical scientific facts that

should be presented as “bass technique

dogma,” but rather simply represent

my own take as a working jazz bassist

and educator.

Tips versus Pads: Either/Or?

Most double bassists (jazz or

otherwise) agree that the healthiest left

hand shape for the instrument involves

what is often described as a “C” shape

– roughly the shape a normal-sized

hand would assume while palming an

orange. There are many reasons for

this. Two of the more important reasons

would be avoidance of squeezing the

neck with the thumb on the back of the

neck, and achieving the necessary

finger spacing to play half steps in tune

in the lower positions. The “orange-

palming C shape” analogy is a popular

descriptive approach used by bass

teachers, because it covers both of the

above aspects simply by asking the

student to make a simple and natural

hand motion. Try it right now: hold

your left hand in front of your chest,

palm up, and palm an imaginary orange

(or better yet, a real one) with it. Next,

turn the hand upside down, then

sideways so that you are looking at the

thumb/forefinger side of the hand.

What do you see? You likely see a

rounded shape to the entire hand, with

thumb and fingers only slightly curved

to conform to the circumference of the

orange, with the fingers spread far

enough apart so as not to drop it, but

not unnaturally or uncomfortably far

apart.

So far, so good, as this shape roughly

corresponds to the shape most bass

teachers would have the left hand

assume when getting ready to play. But

look again at your hand, and this time

focus on what you don’t see when your

hand is in this position. When I look at

my hand in this way, I don’t see my

thumb extending out in “hitchhiking

position,” with the last knuckle bending

backward slightly away from where the

back of the neck would be (which is a

position advocated by most bass

teachers I know). I also don’t see the

tips of the fingers –the portion of the

fingertip directly under the nail, or put

another way, the part you would poke

somebody in the chest with – curving

inward to apply direct and pointed

pressure to the surface of the orange.

Does this mean that the “C” shape is an

invalid descriptive in regard to a proper

and natural way to hold the left hand

when playing?

I would argue not at all. To the

contrary, I find the “orange C” shape to

be an excellent way to introduce a

natural and healthy hand shape to apply

to the left hand. It not only puts the

hand in the basic proper shape to play

the bass, but it does so in a natural way

that doesn’t put stress on the small

muscles of the forearm. It is only when

the hand attempts to squeeze the orange

that the forearm tightens up. The fact

that the thumb and fingertips are not yet

in “traditional” playing form is

something that should be examined

further as an extension/addendum to

this basic shape, rather than something

that invalidates it as a teaching tool.

First, let’s look at the thumb. While

holding your orange (real or imagined)

as described above, lock your thumb

out as in “hitchhiking position.” Notice

that doing so doesn’t alter much about

your grip on the orange, the tension in

your forearm, or the spatial relationship

between your thumb and the opposing

fingers it faces. Next, examine what

happens when you curl your fingers in

to apply fingertip (i.e. the “point” of the

finger, as described above) pressure to

the surface. Notice the tension that

immediately builds up in the forearm

muscles – there’s no way around it.

Given that these two commonly

accepted aspects of left hand technique
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seem to be in conflict with each other,

how do we reconcile the difference?

I would suggest that the best way to

reconcile the difference is simply to

redefine the term “fingertip.” If we start

by differentiating between the “point of

the finger” and the “fingertip,” then a

lot of the confusion is immediately

resolved. This is an important

distinction, because excluding thumb

position playing, I don’t know a single

bassist who regularly plays with the

points of the fingers of the left hand;

rather, every bassist I can think of plays

with the pads (our new definition of

“fingertip”) of the fingers. The problem

with talking about playing with the

pads is simply that many people

assume that this leads to the flattening

or collapsing of the fingers (a practice

that is most often discouraged by bass

teachers). But this is not really the

case. If we go back and revisit our “C”

shape and apply it to the bass strings,

we see that the front portion of the pad

is applied to the string with a proper

mechanism behind it which can apply

as much force as needed – so most

players who use this hand shape are

really playing with their pads most of

the time.

Once we understand and accept this, we

can then begin to explore the tonal

differences of playing with different

parts of the pad. Playing with the front

part of the pad closer to the tip

produces a clean, bell-like tone, and

playing with the fleshy part of the pad

produces more of a buzzy “growl”

sound. The reason for this is simply a

matter of physics: the more pointed a

surface, the more force is applied by

pressing the “point” against another

object (in this case, the string into the

fingerboard). Think of holding a

sharpened pencil in the middle of your

fist with the eraser side pointing down

towards your leg. It is perfectly safe to

drop the weight of your arm and let the

eraser hit your leg, because the surface

of the eraser helps to dissipate the

force. Would you do this with the

sharpened end of the pencil? Certainly

not. Applying force to a bass string to

create a stop is much like this. As long

as the physical mechanism – namely

the curved fingers that transfer the

weight of the arm to the string –

remains intact, the rest of the equation

is really just a matter of tonal

preference.

Having a technique that allows room

for producing different types of sounds

as far as left hand stops is concerned

can sometimes be looked upon as

having inconsistent technique by those

who feel that there is a single “right” or

“wrong” way to stop the string. In

answer to this type of response, I would

argue that producing different sounds

with the left hand necessarily requires

using different techniques to get the

sounds in the first place, and that the

ability to do this is a good thing, rather

than a bad thing. Bassists, like many

other instrumentalists, often place so

much importance on gear to produce

various types of sounds that we can

tend to overlook the most important

tone controls one the planet – the ones

on the ends of our arms, and the ones

on the sides of our heads. In my

younger days, if I was looking for a

certain sound out of my bass, my mind

would immediately turn to strings, or

setup, or pickups and mics, or

amplification, etc. As I get older and

gain experience with the bass, my

thoughts now immediately go to

technique when I am chasing a new

sound I’d like to get out of my

instrument. Do I need a cleaner, more

pure sound? This can be had by

adjusting both hands to play with the

less fleshy parts of the fingers. Do I

want more growl and buzz? This can be

had by getting more flesh on the string

in the left hand and flattening the finger

slightly while digging in to the string

with the middle knuckle of the right

hand at an angle I now simply think of

as “the growl stroke.” If I want a softer

tone with less sustain, a slight

adjustment of both hands can go in that

direction as well. As long as the

physical mechanism used to produce

the sounds is a healthy one, then

altering the details of the technique is a

good thing, and one that will allow for

a lifetime of tonal exploration.
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Upright Perspective
By Arnold Schnitzer

In Part 1, I spoke about the sonic and

playability differences between flat and

round-backed basses. Here, I will

concentrate on the physical differences

between them, and the effects of these

differences on the potential health and

maintenance of the bass.

Round-backed basses are less

susceptible to back damage than flat-

backed ones. There are three reasons

why flat backs are more fragile. First,

flat backs require bracing, because the

back wood is thin and has no arch to

speak of. This bracing tends to work

loose over time. Second, the thin back

wood is more easily cracked or

punctured between the braces. Third,

the traditional method of gluing the

braces at 90 degrees to the back wood

tends to cause deformation and

cracking of the back wood. That is

because changes in relative humidity

cause the braces and the back wood to

expand and contract in opposite

directions from each other. This is a

result of wood expanding and

contracting mainly across its grain.

When this opposite reaction occurs in a

severe way, and the bracing does not

break loose, cracking or shape

distortion in the back wood takes place.  

Typically, flat backs bulge inwardly in

the winter, and become flat again in the

summer. In some instances, this bulging

can cause tension and even cracking in

the ribs and top table. The more

variable a climate is, the more potential

trouble one can expect from a flat-

backed bass. That’s not to say that

owning a flat-backed bass will be a

nightmare of problems and expensive

repairs. But be forewarned, owners of

flat-backed basses are wise to be more

careful about moving them about. They

also need to be more aware of

fluctuations in climate, especially fast,

severe changes.

In the early 1800s, Abraham Prescott

(American string instrument maker)

experimented with using “X” bracing in

flat-backed basses. I suppose the theory

was that the angled braces, which

crossed the grain of the back wood at

about 30-40 degrees (rather than 90

degrees), were less likely to break loose

with climate changes. These X-braced

backs do indeed seem to be more

stable. I think the X brace works well

for sound production, as well. The main

brace in a flat-backed bass is placed

under the soundpost; it supports and

distributes the tension placed on the

bass by its bridge and strings. With an

X or angled brace, the vibration spreads

in a different way than with a typical

cross-brace. Several modern makers are

now using either the X brace, a single

angled brace, or a single angled brace

plus another angled stiffener or two. I

personally would be very reluctant to

build a flat-backed bass nowadays with

traditional bracing. Climate variations

are intensified these days by the amount

of air travel musicians experience; their

bass can be in summer conditions one

day, and winter conditions the next.

Flat-backed basses which are kept in a

temperate climate, with distinctly

different seasons and a considerable

level of indoor heating in the winter,

will usually benefit from different

winter and summer soundposts. The

inward bulging of the brace under the

soundpost (along with other shrinkage)

in winter can cause changes in the

distance the soundpost needs to bridge

of 3mm (about 1/8”) or more. When the

soundpost is too loose (generally in

summer), tone and playability suffer,

and wolf tones can be exacerbated. This

can also cause sinkage of the treble-side

f-hole. When the soundpost is too tight

(generally in winter), the tone and

playability can also suffer, and the bass’

top table can crack from the slightest

impact (or none at all). A tight post can

also cause a nasty bulge or dent in the

top table. 

Round-backed basses also expand and

contract, but usually not as much. The

rounded back is more flexible and tends

to adapt better to a single soundpost

used year-round. Ideally, when a bass is

fitted for a single year-round soundpost,

this fitting should take place in the

spring or fall.

When weighing the purchase of a new

bass, think carefully about your ability

to care for that instrument. If you live

in an extremely variable climate, or do

lots of traveling with your bass, you

may want to limit your shopping to

basses with rounded backs. That said, if

you fall in love with a flat-backed bass

(or already own one), use a bit more

care as regards winter dryness, severe

humidity changes, and cartage. Happy

thumping!

FLAT BACK vs.
ROUND BACK, Part 2:
The Technical Stuff
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FUNDAMENTAL

SUPPORT
by Tom Bowlus

It is often easy to naysay or take pot
shots at the federal government,
especially when we are being
bombarded with political ads. Folks
tend to love to dwell on the negative
impacts of government in our lives.
Sure enough, there’s lots of room for
improvement, and that’s what
democratic elections are all about.
However, government does perform
some valuable and necessary functions,
and I am happy to say that fostering an
appreciation of art, and preserving art
forms for future generations, is one of
them.

The National Endowment for the Arts
(“NEA”) was established by Congress
in 1965 as an independent agency of
the federal government, with the goal of
supporting artistic excellence,
creativity, and innovation for the benefit
of individuals and communities. It is
the largest funder of arts in the United
States. In the 2010 Fiscal Year, the
NEA invested nearly $139 Million
through more than 2,700 grants
awarded across the country. The
organizations which benefitted from
these grants, in turn, had direct
expenditures in their local communities
of $2.1 Billion (collectively). Some of
the specific grants awarded include

support for the Vietnam Veterans
Memorial design competition, the
Sundance Film Festival, Spoleto
Festival USA, and PBS’s Great
Performances series.

The NEA also supports artists, directly,
through annual lifetime honor awards
in three categories: NEA National
Heritage Fellowships to master folk and
traditional artists; NEA Jazz Master
Fellowships to jazz musicians and
advocates; and NEA Opera Honors to
those who have made extraordinary
contributions to opera in the United
States. In addition, the NEA manages
the National Medal of Arts, the highest
award given to artists and arts patrons
by the United States Government.
Established by Congress in 1984, and
awarded annually by the President,
National Medal of Arts recipients are
selected based on their contributions to
the creation, growth, and support of the
arts in the United States. 

Recipients of the National Medal of
Arts include Riley “B. B.” King, Earl
Scruggs, Bill Monroe, Tito Puente, Doc
Watson, Antoine “Fats” Domino, Ray
Charles, Cabell “Cab” Calloway,
Roberta Peters, Aretha Franklin, Odetta,
Mikhail Baryshnikov, Benny Carter,
Itzhak Perlman, Barbara Streisand,
Johnny Cash, Kirk Douglas, Yo-Yo Ma,

George Jones, William “Smokey”
Robinson, Wynton Marsalis, Dolly
Parton, Buddy Guy, Austin City Limits,
George Strait, the Preservation Hall
Jazz Band, Les Paul, Ray Bradbury,
Stan Lee, Quincy Jones, James Taylor,
Al Pacino, Andre Watts, and Bob
Dylan.

In an effort to leverage their funds to
achieve the greatest overall impact, the
NEA is involved in many partnerships
with other federal agencies, state
organizations, and other public and
private organizations. These
partnerships include initiatives with
such agencies as the Department of
Education, Department of Housing and
Urban Development, and the Federal
Council on the Arts and the
Humanities. Its reach also extends
beyond the US borders, as various
international partnerships allow
opportunities for US artists and
organizations to travel abroad, as well
as encouraging artists from other
countries to participate in residencies in
the United States.

In order to find out more about the
NEA, what initiatives it may be
supporting in your local area, or to
make a donation, head on over to
www.neo.gov. As an extra bonus, be
sure to check out the following bass-
specific nuggets:

Podcast with Christian McBride, the
new voice of the NEAs Jazz Moments:
http://artworks.arts.gov/?p=6524.

Podcast with Ron Carter:
http://artworks.arts.gov/?p=5860.

Interview, video tribute, and music
samples from Charlie Haden:
http://www.arts.gov/honors/jazz/jmCM
S/master.php?id=2012_03&type=bio.

National Endowment for the Arts
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Corrections for issue #8:
On the Quick Look review of
the Eden WTDI Direct
Box/Preamp, on page 11, we
incorrectly stated that it was
“Made in: USA.” The review
should have read, “Made in:
China.”

In the fEARful Phenomenon
article, the text on pages 57 and
58 should have been switched,
one for the other.

Manufacturer’s Response:

Jacques Ruppert, Ruppert
Musical Instruments
We would like to thank Tom
Lees for this detailed test that
confirms our own
measurements. On the very first
series of Basswitch IQ DI pedals,
both inputs have to be in use to
achieve correct impedance
values on channel A. For all
Basswitch pedals now on sale in
the US, this is no longer needed.
We have at the same time
improved the design of the
push buttons so that they work
smother, now. In our strive for
excellence in quality and
service, we offer all customers
that would have a problem with
their Basswitch in this area a
free upgrade and shipping back,
if they return us the pedal.

Roger Baer, Baer Amplification
As the mid driver is naturally
balanced very well in sensitivity
to the woofer, we felt that an L-
Pad for the midrange wasn’t
worth the trade off of adding
extra circuitry to the crossover.

John Pirruccelloo, Lakland
With regard to the comments
about the DJ-5’s price point, we
believe that MAP (minimum
advertised price), a.k.a “street
price,” is much more
representative of the actual
price a customer will pay. Street
price for the DJ-5 is $1,349,
which is $350 less than an
American Standard Deluxe Jazz
V (street). I feel this puts us in a
slightly lower price point
category, which may change a
reader’s perception of value. I
sure wish the music industry
would let go of the MSRP game.
It can be somewhat confusing
for people!

The pickups in this bass are our
own design vintage-style
pickups, wound right here in our
Chicago shop with hand built
bobbins made from vintage
spec materials. The fact that
they don’t look like anything
special is by design, since our
aim was to offer a vintage spec,
high quality USA-made pickup
with class-leading tone.

With regard to the neck setup
analysis, we are constantly
reviewing our processes to
improve our products and the
issues you pointed out with
regards to the neck fit tolerance
and nut fit and finish are being
addressed! Just to brag a bit,
for the last three years,
Lakland’s return/repair
authorizations have been well
below 2%. All after-sale
customers are treated like
royalty! Regarding the treble
side neck pocket design and

“possible lateral instability,” I
can honestly say that this has
never been an issue since we
debuted this design in 1994.

Passive basses and shielding.
Since the introduction of our
first passive basses in the mid
1990s, Lakland’s position has
been that vintage basses from
the late ‘50s to ‘60s without
cavity shielding sounded livelier
than shielded versions, that to
our ears sounded considerably
duller. All Lakland passive
instruments default to this
vintage spec and achieve what
we feel is a superior tone.
However, Lakland will shield
passive models at no extra
charge upon special order or as
post sale support. It should be
noted that our vintage style
pickups are fully wax potted to
prevent micro phonics (in case
there is any confusion between
shielding and potting).

Gerald Marleaux, Marleaux
BassGuitars
We now use a different trussrod
than what was used in these
instruments. All of the basses
we build have a pre-tension in
the neck – when under string
tension, the trussrod needs no
power – so we have much more
than enough headroom in both
directions.
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